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1870  
PUBLISHED
BY THE STUDENTS
0F ASSUMPTIOH
ON THE OCCASION
OF THE COLLEGE’S   
   
JllBILEE 
  
  
  
1930
    
JFQREWGRD
mm
GﬂfHE BASllLlDlES, the
Assumption College jubilee
publication of 1930, seeks to
conyey through its pages the
progress of Alma Mater and
the accomplishments of her
students, past and present.
May this hook reﬂect the
supreme sacriﬁce and un-
daunted zeal of the Basilians.
Out of their early trials and
later struggles has arisen a
greater Assumption, en—
hanced today by a back—
ground of splendid and
glorious traditions.
     
  
DEDlCATlQN
GIHE PRlClE of an ideal
attained is the ﬂesh and
blood of those who con—
ceived and brought it to
fruition.
To lFather O’Connor and
his Basilian eonfreres, who
devoted their lives to the
founding and building of
our Alma Mater, we grate—
fully dedicate this volume.
     
   
    REV, TWIle O'CONNOR, (“SBW LL.D‘
Asmnnption's First President
      
     
Bl'RNS. (ESE.
Hi. 19234
REY. H. ’1‘.
Died May
   
  
      
  
D-ath! ' ou has’t elaimell
’l‘no from out on mil '
(‘onfrere I'riests of Ba
Old Boys sorer missed.
()ur All" Vlater mourns.
in sorro“ s silent mien;
— lone from Old Assumption:
\\'e feel the loss most keen.
    
 
  t.
il.
  
    
    
   
(.‘one from Old A s'umption.
lrue pr' ‘. true triends. t.rue       
   
guides,
(iolden tongl *(l orators.
Assumption lasting" pride.    ’l‘heir voiees stilled forever:
In Heaven’s eourt, their joy.
immortal i' their name
’l‘o priests. and friends. and
boys.
      
  
     
    
   
 
['nseen in eorridor and hall.
’l‘heir shadows linger here;
To udent and to ()ld Boy.
’l‘hei-r spirits still are near.
\Vorthy priests of God!
Friends of legion ehoiee;
—-l’ersua ive pulp power.
“'e hear their silt It voiee.
   
  
  
   
    
        
    I‘lreet. on altar throne,
’l‘heir forms' angelie g'raee
Haunts our ehapel t. r.
'l‘heir morning- )Ias s' plaee.
ﬁervanh‘ good and faithful.
Heavens their just reward:
Livest they in glory,
In prt -e. visioned Lord.
  
   
 
 
     
     
In eollege da tri - guides.
\\'e ever sought their aid:
()ur erosses many. theirs.
Upon their shoulders laid.
  
  
  
   
 
RIM" l’. J. “(RYARIX (ERR,
Died May 30, NZ?!
 
in woes and hurdens great.
Hy them we “ere advised:
Our eares and troubled souls.
.\ enre. their hearts devised.
 
Their lives on earth are over:
To us they still do speak:
I- sting friends lill" tes .
’l‘heir words and ways so meek.
Farewell! we all aeelaim;
(iod rest their eherished souls.
In peaee forever more.—
’l‘heir lives” eternal goals.
  
Farewell! we cry again.
In te: of holy joy;
'l‘heir “‘1‘ a preeious gift
To eaeh A,sumption hov
  
  \Ve loved them. pries s and
friends.
'I‘heir smiles and winning;
ways;
God loved them more. anon:
“lest be their eternal (lays.
’l‘rue Hasilians. Father-friends.
\‘Ve priests and laymen miss:
Pray that one and all
\Vill meet in Heaven’s bliss.
liamiy then. and all with then :
(God grant that day will eome:
Dear friends, you're not forgot
By the boys of .\ssumption.
   
Gone from Old Assumption.
“her name thou didst revere.
Embossed in letters white
011 purple’s sheen. so dear.
('lothed be than in royal robes.
Fringed with purest white;
Wear. thou. our colours two.
Mid Heaven’s eelestial light.
      “mans; .,z
    
  The Diamond Jubilee
“DIAM 0N1) JL'BlLElC" may mean much or little. ConA
sidered as an entity. it signifies that something or other
has endured the “slings and arrows" of fortune or misfortune
for sixty years and still functions. It may he the ()0th annii
versary of an Empire, 21 Cathedral. a College, an limporium
of Commerce or a Fish—shantyiit is a diamond jubilee.
\Vell, jubilee signifies rejoicing. ()ver what? .\lere dura-
tion and existence? If that is all, then the limpire and the
Fish—shanty are on equal terms. On accomplishments? 'l‘hen
that is different. The [fish—shanty will likely he never any
thing more than it is, but. not so the limpire. the Cathedral,
or the College.
To have spent sixty years in education. in training men
to use their mental faculties and to be still engaged in the task
with a fair measure of success. is a cause for rejoicing. Nor is
the training of youth a merely perfunctory affair. 'l‘hought
rules the world. has always ruled it in spite of a few exceptions
\vhere might has predominated over right, and then it was
thought gone wrong. and will continue to do so. To be
engaged in training the minds of youth is a participation in
the grandest occupation that can engage the faculties of man.
  
\Vith this thought in mind. do we not find a real cause
for jubilation in the life of our Alma Mater? lfor sixty years
she has been engaged in the noble task of developing men,
forging the lever that moves the world. l\'or has her work
been in vain. We shall grant that primarily her interests were
bound up in the students aspiring to the priesthood. \\'hat
nobler aspiration and ambition, for these are the minds that
later on will inculcate the principles of morality. elevating
men‘s minds and hearts above the perishable material world
to the quest of the unfading crown, driving home the prim
ciples of justice and right, as well as of meekness and mercy
and of all the other virtues that go to make a perfect man.
Sixty years and still active, growing stronger every day.
quietly and unostentatiously living her life surrounded by the
busy marts of trade, with the din of traffic echoing on all
sides day and night, the clang and clangor of mighty engines
of commerce annihilating the peaceful quietude of former days.
undistracted by the hideous clamor of the busy world round
about her, our Alma Mater pursues her sweet and gentle
way “ad astra per aspera."
Yes, “per aspera." Hers has been the way of struggle
over the thorny path of existence. llei‘ feet have been bruised
by the roughness of the way. her shoulders have sagged be—
neath the heavy burden borne with indomitable perseverance,
but she has struggled unflineliingly and today she stands a
noble monument to the spirit of sacrifice endured from the
beginning, (it) y ‘ars ago. a tribute to the courage of the found—
ers of the College. Fathers O'Connor. Cushing, McBrady.
Ferguson, an ornament to the Border Cities, a benefactor in
the cause of education in two countries. God bless her! Long
may she endure!
AN APPRECIATIVE OLD—TIMER.
    
     
   
     
7111 memoriam ' J 1
1920 - 1930 - 
Very Nev. .19. Gusb‘mg. 63.5.33.
Very 31w. ff. Torstcr. 6.5.339.
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 Assumption
\'iewing with cloistered calm the marts of trade.
Her shining towers bathed in shimtnering beams.
Across the channel. churned by shipping, weighed
\\'ith wealth of commerce. Old Assumption dreams.
Spurning like sage of old the lures of life,
Retiring from deceiving wealth and fame,
She meditates. sequestered far front strife.
Nor asks the tribute of the world's acclaim.
'l‘wo centuries ago the river bore
‘l‘he Httrons' frail canoes. with warriors filled
Between its grassy banks and sloping shore.
The war song echoed and the death chant shrilled.
Fort l’onchartrain had sent l’ere Richardie
’l‘o lead the Hurons from their savage ways
’iefore the lirench and British fought to he
Supreme upon these inland lakes and bays.
His mission that he called l’ointe Montreal
;\ssutnption's birthplace was: in later times
The fathers of St. Basil heard the call
.\nd labor still. beneath the ancient chimes.
linshrined in memory. her sons of old.
Armored with faith. with zeal for souls possessed
\\'ent out to meet their tasks: in heat and cold
'I‘hey labored. seeking neither food nor rest.
\\'ithin her quiet archives rest their deeds
;\nd daring exploits done when duty called.
\\'hereof the curious student sometimes reads
Astonished by their sacrifice enthralled.
Casting aside ambition's chaff and dross
Sitting life's meaning through the sieve of thought,
Her students by the score have borne the cross
;\nd priestly lives with souls serene have sought.
And while they labor in the Master's fields.
()ppressed by care and heavy burdens sore.
Imagination to their visions yields
;\ picture of that college by the sln‘n‘e.
The memory of quiet student days
Comes back to them.itheir spirits to assuage.
'I‘hey see Assumption through an azure haze
And comforted. they turn the breviary's page.
F. BA Knit, ‘2::.
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 Assumption’s Glory
I seat me by the river’s brim
Where sturdy vessels, neat and trim,
Go drifting by.
And waters blue reflect the scene
Of clouds that float so bright and Clean
Up in the sky.
Beside the mere the towers rise '
Through leafy banks to reach the skies,
Assumption’s glory;
Enriched her years of splendid past,
Her hopes fulfilled with measure vast;
A wondrous story.
()ur Alma Mater smiles with pride
Though ever fain her worth to hide
In modest blushes.
Let others sing or speak her tale
()f noble men so strong and hale
As memory rushes.
Through decades past of glorious strife
’Gainst odds so great and trials rife,
’Twere half expected
She’d fail and fall all wearied quite,
With scarce a trace of flickering light
\Vith hope connected.
But faith and courage won the (lay
And softly. gently on her way
She blithely wandered;
Her smile so sweet the more enhanced,
Increased her charms as she advanced,
I've frequent pondered.
Her children, grown to man’s estate,
Their mother love with love as great
()r greater every day,
And smile when others speak her well;
If only they had words to tell,
\Vhat they could say!
Those children whom she reared when small,
And guarded well in court and hall
Are still her pride.
Her tender touch can still caress,
Her soothing voice still make impress
\Vhate'er betide.
The sweet aroma of her life
Serene amid the din and strife
Defined so clearly,
Enchant me more, the more I know
As each day I the older grow;
I love her dearly.
A GRAD OF THE ’80’5.
Page 28
  
FRANK )h'lNTYlLl'}. ‘1”;
Alumni Assm-iutinn I'rwxidvnt
MAN who spends his. life Illakillg fun fur mlwrx 'I‘hat is an art
lw lcurnml to practicc for his sclu’mlfcllmvs and ne'er forgot.
Big»l]cartctl. without (lmss, faithful. sympathetic. helpful. a truer
friend no man could lmpe to find in this world:
we all can vouch for that.
Page L”)
 
  
The Alumni Association
 
IIIGV. J. R. HACKETT, ‘08
First President
lE!2'—192X
'1‘ \\'AS more than fifty years ago
that Assumption College produced
her first graduates. With the
passing of 'ach successive year more
students completed their scholastic
courses here and left the halls that they
had come to know so well to swell the
ever—increasing ‘anks of the alumni.
in the 80’s the band of grads that
claimed allegiance to Assumption
College was small. ’tis true. but the
paucity of numbers was made up for
by the intense spirit of loyalty to Alma
.\later which permeated the 'anks of
the little alumni hand.
As the historic 90's passed and the
twentieth century introduced an e‘a of
unforeseen marvels to the country. the
alumni of Assumption College became
numerous and prominent in every
field. llnndreds of her sons. true to
the 7.*al and devotion inculcated in
them during their student days under
the liasilians. took up the cross and
followed in the priestly footsteps of
Christ. Today there are hundreds of
priests scattered throughout the length
Page 30
 
REV. F. Xi LAI'RIGXDICAI', ‘5fo
Second President
1928-192!)
and hr ’adth of the continent, who are.
in the true sense of the word. alumni
of Assumption College. Of these. two
have been elevated to the high ‘ank of
bishop and eighteen are vested in the
monsignoral robes. it is also a recog-
nized fact that the majority of the
priests in the dioceses of London and
Detroit have made all or parts of their
courses here. In other fields also
Assumption graduates have emblaz—
oned a glorious trail that has brought
honour to themselves and their Alma
Mater. .
No concent‘ated organization of an
alumni association took place until
1903. During a reunion in the autumn
of that year. the question came up for
discussion and an informal meeting
was held in the old Students’ Library
at which an association was formed
with the following officers: Rev. 1’.
Van Antwerp. president: Rev. l’.
O’Connell. treasurer, and Rev. T. l“.
O’Rorke. secretary.
Annual meetings were held until the
year 1910, when the death of Rev. M.
 ‘l)‘-.
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Commerford. the association president.
tended to disorganize the body, and it
ceased to exist as an active association.
The most outstanding accomplishment
of the graduates in the old alumni unit
was the building of the new chapel.
A considerable sum was donated by the
association to help defray the expenses
of construction.
For the following seventeen years
there is little or nothing recorded in
regard to the activities of the Old Boys.
ln 1920 many of them assembled here
for the golden jubilee celebration but
no plans toward the reorganization of
the alumni unit were made. It was
not until the late summer of 1927 that
a great host of alumni gathered here
at the invitation of Rev. 1'). L. Dillon,
C.S.l’).. president of the College. for
what proved to be the grandest re—
union of all time. A new association
was formed under the leadership of
Rev. John R. llackett. ’08, and a large
sum was pledged to help defray the
Cost of constructing the new classroom
building.
Annual reunions were decided upon
and Rev. 1“. X. Laurendeau. ’9‘).
received the presidential election the
following year. At last year’s reunion
Frank McIntyre, ’96, was elected to the
office with the following assistants:
Rev. T. Ferguson. first vice-president;
Rt. Rev. P. R. l’)unigan. second vice-
president: Dr. L'. _l. l)urocher, third
vice—president; Dr. C. A. O’Connell.
fourth vice—president: Mr. ;\. McGuire.
secretary; Rev. 1"). N. lforner. C.S.l‘).,
treasurer. Rt. Rev. 1“. _I. \'an Antwerp.
\'.(‘.., l’.;\.. l).l),, l4l4.l).. has been
president emeritus since the reunion
of 1927. Mr. McIntyre and his staff
are planning a great jubilee reunion
for next September 3rd and they
predict that the greatest crowd of
Assumption alumni ever assembled
will be here to celebrate the sixtieth
anniversary of the founding of the
College.
 
 The Essex County Chapter
Ofﬁcers — — - 1930
Gerald (‘1'o11k, secretary: Hugh MeGinty. associate secretary: (‘arl Penman. president: John
Finn. treasurer: Howard
N ’l‘llli fall of 1928 the Essex
County Chapter of the Assump-
tion College Alumni Association
came into being when the grads of
l‘issex County assemhled here and elec—
ted officers for the newly-formed unit.
Mr. .\ndrew McGuire. ’22. was the
unanimous choice for president and
Mr. llarry Lassaline. ’18, was chosen
secretary—tr*asurer. As far as is re—
corded, the new organization ceased
to function shortly after the inaugural
meeting. The good intentions and
ambitious plans of the organizers were
apparently thwarted by a decided lack
of interest and co—operation on the
part of the local alumni as a whole.
1\lumni affairs remained more or
less at a standstill in Essex until the
spring of last year when a young hand
of amhitious grads began holding
meetings and devising ways and
means of doing things in a big way
for the best interests of Old Assump-
tion. Soon they procured a residence
at 1467 York St. \Vindsor. which
came to be known as the “Chapter
mPage 5.
Pray, \'i(’t‘»1)l‘(‘si(l9nl,
House." \ constitution was drawn
up and ratified and all active alumni
of the county were invited to join
Despite the fact that only some
tw'entyAfiVe actually enrolled in the
new organization. the Assumption
grads soon began to attract public
attention. .\ highly successful keno
party was followed by a play. which
drew a crowd of 600 people at the last
showing here in the college auditorium.
Summer activities were climaxed hy
the first great Assumption Alumni
llall. staged in the Prince lidward
llotel on-()ctoher 25th under the
auspices of the local chapter house
memhers.
.\ctually during 1929 there had heen
only one active organization of Essex
County grads—those enrolled in the
Chapter }'l()llSC.*—l)llt nominally there
were two organizations. as the l‘jssex
County Chapter was still on record
and the officers listed in the alumni
files. Feeling the necessity of uniting
the Chapter House and the Chapter
into one greater organization with
The First Chapter House
   
l’ietured here is the first (‘ha'jter House of the Essex (‘ounty Alumni.
here, that a club of giads was t'iist organized in 1929.
It was
Later the members took
over the reins of the Essex County Chapter.
increased 111embership and more pres—
tige, both bodies sent out a general
summons to all members. Officers of
both units resigned from their posi—
tions and elections were held to
determine the l *aders of the new body,
which. henceforth. was to be styled the
Essex County Chapter of the Assump—
tion Alumni. The results placed Carl
l)ettman. ’28, president of the re—
organized body; Howard l’ray. ’20.
vice—president; (ierald Cronk. ’25, sec—
retary: l’lugh McGinty, ’22, associate
secretary. and john Finn, ’18, treasurer.
l)ettman. Cronk and liiun held the
same offices in the Chapter House so
the reorganized alumni chapter was
really under the same management as
were the volunteers of York St. The
grads determined to center all their
attention on an extensive membership
campaign through which they hoped to
see enrolled a great percentage of the
lissex County alumni. Plans W61“. also
made to devise means of offering
scholarships to desirable students.
Soon the residence on York St. was
abandoned for a spacious club room
at the college. 'li—weekly 111eetings
are held here and all activities of the
local unit now 'adiate from the new
quarters in the college. Only a few
weeks ago the annual stage presentzr
tion of the chapter drew record crowds
and was acclaimed one of the best
amateur productions ever staged in the
Border Cities.
;\ short time ago the usual May
elections resulted in Mr. ’l. M. Quarry.
'03. being chosen president. Mr.
Howard l’ray and Mr. john Finn were
returned to the offices of vice—
president and treasurer. respectively.
and Mr. llugh McGinty was elected
secretary. Much commendation is due
Mr. Carl l)ettman. ’28. the retiring
president. who was instrumental in
organizing the chapter house and
putting the organization on a stable
and active basis.
Page 33
 
    
The Alumni Ball
H 1“. Essex County Chapter of the
Assumption Alumni by virtue
of the immensity and grandeur
of the Assumption Alumni Hall. the
Chapter’s first social undertaking. held
in the Prince Edward Hotel. \Vindsor.
on October 25th last. established itself
as one of the strongest social units in
\\'estern ()ntario. \Vith one mighty
stroke local Assumption grads crashed
through to a mightier success than any
dreamed of and established, beyond a
doubt, the permanence and prominence
of their organization. T h e first
Assumption Alumni Hall was indeed a
gala affair. charming in every detail.
picturesque. gay and memorable. a
spectacle slightly greate‘ and grander.
we think. than any similar one ever
staged in the Border Cities.
And over all. over the holiday—decked
ballroom and the happy dancers.
numbering upward of 250 couples.
hovered tender memories. memories of
a school beloved. of an alma mater in
the true sense. memories of escapades
and good times almost forgotten.
memories that can be revoked only at
a gathering of grads. It was more than
Page 531
a ball. It
reunion.
The grand march was a particularly
colorful affair. led by Mr. Carl l)ett—
man. ’28. gene‘al chairman of the ball.
and Miss Gertrude Maher. and two
pages. students at Assumption lligh.
lilliot Chapman and Lawrence Maren—
tette. To the strains of the thrilling
“()n Assumption.” the 250 couples
thr*aded their way through the ball—
room, receiving the favors and novel—
ties which were part of the merry—
making.
The Assumption :\lumni lall of ’2‘)
will. indeed. go down in the annals of
the Essex County Chapte ‘ as a history—
making event. an auspicious start on
that road which leads to alumni fame
and success. No gr ézlter tribute could
have been paid their alma mater than
these young ambitious grads tendered
her on that memorable evening when
their steadfast loyalty and spirit went
from them and enveloped that mighty
colorful crowd. leaving a lasting
imprint on every guest. more than that.
on the social life of a whole coin—
munity.
was another glorious
“ls Zat So”
   
Al’ACl'l‘Y crowds witnessed the
(I presentations of the Essex
County gradsy mirth-provoking
comedy. “ls Zat So.” in Amherstburg.
Sandwich and \‘Vindsor last month.
The stellar acclaim given the produc—
tion by all witnesses was a glowing
tribute to the dramatic efforts of the
alumni players. The success of last
year’s play was eclipsed greatly by the
most recent stage presentation of the
local alumni unit and the great
connnendation which came from all
sides assures unquestioned success in
similar endeavors in the future.
The, story centered around a prize—
fighter and his 111anager. parts which
were played to perfection by John Hoy,. . . . ,
and Don lriZIsky. respectively. by a
stroke of luck they were taken in as
servants into the home of a Fifth
Avenue millionaire. a part enacted
admirably by (lerald Cronk.
'l‘he breath—taking manner in which,
once under way. they made things hum
provided laugh upon laugh. They not
only saved the family fortune for their
benefactor from his crooked brother—
in—law. a part enacted most villain—
oust by Murray Teahan. but they fell
in love with the nurse and the secre—
tary, and in spare time captured the
 
championship ring crown to their
everlasting fame and success.
John Finn as Major Fitz—Stanley. a
‘ather bewildered Englishman. added
another humourous light to the play
by his constant shuffling of slangy
terms and by his characteristic London
drawl. Hugh McGinty as Fred Hobart
was typically a New Yorker.
As Sue Blackburn Parker. wife of
the villainous brother—in—law, Miss
jean Lee proved an entertaining
hostess. Miss Elise Gosselin as Marie.
the secretary. enacted a difficult role
admirably and the winsome way in
which she led “Hap.” the manager. on
to an eventual marriage ceremony
added another delightful feature to
the presentation. Miss Molly Hoylan
as Florence. the nurse. completely won
the heart of “Chick.” the boxer. as well
as th ‘ acclaim of every audience. Miss
Beatrice Vielcher. Miss lilla \Vadge.
Mr. Andrew McGuire. Mr. Ray Ankof—
ski and Mr. Murray Edwards. in minor
roles, played excellently.
As enacted by the alumni players.
there was a laugh in every line of “ls
Zat So :” there was high—tension drama
and suspense in the underlying plot:
and there was a winsome. appealing.
romantic element floating lightly
through the whole delightful theme.
Page 2:5  
  The Spirit of Assumption6 lll‘: motto of the class of ’l3 is “liorsan et haec o‘liiu
meminisse juval)it.”~~rather hackneyed. “a bromide. Still
I have often wondered. through the years. why we ever
chose that trite expression. ()n the face of it. it is rather super—
ficial for very serious men at the end of a very serious course to
carrv out into a very serious world. There was another class
motto that I recall. [f l mistake not it was the class of Rottaeh.
l)e l’uydt. McQuillan and (lannon.~“.\ge ([uod agis." This I
remember for I had a consciousness of power over the mysterious
tongue when first I was able to decipher the meaning. 'l‘he other
immortal phrases beneath the other immortal physiognomies
there in the old club-room never made any impression upon me.
I'm thinking since, it must have been the idiom.
I may have a unique and individual remembrance of Sand—
wieh. but for me these two class mottoes express what 1 am
pleased to call the Spirit of Assumption. \\'e saw it exemplified
on the campus: in the classroom: in the chapel and. may I say
it. in the refectory. In the refectory we did some, of our most
conscientious work. I often wonder if the expression on “Daddy”
Semande's face. the Lord rest him. was joy at the sound of our
devouring or consternation at the eblrtide of the treasury. You
will remember that it was only one hundred and fifty a year.
laundry included. The Spirit of .\ssumption is: Do your best
with the advantages at hand: and for the disadvantages? “liorsan
et haee olim meminisse juvabitfsall said and done. a very
essential attitude in a workable philosophy of life. Supernaturah
ize it and you have something approaching the id *al Christian
standard. Sandwich id ‘alized it and supernaturalized it.
.\ssumption. whatever her destiny may be, is founded upon splens
did optimism, and only giants with heads in the clouds and the
eternal radiance upon their countenances could have carried on.
Only men with a supernatural motive could have made it a
success. \\'e endured hardship: the boys before us enduredgreater hardships. 'l‘hese things are as necessary in educationas fresh air and exercise are to the health. They may be had ina palace. liut the priceless heritage that Assumption has besqueathed to every generation is the Spirit of Assumptionengendered by the lives of the men on the facultv. ’l‘he lasilians.particularly in reference to themselves. never preached the spiritof poverty: never preached the necessity of labor or detachmenttrom the spirit of the world. 'l‘hey lived it. lloth sides of thelover have been singularly blessed by their presence. 'l‘hevhave sent into communities far and wide a magnificent bodv (iflaymen and priests imbued with the Spirit of Assumption: anaccomplishment that man may not fully appreciate nor attemptto reward.
,i.
REV. HMMI‘I'I‘ HANNIVK, 'l"
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“... .. Casting aside ambition’s chaff and dross,
Sifting life’s meaning through the sieve of thought,
Her students by the score have borne the cross
And priestly lives with souls serene have sought.”
 
     
1T. REV. Mi J. GALLAGHER, I).])., ‘85
Bishop of Detroit
PERMIT me to offer to Assumption College my warmest congratulations on the
Diamond Jubilee of that splendid institution of learning.
It has nobly fulfilled, during sixty years, its high purpose of training youth in the
paths of virtue and knowledge, and its work has been a benediction to Michigan as well
as to Ontario. I hope it will continue to grow and prosper and carry on its blessed mission
with still greater success in the years that are to come."
MICHAEL J. GALLAGHER
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J‘T. REV. DENIS O‘CONNOR, LLJX, '05L
Bishop—Elect of Poteﬂmrn
I SALUTE my Alma Mater on the occasion of this Diamond
Jubilee. May God bless her President.
staff and students."
DICNIS ()‘(WﬁNNUIL
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 ll'l‘, REV. JUHN \\';\llll. llllu WU
Former Bishop of Leavenworth
IHed A]ndl?0.lh29
['S’l‘ ten years ago it was Bislmp \Vard who delivered the Jubilee .\ddress hefore theasr'enihly of ()1d Boys and guests who convened here to eelehrate the tittieth annivervsary of .\,\>‘llll]1)tlt:ll College.
"()ur destiny is not accomplished here," he said. “’l‘lie grave, is
’l‘he true end of man here below is to love and serve God."
'I‘hough he knew it not. he was. speaking his own eulogy, for
who truly loved and served his God.
students and grads unite Ill paying
not our final goal.
iishop \\'ard was one
;\s a great clergyman and a revered alumnus,
hnn tribute today. May he rest In peace.
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R’l‘. REV. lC_ l), KELLY. l)_li.. 'Nf‘.
l“l>!‘1]1(‘l‘ Bishop 01' Grand Rapids
llied Maw-h 2‘}. 1921;
IF ANY deserve a high place amongst .»\ssiimption's great. Bishop Kelly has certainly
As an alumnus, he was the exemplificzition of loyalty andmerited (me of the. highest.
:\ review (if the glowing record ofshowed his devotion to Alma Mater at every turn.
service 10 (End and his fellow—men which he left behind is sufficient to stamp
him (is one of the greatest of Assumption's great. May
he rest in peace.
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Il'l“ IUCV. F. A. O'BRIEN, LLth.‘ 'NU
Died June 22, 1921
HE IS one who will (lie at his post." was written ()f Monsignor O'Brien in the Jubilee
Volume, of 1920. How true were the words of the author!
esteemed Old Boy has passed to his eternal reward and when he
Since that time the
left this worldly realm
he was, indeed, at his post. His career was a series of successful undertakings and he
filled many distinguished offices. both in Church and State. Always he was a friend of
the pear and the weak. an able administrator and a devoted priest. May he rest in peace.
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R’I“ REV J, J‘ BLAIR. '07
President .
The (,‘thholiv (,‘hm'vh Extvnsitm Sm'iety of (Iunuda
Page 44
“Alma Mater”
l.e\li\ M;\’l‘lCl\’l 'l‘he kind or tender mother! llow appropriate
E; to a college is the old Latin phrase! llow descriptive of the
relations that exist between a college and its students and
giaduatts. l‘OI a tltlt college is indeed a fostermg and gentle mother
to those who come within the sphere of her influence.
\\'ith a mother’s love she takes her students to her heart. watches
over their mental and spiritual development. guides their footsteps in
paths of rectitude and honor. nourishes them on high ideals and sends
them forth at last to face the world of trial and struggle and uncer-
tainty with high resolve, noble purpose and exalted aim. ;\nd with a
mother’s watchful care and affection she follows with pride or with
pains‘as the case may be the careers of those who leave her. \Vith
 
a mother’s solicitude she rejoices in their success or sorrows over their
failure. ’l‘heir glory becomes her crown and their defeat evokes her
sympathy, t’ars and prayers.
;’\n(l in turn the “boys” love their mother. and carry through life
memories of the happy days spent within her sheltering arms. 'l‘he
thought of the tender mother-*the Alma Mater of their youth-k
remains to them an inspiration and incentive to follow after the
things of good repute and avoid what would stain their manhood or
give the dear old mother pain. ()ften in moments of forgetfulness or
waywardness remembrance of her gentle counsels and sage admoni—
tions becomes a spiritual armo‘ and defence against wrong—doing and g
the voice of the tempter. “Malo mori quam foedari”—death before
dishonoriremains the chivalrous motto of many an alumnus who
reaches the heights by putting baseness under foot and scorning j‘
whatever things are contrary to the gentle mother’s teaching.
l’ersonally l have the tenderest reverence and the most undying
affection for dear old Assumption. Associations. episodes. incidents ;
of college life remain fresh in mind. Friendships made there are
among my heart’s best tr ‘asures. And the inspirations I gathered
at the knees of the “gentle mother" have been the blessed and fruitful
source of whatever good I may have done or hoped to do in life for
the glory of God and the good of my fellow-men. ()od bless dear-old
Assumption and multiply her sixty years of beautiful and benefic1ent
influence and motherly teaching to a life that. under God’s providence,
one “old boy" at 1 last hopes will be reckoned by centuries.
JOHN J. BLAIR. '07.
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“I am lmyking fm‘wm'd In tho Basil—
i<I:-s with real antivipatinu and w h
to congratulate you and ymu‘ assu
—
(‘iatvx May summss (Town your
efforts for the, College."
RT. um" I). J. ML'IU’HY ’91
Memphis. 'I‘L-ulL
    
“MV silurm’ost wishes I'nr «'nnl
iuuwl suvvvss
in he} grout Work :51 nut In my
Alma Mutm‘
in lhiF sixtivth your. I'
TUMN‘I‘L'. m'm'wlv ('1
Ivg'mLI“
1V1“ lll‘IV. I" .J. \'A\.\' A\A\"l‘\\
’l']lll'. ‘TT,
l‘cli'uiL Mit‘ll.
“ASSHHIDUUIIS YONH‘d in 1110 training of
youth these pa '1 sixty years is u glm‘inus
(mo and Ilvserving’ 01' great praise. May
(ind continue tn shnwor H" blessings upon
the unhle work (71‘ the Basin-ans.”
RT. REV. 1’. 'l“ SI'LMVAN, ‘93.
t‘hutleuumg‘a. TL‘IIIL
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 “No duuht yuu aw (‘tJI‘t‘t‘t'iZ I am the
oldest alumnus that Assumption hem; and
it' you take in Imttisvillv College, I alsn
the ultlost pupil. I onim‘ml St. lmuis’ (‘ol-
logo, vonduvtod by tho Basilians, (lotnhm‘
2!. lXiih, and latm‘ came with them in Sand-
wit-h Msg‘i'. Van Antwerp was (mo nf my
pupllb‘, With host wishes and kindest
regards."
. .2
R’l‘t ILICY‘ F, RI'I’IGR'I‘. '7?M
Dolphox, Ohio.
 
“I ZI])])I'(‘('l:lit‘ very mut'h ymn' nwluoxt‘and'
(‘UIlSlthY it a distint‘t hnnm‘ t0 100k out train
the pages of “Tho Hasilidos" on the anni-
versary of Assumption'x fnunding‘. It, .19
now forty years si111'0 1 made my initial
Imw to the fat-ulty and distinguished stu-
dent Imdy that graced the campus at that
time: and I am t'unfidont that nowhere else
have I found a. greater Spirit, of student
fraternity and lnyalty. Sincerely,”
R’IL HICV. W. S. ()‘MEARA, ’93.
“‘attvrtmvn. So. Dakota.
 
“I am writing tn t~_\tt~ntl tn ynn and
tho (‘nllogo SIM't'L‘HS and guild—will un
tho t'uming: Utlth anniversaiﬁv of thv
founding 01' old Axsumptinn. May all
hm‘ graduates al\\' s approt'iatv 1111-
good things that Assumption did {01‘
them in tho training of thvir yvmmr
livvs for the, battle of life. Stu-truss
to all,"
111‘. IIICV. II A MAIJAUY, ‘87,
Cleveland. ()lliu.
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“It is highly fitting that lht‘ rins
ing: your.
ut' Illt‘ sixty. nt' SUlll—S(*‘.‘\'lt‘t‘
‘dlltl snul-lit‘t'
of Assumptinn (‘ullego he sulem
nly Illéll‘kf‘ll.
“I wish tn he L‘lll‘lillvtl umn
ng‘ thv many
alumni. who will. on this hap
py occasion.
the Juhilm- at their Alma Mutt‘r.
praise thv
liortl of heaven for the harvests
of (“\‘lllt‘
lm'e and mare garnered (lu
ring thuso yours.
and take tn themselves lhi‘ h
uly resuan
that. the blessings of the future
he not un—
equal to those of the past in
beauty and
richness."
HT. l’lCY. lC. ;\. lilCl“lGl-'»\'l{l‘l. '.\'t
i
»
(l'r‘itntl llzlnitls. M ivh.
“tlrovting‘s nn'l Sillt‘t‘l‘t‘ host wishw
s
to Assumption (‘nllvg’o mi this. ho
?
titltlr annive'sary. ller revurtl nt'
.fervn‘o tn Hull in the making; of priest
s
IS unequalled the t-nuntr) over."
R'l‘, REV. lt. O'BRIEN. ‘95
llufl’uln. N.Y.   
"i take great plousuro in extending In
Assumption 011 this singular mmasinn host
\ .hes for 21 811000. ‘ful juliiloo celebration,
As an alumnus of the eighties, loudest
recollections of my student days arise as
Alma, Mater forges onward and upward tn
cver-g‘rmving suvt'ess. (10d bless her!"
RT. RlCVi (‘. A, PARENT. '83
’l‘illiury, ()ntarin.
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“I4‘unrlost I‘t‘t‘HHt‘VIiHIiS 01‘ my student days
211. Assumptim) mmw 1n mo as tho nmvs nl'
lhv sixticth unnivmsur)‘ t‘('[(‘l)1‘£lli(n] is
hrnmlr'ast. ‘\ nuu'Vt-lnus zeal for the Ki‘t‘llt-
('1' hrmotn‘ and glui')’ nl' Hm]. vxvmplit‘iod by
yezus nt‘ ('(‘asoh-ss sum‘it'it‘v zmrl lalmr. has
t-lmrélt'tm‘izwl the work at the Basilizlns in
SEIIHIH’it‘h nvm' the span 0f the past si't_\~
yvmx May the savril‘ives 01' the past :lssm't-
them a brilliant l'utm‘o at Assumption
(‘ullvgef’
 
RT, HEY I’. .J. AviICUN. ‘91,
Immlrm. Untai'iu.
  
nmptinn (‘ullvg‘o has (‘Htlso l‘nr gi‘vat
"ginning: in this sixtioth anniversary year.
(‘nuld thuso sixty yours he X‘s-traced. :1 mar-
volm‘ Dust. Wuulrl lie dist-Insert. years of
and «*ozlseless tail in 21, great cause.
As a gun] nf the nineties, I salute her‘on
this gi‘ea (yr-casitm and wish her bountiful
sucwussi"
R'I‘. IUCVi A1. I), WHHI‘AN. ‘Sil.
Tm‘UntH. Ontario.
 
é
“l‘ng‘i'ztttilutiuns tn the Husilizlns
on thuir g‘i‘oat zit-ctmmlishnu-nts nl‘ thv
past sixty years at Assumptiun (‘uI—
lcge. As a maker 01' priests and H
builder Hf ('hzn'at-tors. sho hulds 1hr
highest place of renmvni"
RT. REV. L. M. I<‘()IHLIC'I‘A\1‘, ‘HT.
lmnrlnn. (mtm‘in,
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“i am sure, that you will fittingly
commemorate in “The Basilides“ the
sixty glorious years of Assumption’s
past. They well merit recollection on
this Jubilee occasion. Though little
heralded, the Basilians have left he-
hian a glorious record at Assumption
College. May their future years
within her halls be no less fruitful."
R’l‘. REV. J. F. SMITH. ’84,
Cleveland Ohio.
“I wish you every success in
your enter—
prise, and through the columns
of “The
Basilides" l desire to offer to the B
asilian
Fathers my sincerest congratulation
s on the
occasion of the sixtieth anniversar
y of the
founding: of dear old Assumption
. Forty
years ago my name was placed
upon the
College Roll. For eight years i was a
mem—
ber of the student body. My heart
is full
of gratitude for the kindness and con
sidera-
tion l have received at all times fr
om my
Alma. Mater. I cherish the saintly me
mory
of the Old Guard. Many of them have
been
called to God.
“To the present staff, to the student bod
y
of today and to dear old Assumption C
ollege,
I Wish every possible, measure of succ
ess."
RT. REV. .1. F, STANLEY, ’98,
London, Ontario.
 
“Sixty years old! How quickly the years
have sped by and yet what a glorious tale
they have told in the life of Alma Mater.
I feel sure that the great majority of the
alumni will he on hand next September to
fittingly celebrate this great occasion. May
every passing year add to the renown and
fame of dear old Assumption.”
RT. REV. I’, R. DIYNIGAN, ’92,
Flint, Mich.
 
ln Foreign Fields
S .\ maker of priests Assumption _
9%: College has no equal. This point will I
be readily conceded by any who 5‘
review the long line of g‘aduates and note ‘
the hundreds who have donned the robes of
the eternal priesthood. In every neighboring
diocese vou will meet them, in the cities, the
small towns and villages. and even in the
remote country places at small missions.
V’Vere you to journey to Honolulu in the
Hawaiian Islands, there you would ﬁnd l’r.
“Eddie” Barron, one of Assumption’s priestly
great, working for the spiritual welfare of the
natives. Fr. Barron g ‘aduated from Assump— '
tion in 1921 and was a powerful scoring ace
on one of the greatest football machines ever
produced at Assumption College. If you were.
perchance, to wend your way further across
the tractless waves of the Pacific and visit the
little town of Eur Pa Tan. secluded in the
wooded hills of North Manchuria. there you
would meet Fr. “ lenny” Jacques.
  
   
Fr. Jacques in Manehuria
It was that same “ lenny” lacques who starred for the v r v r v ‘ Va
l’urple on the gridiron and the diamond only a few years " ‘
ago. After establishing himself as one of the greatest
athletes ever developed here and the idol of all Windsor, -
“Benny” bid adieu to college pals and loved ones at home v.
a few years ago and is now busily engaged in spreading H ' '
the teachings of Christianity in that frozen, secluded por— }_
tion of the universe. Again should your travels take you . I 1 j~
to Shingishu in distant Korea, you would run into an "
Assumption grad in the person of Rev. “Roy” Petipren,
1913-1919, who is doing missionary work in that section
of China. He will be remembered by the students of those
years as “one of the gang” and a popular Assumptionite. 5
Then should you seek out the Catholic Mission in the little ;
Chinese town of Sung Yang Che. Fr. “Larry” Bea], an I A.
alumnus of ’19, would greet you and delight in listening to , .
the news of Alma Mater and the accomplishments of the ’ i ‘?
past ten years. ' '
To these four graduates who have made the major ' ‘ i
sacrifice by leaving home and country to assume the trv— ‘ i 2
ing and difficult roles of missionary priests in foreign
‘ fields, we dedicate these few lines of the Basilides. That , .. »
God may bless their labors and crown them with the , > ’ ,I l ‘
blessed fruit of many, many conversions is the true and i A:
‘arnest wish of their Assumption friends, alumni, faculty
and students—today. i
Fr. Heal in China
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And labor still beneath the ancient chimes.”
“ z. . The Fathers of St. Basil heard the call
 
‘r-«p,
 Just Forty Years Ago
(Dedicated to Rev. Joseph H. Ferguson, the writer‘s
Friend and ehum of forty years ago)
l wandered through the College, Joe, and out upon the green.
It made me rather lonesome, joe, when I’d looked round and seen
Scarce aught remained of what was once the place we used to
know.
lt’s altogether changed since then, just forty years ago.
l looked for some familiar thing, some spot. some sacred fane
\Yhere we had lurked in moments spare; I searched, my quest was vain.
"l‘is changed. Improved they say. Quite, true. I feel it’s better so,
l thought to see it as it was just forty years ago.
The lads were at their play again with shouts of merry glee.
The campus stretched beyond the bounds so known to you and me,
\Vas filled with buoyant, noisy youths all dashing to and fro
just as we shouting dashed ourselves just forty years ago.
The Masters clad in ﬂowing gowns. in pairs or groups arrayed,
x\t leisure wandered here and there the while the games were played.
just as they wandered in those days so long departed. joe,
\Vhen we were youncr, mere children then. just forty years ago.
I sought the grove to take a turn beneath its cooling shade.
’l‘o trudge again the well—known path‘our boyish feet had made.
There was no grove; a few dead stumps is all 1 found there, joe,
\Vhere oft we sauntered up and down. just forty years ago.
The little chapel, too, has gone. where oft we knelt to pray.
we loved its simple, home-like peace and oft we used to stray
Up there to calm our troubled souls, to ease them of their woe.
To speak to Him who dwelt therein just forty years ago.
I y'andered through the vacant halls, the boys now at their play,
()ld memories came floating back, of that now distant day,
Sweet memories of our boyhood chums, of those we used to know
And loved like brothers every one. just forty years ago.
l lent a strict, attentive ear to hear a footstep fall
\Vith measured tread, with purpose led, advancing down the hall;
No echo caught my listening ear; we’er all aware, dear Joe,
No more he’ll come where once he walked, just forty years ago.
While standing at the open door that looks across the green.
’ieside the bridge a row of stones alike and white, was seen.
They mark the spot where lies the dust of priests we used to know,
VVhotaught us in those by—gone days just forty years ago.
[E
And standing there alone that day, the tears began to fall;
A sol) burst from my trembling lips and echoed down the hall.
Alone and unashamed I stood and let the torrent ﬂow
For dear, old, dead, beloved friends of forty years ago.
c. COLLINS, '93.
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li’l‘, HEY. I). t)’t"()NN0l{. (",S.l2,. lili.lt.
Superior INTII-lsxx
lX'l‘Y years ago a Basilian priest. still in his t\\‘elitie.~'.‘ and tour youthful eeelesiasties
directed their footsteps toward Sandwich to undertake a supposedly hopeless
enteiv
prise. ’l‘hey came to found a college where three previous attempts had
heen abandoned.
For hounty they had little a paltry $300: hut for success they had all. [‘ndaunted in
courage, tireless in effort. posse siner in their youth the inspired vigour of earr
ying on a
work that was only (lod's, this little hand of priestly pioneers re—o
pened in August 1870
the doors ot an old hriek building,r that was even then a landmark in Sandw
ieh, and
Assumption College was once more a llVng' institution.
  
The young; Basilian priest was Fri Denis ()‘Connor, the founder of As
sumption and
later the bishop of London and the arehhishop of 'l‘oron
to. 'l‘hrough twenty years of
trials and hardships Father O'Connor guided the destiny of his stat
t. his. students and his
College, and now when we can make a retrospect, all eredit
must he given him_tor paying
the way to the Assumption that we have. and love. an
d glory in. today: He indeed was
the maker of this college for he had nothing on which to
build it or nothing'to build it
from. 0an a man of his vigorous personality, his thoro
ughness ot gr;1sp.ﬂlns practical
decisiveness and his all—absorbing sincerity coul
d have, accomplished so dittieult a task.
it
‘s
!
  
\‘lClLY REV. l). (,‘l'SHINC, (‘.S.P... LLJX
Slllltllol' lXSS—lfltll
R. l).\Xll‘ll. EGAN. a graduate of '90. writng of Fr. Cushing in the Jubilee Volume
of 1020. says: “It was perhaps a few days after I arrived that I got my first glimpse of
the President. as. tall. grave. ascetic—looking. he swqu down'the long College corridor.
l‘nasrxuming and unemotional as he appeared, even the inexperienced eye of youth seemed
to discern outward evidences of authority and power. as well as those of sincerity and
Worth. and to behold. as it were, the embodiment of all those satisfyingr qualities called
for by the ideal of the priesthood. .
“.\s a teacher. Father Cushing‘ was unexcelled. More or less ripened judgment leads
me to eonelude that the distinctly potent factors. in his teachng were his patience and
the prot'imdity of his knowledge of his subject. . . .
.
“()nly his most intimate acquaintances were aware of his sincere love of natural
objects. and yet this was one of the most Characteristic qualities of his mind. In his own
quiet way he was a keen observer of men and things. and everythingr he observed fur—
nished his mind with food for thoung and rumination." Beloved by priests and students
alike. Fr. Cushng only a year ago passed to his eternal reward. May he rest in peace.  
   
1:1C\'. It. \\'. MeliliAltY, (231:.
Superiur lttltl-lllltT
llli Sandwieh spirit. 1w pntent anrl vital a force in the lllslftr)‘ ()l. l\,~.\utnptinn ('ullege
l1£l(l heen horn in 111(111L‘(’r(l}l_\'>: it hatl lived aml grmvn (luringr luner yearg of \vnrk 2111(l
prayer“ and the advent (it~ lir. Kleliratly in 1901 founrl it healthy and fluuriahing. He
knew the spirit pt- San<ltvieh \vell‘ for he hatl heen amnng it.\ earliest ~11Hlt‘ltl> anrl prw
revurm 'l‘he eonvietinn that he knew hmv tn deal with the l)(1_\'~ nt' l\~.\1unptimn \va~ not
>lmv in spreading anmng‘ the >tu<lent.<.
’lihruuglmut the en>uing six yeah the Cnllege prmperetl untler the eapahle \1111t‘r7
\‘isltlll an<l tirele>s energy (11» l’r, Melirarly, lli> \age atlnmnitipm and kindly (1(l\'1(‘t‘,
u>ually >.]ml\’e1] trmn the pulpit in the t'aultle» language, ml the true nratnr that he \vax.
left a lasting imprint ltll every stutlent \vlm pa>wrl through t\~.\uinptiun under hi\ regitntz
“He gnml lmyx. (lrteile. gentle l)(t_\'~, tlixciltlt'x ()1_|t‘>11> Christ” \\a~ the ~intple hut t‘nreeful
way in which he ended one nt' llls 11151111‘111}: lilllx's. l‘r Kleliratly harl the happy t'aeulty
nt‘ winning all l1('£lI‘lF.2111(ll1k‘\\'[111 then]. The 1111111L‘115k‘ ovatirm given him hy the UM Boy
at the Jubilee Celebration in 1920 >till rtvechpes thruugh the }’(‘£1T.~ antl we hear their ln~ty
>l1r111t> even in ‘tlllgshuuh (11‘ jnynm acclaim tu a prie>t and irienrl helmverl.
  
REV. All .l. Flilitll'SON, (38.11
N UNIHCR'I‘AKING a wordApicture ‘of certain events, scenes and characters. the
writer is very often unable to find words to cope with the sublimity of his theme.
If ever such was the case. we truly find it so when considering that embodiment of
christian virtues and manly powers—the beloved Fr. Ferguson. of happy memory to all
Assumption students. of the earlier days. The very mention of that name brings rise to a
wealth of happy memoirs and enkindles in the heart of the old grad a certain feeling of
soulful respect, tempered by an endearing love. which only those who knew and studied
under this great master can truthfully claim their‘ O\\'1L
For forty years. from 1873 to 1913, Fr. Ferguson confined his labors to the four walls
of Assumption College. Undoubtedly this venerable fount of learning owes more of her
greatness to him than to any other individual, barring our esteemed founder. Archbishop
O'Connor. The efforts of these two priestly geniuses combined to produce a result that
no other combination could have affected. Both have gone to their reward, but the
splendid traditions which took possession of this place under their harmonious guidance
have continued to claim the homage of succeeding generations and actuate the lives of
those to whose sway her destinies have since been entrusted.
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RICV. M. MUNGOVAN, (LSD.
HE closing years of the last century were truly the halcyon (lays of Assumption
College but without the stalwart figure of Fr. Mungovan. their picture is incomplete.
For many years he was a familiar figure at Assumption, and by many he is remembered
better than any other of the College staff of those days. He was an excellent teacher
and disciplinarian, but withal a kindly soul. When he seemed most severe he was study~
ing how he might soothe the pain that discipline inflicted. ()ften he saw good in a
character where others only found fault. and his insight and paternal interest saved many
a boy from the worst of misfortunes the belief that his superiors are prejudiced against
him.
 
The students of the early days alV'ays liked and revered Fr. Mungovan not only
because he understood them and sympathized with them but because they realized from
the fatherly interest he manifested in them in a thousand daily kindnesses that seemed
insignificant, he was their friend. No student was ever heard to utter other than the
highest praise of this worthy priest.
Those who new him best realize that. in his eternal haven. he will make an impa
rtial
judge, and if any leniency is ever shown by him. 1t “'1” be confined to Assumption College
students.
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VERY REV. F. FORSTER, C.S.B.
Superior 1907-1919
R. FORSTER was a typical product of Assumption College. In him were embodied
all the best traditions of the school, and it is interesting to note that he was its first
graduate to be placed at its head. An executive of extraordinary ability and versatility,
the College advanced and prospered under his harmonious guidance to a greater extent
than had ever been effected before.
The students respected and loved him but never feared him. They knew him to be
sympathetic and eminently just. Moreover in the midst of difficulties and obstructions
that would exhaust the patience of anyone else, he preserved his calm of mind, and he
found something humorous in the most trying circumstances. Perhaps his most charac-
teristic trait was that of imperturbable good humor. It won every heart and solved every
difficulty. It inspired affection and loyalty: it made his associates willing co—workers in
every difficult task.
After more than a decade of years spent in guiding the destinies 0f the Community
of St. Basil in America, Fr. Forster met an untimely death in Montreal last November
when he apparently was drowned in the St. Lawrence. Upon the recovery of his body
in May a magnificent funeral was held to, pay a last glowing tribute to him. His won—
derful record of service to God assures him a great reward in the kingdom of the blessed.
Requiescat in pace.
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\‘IGRY JIIGV, J. ’I‘. MI't‘KLIII. (XSH.
Superior “Hit—1022
DICSJ’I’I‘IC the faet that ill~ltealth shortened Ifr. Muekle's eareer as superior of i\ssump7
tion to two years, nevertheless he endeared himself to the students of that time.
Though on the surface he appeared of rigid and stern hearing. any who had occasion to
meet him face to face soon realized that he was a man of many parts. z\t all times he
had a profound interest in the welfare of every strident and many knew him as a sage
councillor and the truest of friends. 'l‘he many duties of his offiee never prevented him
from spendinier part of his time with the students and, on various oeeasions, he took no
little pleasure in sharing,r their fun.
Students Of the early twenties indeed retain fondest recollections of Ifr, .\|uekle_
Often they refer to episodes of college life in which he played a prominent part and
wonder how he is faring in distant surroundings. Many are anticipatiiu,‘r the coming
reunion when they are living in hopes of once more shakingr the hand of the revered
Basilian and reviewing again many happy incidents of '20. '21 and '22.
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Where I’d Like To Be
Tell you where I‘d like to be,
At least, it’s how it seems to me.
Is way down there in the College y
ard
A playi‘n' the game just good and ha
rd,
Like we used to do in days gone by
Before we settled down to try
To turn the world right upside down
And inside out—and yet I own
She's running on about the same
As she was running ‘fore I came.
It’s nigh on forty years ago:
The years go fast that seemed so slow—
Aud I was young. just common boy
,
And full of life and could enjoy
The games and rough and tumble pla
y
And all such things as came my way.
I guess that's why I love to dwell
On college days I loved so well.
Like other lads much same as I.
“"110 bade their rural home good—bye,
I wandered in a half-grown lad,
\Vith much behind that made me glad.
My lot was now quite pleasant cast
\\'ith prospects lying 'fore me vast.
Autumn time we played baseball
Until the snow began to fall.
—Not much gear to play the game.
But managed somehow just the same
To throw much spirit into play
 
And take the bumps that came our way‘
Then next in order football ca
me
And all the crowd got in the game
.
Just chose up si(les#—a simple rule;
The sides of chapel; the whole s
chool
Was in the fray; the game began
\\'itli shout and yell, and every ma
n
And boy just booted when he could.
They ran and whooped in merry mood.
Now plunging in the seething mass
,
Now dashing out to take a pass.
Striving hard with might and main
And forlorn hope the goal to gain,
How oft we kicked each other's shins
And danced about with sickly grins.
()r nursed the bruise to soothe the pain.
Then (lashed into the game again.
liach recess saw the game renewed
W'ith zest of youth that plainly showed
The buoyant spirit—~healtliy sign
Of hearts imbued with feelings fine.
The winter came, the snow lay 'rouild.
A mantel on the frozen ground
And the waters froze: the pond and bay
\Vith glistening fields of ice that lay
liar reaching 'forc the college town
liuticed us all to wander down
To spend the hours in gliding fast
Upon the broad expanse and vast,
And oft we went in boyish glee
To skate until we wearin
Returned again, with lagging gait
To pore again o'er book and slate.
Yes. there is where I'd like to be,
Back in the years now gone from me,
\Vith the boys of old now scattered wide.
And grown to men—and some have died.
A lonely feeling comes to me
When I think of the things that used to be,
How I'd enjoy them could I again
Be like a boy as I was then.
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AN 014]) TIM ER.
He was there in the ’SO‘s.
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Comes back to them, the
 
 
 The Early Days v v
 
()L'R request that I write‘for the
i! Hasilides a short account of the
olden days of Assumption Col—
lege when it was in its swaddling
clothes back in the early seventies is at
hand.
it will give me much pleasure to re—
count some of the old boys’ experiences
even though it must now be shelved as
ancient history. However. the splen—
did traditions of those pioneer days
have kept alive a stirring moral in—
ﬂuence among the hundreds of stu-
dents that have come and gone during
these sixty years of the College’s exis-
tence under the able and gentle guid—
ance of the good l‘lasilian Fathers.
The original college building still
stands although hoary with age and
loving memories. fln September, 1870,
Fr. 1). O’Connor. of blessed memory,
came to reopen the school which had
been abandoned by the jesuit Fathers
and Professor Cirardot, his immediate
predecessor. He was accompanied by
four Masters, among whom were Mr.
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Robert Mel’) ‘ady, Mr. Quinlan, Mr.
O’Corman and Mr. St. Vincent. The
latter became study hall master, the
others beng occupied in the class—
rooms. All these gentlemen were
bright, talented and energetic. It
surely needed energy and a general de—
votion to duty for the love of God, to
make possible the success achieved un—
der the trying circumstances which pe—
cuniary necessity demanded. Fr. Denis
O’Connor. whose executive ability
and broad learning were. in later years,
recognized by-the Church in his ap—
pointment to the Bishopric of London
and the .‘\rchbishopric of Toronto. was
a man of unfailing courage. varied in—
tellectual attainments and a born leader
of men. His students loved him for his
innate sense of justice. although some—
times they were obliged to smart under
his strict measure of discipline.
The venerable Father Aboulin. then
attached to the parish church. helped
in class work as the student body grew.
lie and Fr. Robert McBrady are the
only two still living of the members of
the original staff of 1870. In the be-  
  
Graduates of the 90’s
 
w».Mwam ~
CLASS (JF ‘94
HE first time an old student
returns to Assumption after
graduation, he enquires for old
surprised to learn
personnel of the
For sixty
friends. He is
how quickly the
student body changes.
years students have been coming
and going until number of
old students is very large and they are
scattered to the four corners of the
earth. Some we hear from frequently,
while others seem to vanish from this
Naturally old Alma
Mater is solicitous about the welfare
of her sons
the
side of the globe.
watches their
progress with eager hope and frequent
good wishes. In the great majority
of cases she has been gratified with
favorable reports of satisfactory prog-
ress in material things and constant
fidelity in spiritual things. In many
instances the graduates of Assump-
tion have risen to positions of the
highest trust in commerce,
State and in the Church.
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and she
in the
Indeed, the greatest boast of
Assumption College today is her
graduates. No school exists to which
its alumni have been a greater credit
than have Assumption’s been to her.
Particularly in the clerical ranks they
completely dominate the field of
vision. as one looks over the realm of
Assumption's influence and, needless
to say, their Alma Mater is proud of
them.
Although this article is entitled
“Graduates of the 90’s” due to the fact
that we have been able to reproduce
in picture only the classes of that
decade, it is a tribute to the boys of the
seventies and eighties, and to Assump—
tion’s twentieth century sons as well.
Their lives have been a constant
manifestation of that Assumption
spirit which enshrouded them in their
years spent here, and those principles
of Virtue, discipline and knowledge still
remain with them~a source of wonder
and inspiration to their fellow men.  
    
lll‘: old Grad returning to pay his
respects to his Alma Mater fre—
quently experiences a touch of
sadness as he looks for the old familiar
landmarks, the scenes of his early trials
and tribulations with a measure of joy
and sorrow for concomitant associa—
tions. A close study of the present
topography of Assumption reveals the
absence of such endeared spots as:
The Old Stella Diamond where so
many tight battles were fought and to
participate in which was the ambition
of each and every youth in the old days.
The Grove where the Peripatetic
School of Philosophy held forth; we
did not call it by that name. We gen—
erally referred to it as the Sewing
Circle of the VVallﬂowers or something
of the kind.
The Old Chapel on the second ﬂoor
where Father Ferguson used to delight
us with those lovely little homilies
during the month of May; where or—
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dinations were held; where Father
Cote’s voice entranced us with its
sweetness and beauty.
The Little Yard, with its old plank—
ing, and the fence about it and the two
gas jets that managed to survive the
rough and ready usageiof the battles
on the campus.
The High Board Fence that sur—
rounded the property and gave a ra-
ther forbidding aspect to the scene,
telling the world at large we were very
exclusive. or excluded, as you wish to
interpret its existence.
The Vineyard, with its strong appeal
to the appetite of the college youth.
What a source of trial it was until that
winter long ago when it was frozen and
the annOyance was removed.
“The Institute” at the end of the
Little Yard where we assembled on
rainy days and other occassions.
Father Ferguson’s Garden. What a
privilege it was to be allowed within  
  
the precincts of the place! And then
the advantage of having a greenhouse.
Flowers need smoke at times to kill the
insects. \Ye killed a lot of insects.
The Old Palace, a gem of architec—
ture in its (lay and a source of wonder
and delight to us as we prowled
through its long corridors or hastened
about ten steps ahead of liather Abou—
lin upstairs and down. just out of sight.
keeping him on the run just for the lark
of it.
The Old Convent with its barred
windows that stood just across the road
in front of the Church. Its age and
ancient style of architecture were al—
ways sources of wonder to us who
knew anything of its history.
Father Hayden’s Tent. If anyone
can tell what became of it he will un—
fold a mystery. It was a splendid tri—
bute to Father Hayden’s thoughtful—
ness for the Relvedere team which
had no grove at hand to shelter them
from the boiling sun. It was appreci—
ated and very popular.
The Old Study Hall. I hate to think
of it being abandoned even though
more elaborate quarters are now at the
disposal of the student. llistory was
made within the conﬁnes of the Old
Study. Ask any of the older students
and they will tell you tales to make
you smile.
The Old Candy Pond, near the clock,
where Sam Rocheleau used to sell us
shoe polish, soap, looking glasses.
stamps, odd and ends of everything.
Pay cash and take it with you, and
above all a varied assortment of candy
and even PIE.
Father Mungovan’s Skating Rink
that failed to materialize as such but
became a ﬁne frog pond for some years.
The Fruit Walks in the autumn
when the novelty of the event as well
as the opportunity aﬁiorded for an out—
ing appealed to all and sundry. They
were a grand success materially and
socially with beneﬁcial results to all
engaged.
The Bath List on holiday afternoons,
when the water held out. You took
your annual in turn whether you
needed it or not.
The Testimonial List on Monday
morning when the delinquents of the
preceding week were advertised, pos—
ted, and sometimes lambasted verbally
for too frequent appearance among the
erring.
Much more might be written about
the conditions. events and ﬁxtures of
the earlier days when things were not
so up-to—the-minuh as they are now,
but I think the above will aid the old-
timer to recall everything in minute de-
tail.
\Vith fond memories of the old place,
I remain,
 
Yours loyally,
A GRAD or THE 80‘s.
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Baseball in the 80’s
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This was the contrast that met the
eye of the Detroit baseball scout before
the game was started. Despite this dis-
parity between the two teams in wear—
ing apparel, Assumption had other ad—
vantages in her favor. Second base was
at least a foot and a half higher than
home plate and the catcher of the 0p-
posing team usually sent the ball ﬁve
to eight feet short of second base. For
ﬁfteen feet on each side of second the
gravel on the surface of the diamond
was very prominent, and once a visitor
slid into second base, we knew that he
would never repeat the slide again.
(We were also always glad to see a
visiting team come because we were
able to use their chest protector, an
article which the College Team was not
allowed to possess. The Detroit scout
was the one who presented us with our
ﬁrst chest protector.)
While the game was in progress,
curiosity got the better of some of the
students, and, on examining the bus,
they found therein nine new brooms.
(The visitors evidently expected a
sweeping victory). But for the anxiety
of the college catcher, the game would
have ended 11—0 in Assumption’s favor.
In the eighth inning with a man on
second and third, and the runner last
mentioned making fains to come home,
the catcher was tempted to throw the
ball. It struck the runner between the
shoulders and bounded into a ploughed
ﬁeld thirty feet away. The game ended
11—3.
It was then twenty minutes of ﬁve.
At ﬁve o’clock every student, ball
players included, was in his place in
the study hall. Father O’Connor saw
to this in order to keep before our
minds the fact that, even though we
had won the championship of this part
of the country, our primary purpose at
Assumption was still to study, and that
baseball was only secondary to this.
The Assumption team lined up as fol—
lows on that day:
McKeon—3rd.
O’Keefe—P.
Mauer—lst.
Irwin~—2nd.
E. Cullinane—C.
Montreuil~S.S.
Regan—LF.
Hodgekinson—C.F.
T. Burns—R.F.
-—E. M. CL'LLINANE, ’89.
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Football a 9110 to ’30
HE history of football at As—
jl sumption College can be traced
ﬂ back to the year 1903 when the
students began clamoring for the great
sport that was making rapid develop—
ment in all the larger colleges and uni—
versities. Soccer had been the major
fall pastime at Assumption since the
early days, and although the boys of
the eighties and nineties enjoyed its
thrilling moments and exciting play,
still it lacked the colour and appeal so
characteristic of modern football.
The popular demand of the students
was not gratiﬁed until 1907 when Fr.
Forster. then president, gave his con-
sent that the game should be included
in Assumption’s sport curriculum. The
Barstows of Detroit had the honour of
playing the ﬁrst game against an As—
sumption eleven on the college campus.
As the sport was still in its infancy
here. the results of the 1908 season
were not exactly gratifying, the record
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of that year showing four defeats, one
victory and one tie game. A com—
bination of discouraging circumstances
resulted in no reju'esentative team be—
ing formed in 1909, but the Helvedere,
Tai Run and Minim teams all became
ﬁrmly established and enjoyed success—
ful seasons.
The securing of Mr. Paul Smith as
coach in 1910 was the deciding step
that put football “on the map” at As—
sumption College. Coach Smith drilled
the fundamentals of the game into the
grid candidates and layed the founda—
tion for the ﬁrst outstanding grid ma—
chine produced at Assumption College
——the team of 1911. The Assumption
“A” was designed by (Rev.) Frank Mc—
(‘xee and was awarded to the deserving
members of the team of ’11 for the ﬁrst
time.
Throughout the following years foot—
ball prospered at Assumption and
many stars were developed in the
Purple ranks.  
 The Greatest Hockey Team
 
lll‘: Assumption llockeyists of
1022, champions of the Border
Cities, can boast of having won
all their games and also of totalling 46
goals to the opponents' 9. but even at
that the season of ’23 might well be.
said to have been the best. This ascer—
tion is by no means unfounded. The
puck—chasers pictured above, led by
the indomitable Rev. j. C. Spratt,
C.S.B., "coach, captain and star,” have
a record that will remain unequalled
for many years to come. True enough,
they lost two games and tied one, but.
ﬁghting against greater opposition,
they succeeded in retaining the Chap-
man—()rde ’l‘rophy won by the team of
1922, emblematic of the championship
of the Border Cities. and also added
the proverbial feathers to their toques
by defeating both the University of
Notre Dame and the University of
Michigan sextets.
Rev. ‘1. C. Spratt, CST». was by far
the best man on the steel blades that
ever came to Assumption College.
liven before he starred on the Ameri—
can tour of the St. Michael’s Vt'orld
Champion Senior Hockey team in 1911,
the name of Jack Spratt. the wonder
rover, had featured the headlines of
many sport pages.
Rev. R. 1‘3. Lowrey. C.S.B.. one of the
famous Lowrey brothers, played left
wing on this team. He was for two
years the leading goal—scorer of the
Border Cities Hockey League.
Remi Durand. the Stratford \vizard,
Frank Latcham of Port l)alhousie,
Charlie l’olumski of Cleveland. Leo
Kelly, lirank Lowrey. Eddie Kuntz,
“Jabee” Flanagan and John McIntyre
made up the personnel of the squad
and justly shared the fame and notor—
iety which the team brought to As—
sumption in ’23.
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 Assumption’s First Roomers
 
HAT a galaxy of celebrities!
These were the noblest room-
ers of them all. From their
time dates the history of what is now
known as the philosophers’ flat. This
picture of the “diseipuli togati” is a
flashlight taken back in 1914 by Bill
Kolb of Chelsea at 12:30 A.M. in a
room occupied by Sylvester Christie
and Al Vernier. Father ’mrns and
Mr. (Rev.) Martin Bench, who were
then in charge of discipline. proved so
true to their charge that they were not
invited to be present.
The, faces and figures before you
have undergone great change. Some
are nearly as portly as (leorge \Veiler,
who is balancing one end of the pic-
ture. Others are all face from chin to
cowlick. Good old lid. Carey, the
genial and generous friend of all, “who
laughed and all the world laughed with
him,” whose faith and good works
were “bells of sweet accord.” died in
1921 on the eve of his ordination. Roy
Petripren is doing missionary work
somewhere in Korea. Joe Gallagher,
a charter member of the “Coke Gang,”
whose nationality was always a source
of altercation. has married and is one
of the most promising young lawyers
in Cleveland. Tom Vahey is a priest
and one of the professors in the classi-
cal department at Assumption. Larry
Ahern of Akron is ordained and a very
valuable member of the Cleveland
Diocese. Syl Christie, who won a
library of prizes, and Al Vernier. of
pugilistic and football fame, are very
prosperous gentlemen judging from
their appearance and chatter at the re-
union. Tbey can all be accounted for
either in Church or State and if sub-
sequent members of the old flat prove
as successful, Assumption will ever
continue to have no cause to regret
her system of educational training, that
makes the mischievous and unthinking
boys of today the responsible and
sensible men of tomorrow.
—0NE OF THEM.
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 Class of ’22
   
In old Assumption‘s hall they hang
The ones you know, your happy gang;
Seventy down to Twenty-Nine,
Those hearts that with your own entwine.
Behold the Class of Eighty, rare
Sideburns here and a learned air;
While further on we see the flair
That Ninety had for oil of bear.
Some classes large. some classes small
But zeal on lips, in eyes of all,
They range along on either side
This space where countless steps have died.
Eleven and twelve and sixteen here—
That was. an almost record year
With sideburns by the class eschewed . . .
But, stop and look—this MULTITUDE!
The twenty—eight of ’22
In serried ranks look down at you;
Count all of them again, my friend,
That’s a total you can't amend.
Tall and short those boys of then
In these few years have grown to men
With graying hair, more settled ways,
And more serenity in their days.
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But not their number's worth amaze,
And not their smiles, their winning ways;
But, stay, accord them an extra nod,
Twenty of them are priests of God!
Twenty of them upon that height
Where glows a great unearthly light;
Twenty of them in ca5sock, stole,
To ease the worried sinner‘s soul.
Twenty of you upon that shore
Where incense rises evermore
As pleas for mortals and their fate.
As pleas for us, the other eight.
Now shepherds of a mighty fold,
To baptise young, to soothe the old,
You wend your way, and passing, leave
A fresher hope for hearts that grieve.
\Ve look to you, we other eight;
Your actions may we emulate
To keep the faith, the faith to sow
That more our God may better know.
And when each (lay that passes by
Your Christ and ours you hold ahigh,
Our prayer to you is always this——
Orate, orate pro nobis.
—A. BICGUIRE, ’22t   
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To the Old Boys Departed
They have gone on their way where Eternity leads,
Leaving to us but some memories of old,
1 They’re fading from View, the list of their deeds
, Is all that remains for us, here to be told.
They were boys just as we in the years that are gone,
Buoyant of heart and filled with fond hope,
i And the sunshine of life on—their youth brightly shone,
With the oncoming struggle courageous to cope.
Carefree and gladsome, with zest in their play,
They scampered about all shouting in glee,
With scarcely a cloud to darken their day,
The joy of their young life was pleasant to see.
Beneath the glad surface the depth of their soul
Was plumbed by a purpose sincere and profound;
God beckoned, they answered ’ere reaching the goal;
They’re lying at rest ’neath the cemetery mound.
AN OLD BOY OF THE ‘80’5.   
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V. L. KENNEDY, C.S.B., M.A,
President
REV.
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 A Word from the President
H E llasilian Fathers have completed sixty years of
work at Assumption College. Their labors have
been blessed by (lod and the fruits thereof are known.
The first small building has been added to until to—day a
large group of ten units constitutes the College. The
enrollment has grown from less than sixty to over five
hundred students,——not a remarkable growth when com—
pared with some other institutions, but truly remarkable
when one considers that during that sixty years the
College has had no endowment save the self sacrifice of
its priests,
The future growth of Assumption is assured by
its location in the Border Cities and its close proximity
to the city of Detroit. \Vhether the College will be able
to realize its opportunity for service in the field of educa—
tion will depend entirely on the financial help it receives.
The methods of the past whereby the burden has fallen
entirely on the Basilian Fathers are becoming more
impossible every day. No educational institution can
serve its community properly unless that community is
prepared to support it; and Assumption College is no
exception. Should the College in the next year or two
call on its friends and the general public for help, we
trust that sixty years of service will not have been in vain.
REV. V. L. KENNEDY, C.S.B., M.A.
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REV. J, ll. U‘IA’HNI'}, (3.528., BA.
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JUHN V. (‘()l{l{l(}AN, B.A.
l'ptergrove, Ontario
"He ha: wit and rang and revue
Mini: and sport, and eloquence. ”
The natives of l'ptergrove. ()nt.. rc~
joiced at the news of John‘s birth on
Dec. 4th. 1907. After attending.r the
preparatory school in his home town,
he completed his .lunior Matricula—
tion at [Txbridg'e High School, and
then journeyed to Assumption. where.
he obtained his Honor Matric in 1926.
“Dan.” as he is best known among
his friends. has been the winner of
many coveted prizes durimz.r his Uni—
versity career, most noted of which
was the ()ratorical prize, awarded to
him in his Junior year. As a member
of the “Purple and \Yhite" staff for
the past three years. he has contri-
buted much to the literary success of
the. school publication.
lie is a softball pitcher of no incan
ability. and does his share on the
basketball court. His ready wit,
coupled with sociability has won for
him a host of friends, who one and
alL expect much of him in the future.
May success be yours.
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DANIEL J. DRE‘V, BA.
“'indsor, Ontario
“ Thou art a philompber
A guide and/rind. "
l‘tan announced his advent to
Mother [Earth in the neighboring town
of L‘hathani, Ontario. on the fourth
of November. 1910. After the family
had transferred the domicile to \Vind—
sor. Dan followed the course of high
school studies at Assumption College
High School,
In the Arts ("r’nirse. Dan entered
the philosophical field when a Rheto«
rician, A, convincing orator in phi|~
osophical discussions, he won the
respect of all professors. A novel
experience. crowning his activities at
the (‘ollege was encountered by our
friend during the final year of (Tol—
lege: a very striking actor, though a
novice, Dan showed his worth in a
triple character role. the murder
suspect. best friend of the, groom, and
lover of the ln‘itle—to~l)e.
His classmates recognized his ability
by electing him to the presidency of
the (‘lass of '20
The past is merely a foreshadowing
of his future; success in everything
encountered, actuated by an earnest
will for what is good, ()ur earnest
wish goes with hiininodspeed.”
 
 Mlt‘lIAi‘Ili Ii. DOYLE. B.A.
Toronto, Ontario
"/1 Hidden! by day.
A mystery by rug/7t
And a gentleman always. "
Mike embarked on the ship of lifein Toronto in 11405. His early etlura-tion was received there in the lie lia
Saile High Sehoo]. lle eame toAssumption and registered as a fresh~man tour years ago. While in our
midst he has distinguished himself
as a great literary and dramatie per~sonage with the ability to lead.
Mike. as he is known to everyone
at Assumption, is always a smiling.
rare-free. ﬂood-hearted sort of fellow.
He has shown to everyone his powers
as an orator in St. Rasil's Literary
Soeiety of whieh he was president.
He was eleeted by a popular majority
piesident of the Students' t‘ouneil in
his senior year.
Next year we will see Alike follow—ing: a course of law at ()sgoode and
we are eonfident he will sm‘eeed thereas he has here. \Ve will all he sorry1m lose him; we wish him all good-
liek.
  
.ltillN F. ()NUl’A'l‘H. HA.
Geneva. New York
"No! aver serious: not over gay.
But a rare goodfcllow in In; own quiet way. "
Born at Geneva. N. Y, on the Bilrd
of June. llitHL John reeeiyed his
elementary and high sehool edueation
at St. Franeis de Sales paroehial
sehool in the same eity. After a year
spent at St, )liehael's t‘olleg‘e in the
l'nirersity of Toronto. he entered St.
Ras . Noyitiate. and in ME? was
registered as sophomore at A sump-
tioir The same year he (‘art‘ied off
the liatin piize. giving; ample evi-
dent-e of his ability as a sehola‘r.
His aetiyities. how ‘el', Were not
eont’ined to aeademie endeayom's
alone, for in his Junior year he won
the distinguished (‘olleg'e as a
reward for his work on the gridiron.
whieh W's repeated in his senior
year: he also took part in liaskethall.
and shone on the Sllflli‘dll diamond.
()t‘ a genial disposition. John is ever
at hand to help a friend in need.
That he may sueeeed and he lilest in
the life that he has ehosen is the
wish of his friends today,
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I“. AI'STIN BROWN, B.A.
Kinkora, Ontario
"Undixturbed' by stress or worry,
Inclined to work but not to Worry. ”
Francis Austin Brown first saw the
light of day on August 15th, 1907 at
Kinkora, Ont. After an uneventful
infancy, he began his early education
at St. Patrick’s Separate School in
the same town. Having passed his
entrance examinations, he betook
himself to Assumption College in
search of higher learning, There he
matriculated successfully and in 1925
registered as a freshman in the Arts
department of the College. In his
sophomore year he was awarded the
General Excellence and Latin prizes.
His athletic activities were con-
fined to basketball and baseball. in
both of which he was quite proficient.
His cheery disposition has won for
him many friends and admirers. It
is our fond wish that, in his future
endeavours, he may enjoy the glowing
success which has always character-
ised his undertakings in the past
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JOHN M. NELSON, B.A.
Saulte St. Marie, Ontario
"Of [/72 :weelnen and (be zest
oft/7y happy life possened
Thou bu! left us at [by but. ”
It was on January 27, 1908 that
residents of Youngstown. Ohio were
startled by the vociferous cries of the
stork's present. At the age of eight
John's parents moved to Saulte St.
Marie. Canada. Jack finished his
elementary education in 1921 and
commenced his high school at
Assumption in 1924 where he has
continued ever since.
Jack was always an active member
of the student body. He was a mem—
ber of football, baseball, and track
teams as well as a dramatist of no
mean ability.
He entered the Honor Philosophy
course while in Rhetoric and has
proven his worth both as a philoso—
pher and as a student. Jack also
served in the capacity of vice—
president of this year‘s graduating
class.
May success crown the efforts of
this student whose advice was always
appreciated, whose smile was encour-
aging and whose manlincss was
supreme.
 
 JAMES F‘. HOWELL, B.A.
\Vindsor, Ontario
"Keep: his counsel, doe; bi: duly,
Clea-yer to friends, and [owl/7 beauty. ”
.limmy gave his first lusty cry in\Vindsor in nineteen hundred and five.He matriculated from “'indsor Col~legiate, where he prepared himself fora course in the Hippocratic art at“'estern University. After two yearsin London, this genial personalityregistered at Assumption College tocomplete his University course.
His calm. unruffled manner, his in—terest in student activities. and hisunassuming and unaffected disposi‘tion have won for him the good-willand close friendship of all who comein contact with him. Jimmy is aserious student. a devotee of basket—ball. a whole—hearted mixer, and anenthusiastic supporter of AssumptionCollege.
11' his future may be judged by hispast then he will be always blessedwith the good opinion of his fellow-men and will receive an abundantshare of the fruits of prosperity andhappiness. At present Jimmy isinclined towards pedagogy.
Farewell old man! 'l’rocede, prospere
ct rregna.
  
EDWARD A. I’OKRIEFKA
Detroit, Mich
"I will eat and drink and play
“Til it’x time 20 bit the bay ”
For the past eight years “Poke” has
been very much around and about
Assumption No one realized when
he first sauntered in to take his posi—
tion in First High classroom back in
‘22 just how important a part he was
to play in making Assumption his—
tory during the ensuing years.
“Scholar, athlete and gentleman”would, in brief, do him justice but it
would take many pages to outline his
great accomplishments at Assumption.
Although an man, so rewarded
for his good work with the Varsity
on the gridiron, “Poke” has been ofinestimable value to the teams of the
past few years as student manager.
The height of efficiency and always
bent on seeing Assumption out in
front, he managed the team and allathletic details as no one else could
have done. He leaves Assumption
with the very best wishes of his many
friends — wishes for success even
greater than that which has marked
his years within these halls.
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JUNIORS
  
\\'. McKenmL, F‘. Lyons, l). Kimmerly. \Y. ()auvhal;
0. Beausolei], N. Beneteau, L. Higgins, H. Laf'ramboisv;
T. Gayle, L. McCann, 14. McPherson. B. Bassett;
R. Radner, E. Ladouceur. \V. Shes-ham, 1‘}. Dawson;
G. Chapman, J. Murphy, C. Mierniokl.Page 102
 
 SOPHOMORES
P. Fisher. (‘. Lngue, “'. “'elsh, T.
R, l’rinve, E. Griffin. ’1‘ . . Murphy;
G. Jackson, J. Costello. J. Sheehy. W, Hickey, IL I’oltier;
Allison. XV. Young;
. Van de Hotter, J. Clement, I
R, O'Gorman, J. Mavhonald. R. Boeskin. P. Lewis, A. Imrovher:
B. Maleyko, J. Nowosielski. E. Magee, R. Dezie]. C Allnoch;
Dark. Page 103
      
FRESHMEN
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0. Lajeunesse, P. O‘Brien, S. McCormivk, (‘,. (‘m‘ooram T‘. ’vdy;
J. Maier, .\. Rivard, R. Agnelly. G. “'inter, F. Emery;
M. Gagie, G. Brady, R. Beaman. F. Russell, A. O‘Donnell:
R. Drouillard, R. Ankofski, L. Marentette, J. Cooney, R. McCormick;
M. Cavanaugh, J. Farron, Iﬁanigllois, R. Rolland, J. Halloran;
. ez e .
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High School Seniors
      
R. Seaman, treasurer; E. Bresnahan. president; V. \Vestfall, vice—president;
XV. Kunkle, secretary.
RADUATIUN! What a depth
of meaning is contained in that
word. While it signifies the cul—
mination of four years endeavour and
arduous work. there is nevertheless a
certain pang of sorrow at the thought
that the friendships that we have
formed here must naturally be termi—
nated. The class of ’30 is no excep-
tion to the rule, for the graduates. after
their successful pursuit of knowledge,
embark upon their different seas of
life.
The High School Class of ’30
embodied all the requirements of a
great class. To enumerate all its
accomplishments would be both futile
and unnecessary; yet lest we be
accused of lack of duty, we will men-
tion some of the most brilliant efforts.
With the interest of Alma Mater at
heart and permeated with a desire for
literary and oratorical prowess, several
members of this class were so success—
ful in their attempts that they carried
the Assumption colours to the finals
of the WOSSA debating association,
where they were defeated through a
mere technicality.
In the activities thriving at Assump-
tion the Seniors were not lax. A
glance over the personnels of the
Minstrel Show and “Haunted House”
casts will bear out this contention. In
fact every member of the above men—
tioned play was a senior. with but
three exceptions.
With no reflection on the academic
standards of the class, it might be said
that the Seniors’ greatest bid to fame
was in the field of athletics. The bril—
liant High Football Team was com—
posed almost entirely of seniors. All
of the lettermen were seniors but one.
The basketball team, twice Canadian
champions. was composed entirely of
seniors. Baseball, track. tennis and
every other type of athletic endeavour
numbered among their luminaries
many members of the senior class.
The achievements of the seniors,
however. cannot be attributed to their
efforts alone but to the training that
was theirs during their course at
Assumption. The Basilian Fathers who
have instilled in the graduates the real
significance of the glowing motto,
“Bonitatem, et Disciplinam, et Scien-
tiam Doce Me” can rest assured that
we, the graduates, will ever be true to
our Alma Mater. As we pause on the
brink of the great sea of life that will
soon envelope use, it is our fondest
hope and ardent prayer that this noble
institution, which has done so much
for us, will in the subsequent years
continue to carry out the noble work
undertaken by her.
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 SENIORS
S. Long, N. Revnew. F. Robinson, J. Bellemnre, J. Maier;
\V. Byrne, T. I’rokopp. l’. Cullinane. E. Keegan. H. (lnau;
H. Dickeson, C. Allor, .I. Devaney, R. MvNivholaS, J. Hopkins;
J. \Vhitty, J. McHale, L. Gordon, M. Hanson, F. English;
\\'. Pluk, J, Flood, N. Reuss, J. O‘Mara. E, Moran;
P. Ackerman, S. Nichlas.   
 
N. Ray, A. Record, E. Brown. D. Dosjarlais, H. Durooher:
(I. Valentin, A. Benoit, H. Roy, 1’. Gignao, 3. Mulhollaml;
L. Alarentette, L. Meluche. \\'. I’redhmnme. R. Ferriss, G. Lynch:
1’. Beneteau. I). Jeanette, J. Hall, L. (Yugliati, XV. Teno;
G. Poisson. R. Menard. R, StIung‘. B. Dupont, T. Hogan;
C. I’aquelte. R. Meloche. V. \Vestfall. N. Cecile, D. Armaly. C. Mathieu. Page 10';
 
  
J. Marx. J. Duffy. J. Smith. L. Hultmzm, J. Bonner;
F. Heltman. J. Garvey, \V'. Dunn. E. Pospeshilz
J. Dunn. H. Gordon, \V. Gardulski. E. Chapman;
F. Gleason. T. Higgins. G. Zinger. C. Coe;
Page 108 D. Prochnow, P. Kenney, J. Dillon. B. Cullinane, F. Kahout.  
  
III B
1V. Janisse, II. Ouellette, E. Boutette, J. “'alsh. P. " A. Mar-Donald;
F. Hyland, F. Park, J. Mr‘AuIiffe, L. haphanw. .\I. hm 1111‘. A. Chapus;
W. Pineau, I). Leboeuf, Nantais, L. Pratt, A. Quennwlle, H. Renaud:
(3. St. Claire, A. St. Pierre, R. ﬁnsmte, J. Smith, L, Helm-he. A. Holey;
.J. Boy, J. Tony-any, (I. Chauvin, J. Mr 'abe, (I. Morneau \‘V. Fauquier;
M. Coughlin, E. Gignac, C. LePage, F. Dewar], "'41": jay.
   
  
     Page ll!)       
ll. Rranen. J. Marshall. J. Mulligan, R. llnnton. J, (iortois:
1:. llomrioh. N. Ducharmo, l“. David. A. .Ianknwski, Al. Boaum'o;
M. Dattnor. \V. Foley. l9. lx’yprio, ll. Herman. A. Gibbons;
ll, Hamln‘ight. N. Veil. A. Hondrivks, J, Walter. J. Kaiser;
E. ("aroy’. .l. Farrell. Al. Marshall. A. (‘:1ul. .\l. Basso;
E, l’illon, N, Clemons. R. Muninn, A. Slnmzln.
    
   
 
(7. Duchesne, D. Norman, 1". Renaud, G. Proulx. F. Noble:
L. Donlon. WV. Cotter, N. Nadeau. T. Killaire, “Z Gatﬁeld:
I. Robinet, L. Reaume, M. lleffernan, 1‘. Clark. L. ’
G. Davy, A. Campeau. S. Durot‘her, S. Arbour, M. Huneau.
A. Drouillard, IV. Helfrioh. J. thKenty. L. Adam. 0. Lesperanoo;
I‘. Stapleton, L. Berge'ron, E. Doyle, J. O'Bnyle, J. \Vclls. I‘agc H1.
 
   
 
 
E. Chittle, L. Brooker, M. L'Heureux. L. Parent. .1. Yahcy. L. Klosterman;
T. George. (L MoCann. F. I‘iquet. IE. Marion. l. Plum:
M. Hallatt, H. MacDonald, J. Murphy. J. l\]c(,‘0rmick. L. Bresolin:
J. Hoolihan, S. Russette, H. Brown. M. McKrnw, R. Cooks:
C. Plante, R. Perrault, P. MoCarey, F. Gallagher, J. Hanrahan;I'ago 112 H. Master, (1. Tracey, J. Jobin, P. Sauve, W. Saunders, F. Sullivan.
 
 R. Borsrhe, XV. Pattenden. H. Duhe. \\'. Dooley. A. Peltier. A. Ouellette;
T. McGorray. J. Cassid)’. H. Price, J. Maloney, R. Huge, E. Bornais:
B. Haenle, B. Seymour, J. McMahon. G. DeOstiguy, L. (‘usenza, J. Davis:
L. Giannola, P. McDermott. XV. Reilly, L. Marx, A \Valdecker, A. McMahon;
J. Dourlet, 1.. Stebbins, A. Dattner. XV. Gihons. A. Asselin, R. Cahalen;
J. Strain, J. Austin. F. Cusenza, P. Genest. J. Clemens. Page 113 
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'      
L. Beaum‘e, E. Boutctto, R. Gossolin. F. Dunlay. C. Dowellz
I’. Cummings, \V. Coughlin. S. \Vells. R. Ax‘maly, B. (‘urlmw
G. Bouvcrat, B. Dolan, D. B'I‘issun. 1". Calvin, JG. lock:(7. Graham. \V. Ellwood. J. Maroon, P. Mclovho. P. MvCahe;
R Desparlais, J. Hancock. R. Bondy, \V. Moore, \X’. Kmskie;
G. Barrett, WV. “'al], F. Longwm‘th.
 
M. Seguin. E. St. Pierre. L. Marentetto. R. Bullock. (1. l’npo:
F1. Rzemm, IA. l’elland. .I. Shalnuh. .1. Morgan, 1‘. Roaume:
I. Omelletle. R. Muller. L. MrGIaug‘hlin. M. Stuvons, F. \Vestholm;
\V. ‘arsons, (‘,. Vaudreuil. V. I’ntvin. A. Nadalin, H. Morin:
S. Divim. E. Gardulski. II. Menard. .I. Margm‘n. “i ’attnn:
B. I’otvin, P. Fournie‘r, M. Edwards, H. Smith, A. 13111110110110], )L Ray. Page 115
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COMMERCIAL
     
R, (Jloutier, M. (forheau. J. Rattenlnn'y, E. P‘om‘nier;
, MCTevia, A‘ (lighac. J. Burton. F‘ Flaugher:
B. Broughton, M. Yamuni. Marentette, C Langlois;
E, Gignao, P. Lenartovxioh, FL Sell. K, Rowan;
Page 116 T. Hart, N. Strong, G. Tabqsh, L. Parent.
 
 EIGHTH GRADE
  
R. I’illon, C. Jurczyszyn. H. Daniels. S. Houtous, J. )IcGinty:
'1‘. Holmes, L. Cloutier, 0. Lat‘ramboise, F. Laforet, M. Gignac;
J. MoHaIe, O. Lachance. R. \Vebber. M. Seymour, E. Burkhardt;
H. Byrne, R. Murphy, C. Reaume, J. Bainbridge, H. Birkmeier;
C. Grealis, F. Dufresne, E. Makowski, K. Olmstead, F. Marron; Page 117
J. \Yhite, C. Rivard, R. Gibbons. H. Johnson, F. Schiller.
 You’ll Wonder
l' Some day you’ll be old—timers too
. Just cruising on o‘er life’s dark main,
‘ i And thoughts will come, as they always do
‘ Of (lays you'd like to live again.
You'll wonder if chapel, restful goal,
So calm its spirit, casts a charm,
Still lifts the wearied, drooping soul
Till peace subdues the heart’s alarm.
You'll wonder if reverend teachers share
The trouble and trial of youthful hearts,
And soothe the pain, relieve the care,
Assuage the sorrow grief imparts.
  
You'll wonder if the boys are much the same
As those with whom you frequent played;
Does the spirit live in their youthful game,
A spirit so (launtless, unafraid,
 
To accept the knocks that one must take,
Triumphant rise o’er each reverse,
And ’neath a smile hide painful ache,
The better hoping, prepared for worse?
 
. You'll wonder if the 01d clock in the hall
Chimes out the quarters as hours lag by,
If the boys employ the moments all,
Or Ioiter while the seconds. fly.
 
You’ll wonder if the cleated stairs resound
To measured tread of sturdy feet
T0 class reluctant or eager bound,
Disaster or success to meet.
You'll wonder if din and roar prevail
While students chatter ’round the board, '
Or, silent, generous fare assail
With hunger’s call that’s ne’er ignored.
You‘ll wonder if the bell in the College tower
As early rings as in years ago,
Or if, perchance, some mystic power
Permits another hour or so.
You’ll wonder if vine and tree provide
Sweet fruit to tempt the weakened will
To make the plunge, let chance decide
Its. worth, to just enjoy one'; fill.
 
You’ll wonder if every separate nook,
Endeared the more by memory’s spell,
Each plant, each shrub, the grove, the brook,
Yet hallowed are and all is well.
You‘ll wonder too if the passing years
Enhance the glories of the past.
Return and see; your wondering fears
You'll readily, gladly from you cast.
AN OLD TIMER.
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The Students’ Council
 
Daniel Drew, senior representative: Thomas Gayle, junior representative; FrederickRussell, freshman representative; “'alter “'elsh. sophomore
representative; Michael Doyle, president.
HF. Students’ Council of As-
sumption College! A living,
active organization of this name
exists within the confines of Assump-
tion today, the result of the discarding
of the “Rhetoric Class” last year and
the abolishment of the traditional
“Striking Committee” which previously
carried student pleas to the faculty
heads of the College.
Under the presidency of Mr. Michael
Doyle, the Students’ Council, com—
posed of Messrs. D. Drew, ’30, E.
Goodwin, ’31, W. Welsh. ’32, and M.
Daly, ’33, representing their respective
classes, convened for the first time on
October let and considered the
adopting of a constitution to be sub—
mitted to the president of the College.
After many meetings and much
deliberation a plausible constitution
was drawn up and submitted to the
Honorary President for ratification.
The constitution was formally adopted
and active work was started at once.
Mr. E. J. Goodwin was appointed
chairman of the entertainment phase
of the Council’s work and Mr. M. Daly
chairman of the Athletic Board.
Suitable committees were selected to
assist these two men.
An unfortunate accident befell the
council when Mr. Goodwin was lost
Page 120
through resignation and Mr. Daly was
forced to leave school on account of
poor health. The Juniors elected
Thomas Gayle to replace Mr. Good—
win and the Freshmen appointed Fred
Russell to Mr. Daly’s post. Sensing
the futility of having an inexperienced
man take Mr. Goodwin’s post as
chairman of the Arts Ball Committee,
President Doyle, himself, took charge
of it and carried it through to a most
successful conclusion.
The other paramount achievement
of this year’s Council was the inaug—
uration of the Arts Banquet—an event
that received the whole—hearted sup—
port of every member of the Arts
course and one that seems to be a fixed
feature for the coming years.
The elections for next year’s Council
were unique in that every member
chosen from the respective years was
a day scholar. Messrs. Beausoleil,
McPherson, Jackson and L. Deziel
were the men elected.
To the members of this year’s Coun—
cil and especially to Mr. Doyle there
is due a great debt of appreciation and
thanks. In years to come they will be
looked on as the men who began and
actively promulgated the great work
of student government at Assumption
College.
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St. Basil’s Literary Society
 
MR. J. CORRIGAN, MR. 1‘).
(7.8.11. HA, Vice—president Secretary
President
T. BASIL’S Literary Society was
8 established in 1873 by Reverend
Father Ferguson. The aim of the
society has always been to promote
literary culture and proﬁciency in writ—
ing and speaking among its members.
He himself was the ﬁrst president, with
Rev. R. McBrady assisting in the role
of critic—secretary. The ﬁrst members
admitted into the society were the
pupils of Rhetoric Class, who were “de
jure” members.
The society met every two weeks
when speeches were delivered and es—
says read. It became the established
custom for the society to present a play
at the commencement exercises at the
end of the year. The salutatory and
valedictory speeches were also given
by members of the society, and their
efforts were highly commended by His
Lordship, the Bishop of the Diocese.
Due mainly to Father Ferguson’s
advice and encouragement, the organi—
zation thrived from the beginning. Im-
pressing upon the members the import-
ance of originality, he also urged them
to further the end of the society by giv-
ing helpful monitions to their fellows.
In the struggle to improve mentally,
the reading of good books was cited as
being indispensable.
A worthy and competent successor
to Father Ferguson was found 1n Rev.
GOOTHVIN MR. E. CL'LLINANE, B.A.
R. Melirady who assumed the reins of
office in 1884. Father McBrady, him—
self a talented orator. was the ideal of
every student in the society. He, in
turn. was followed by Father Dumou-
chelle in 1888 and the progress of the
society was rapid. It was under his
regime that the annual oratorical con—
test came into being, an occasion which
to the present time stands out as the
crowning event of the literary year.
The year 1903, with Fr. Roach as
president, saw the Literary Society be—
gin a period of rapid expansion during
which a dramatic club was formed for
the purpose of staging plays; inter-
class debates originated and a college
magazine was edited with success.
Great indeed was the interest shown
in the mock—trials which were held.
In 1911, under the direction of Fr.
Powell, a students’ parliament was
formed which aroused considerable
feeling amongst the students and fos—
tered a spirit of zeal in the work.
The society has since prospered un—
der the direction of Fr. Burns, Fr.
Howard, Fr. Bondy and Fr. Mac—
Donald. This year saw the ﬁrst stu—
dent president in the chair, john Cor—
rigan with Fr. MacDonald as sponsor.
Edward Goodwin held the vice—presi—
dency and Eugene Cullinane the office
of secretary.
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St. Dionysius Literary Society
The Debating Team
 
Standing: Bernard Dupont, E
Record.
Seated: William Kunkle, Leon Gordon, Harry Brown.
[TRING the past scholastic year
the High School Debaters of St.
Dionysius Literary Society have
blazoned a path of glory for themselves
and have left behind them an enviable
standard for posterity to aim at.
Under the banners of St. Dionysius
Literary Society these youthful pro—
teges of Fr. 1’. Bart, C.S.B., and Fr.
E. J. Tighe, C.S.B., have accomplished
what, last autumn, seemed impossible.
The Debaters made their debut the
evening of October 31 against \Valker—
ville Collegiate. The affirmative team,
composed of Bernard Dupont and
Donald Jeanette, decisively vanquished
VValkerville’s negative team. William
Kunkle and Harold Gordon had little
difficulty in subduing VValkerville’s
affirmative team at Assumption.
Page 122
dward Brown, John VVhitty, Harold Gordon, Adrian
By defeating Sarnia Collegiate insti—
tute both in Sarnia and in Sandwich
on December 5, in a debate, “Resolved
that Democracy is a Failure,” the
Assumption High Debating team
became the leader of the western
group in the \VOSSA Debating
Association.
Displaying a marked superiority
over the representatives of Owen
Sound Collegiate Institute on March
14, the Debaters advanced into the
final round for the VVOSSA Debating
Championship.
On April 11 Assumption met
Kitchener Collegiate Institute in the
“'OSSA finals. Through some tech-
nicality the local debaters were forced
to forfeit ten points and thereby lose
the debate and the VVOSSA leadership.
 
  
R. McCormick,
Secretary
Assumption by Rey. C. Collins,
C.S.B., St. Michael’s Literary So—
ciety has enjoyed marked success. Stu—
dents of First and Second Year High
School are members. Fr. Collins, rea—
lizing that here the buding genius is
discovered, that here lies raw material
from which high—grade goods can be
produced, directed the work of this so—
ciety with zeal and enthusiasm.
The society holds bi—weekly meet—
ings at which speeches and essays are
delivered by the members. Needless
to say, crudeness is the outstanding
feature of these presentations, the fruit
of principles of Rhetoric being entirely
original. Shortcomings of this nature,
however, are readily forgiven when one
witnesses the spirit of willingness
which accompanies them.
Kindness, encouragement, and frank—
ness are the dominating notes of the
director’s remarks. The best efforts
usually provide a fertile ﬁeld for the
work of the literary critic, and no spea—
ker is released while still under the im-
pression that he has mastered the art
of oratory. On the other hand the less
gifted speaker, with an inborn disgust
of his speaking powers, emerges from
the ordeal encouraged, with at least a
small spark of hope and ambition. The
§INCE its inception into the life of
F. Dunlay,
President
value of the experience gained in this
society is inestimable, and overcomes
difficulties which, in later years, are
not overcome with such ease.
The president this year is Fr.
(hiinan, assisted by Francis Dunlay as
vice—president, and Raymond McCor—
mick in the role of secretary. Due to
the work and interest of Fr. Guinan
the efforts of the society this year can
compare favorably with those of the
time of Fr. Collins. Francis Dunlay
has proven himself a worthy assistant
and a speaker of no mean ability.
From time to time during the past
two years, the members have been
treated to entertaining speeches by
their learned secretary. Mr. McCor—
mick has seen most of the world in his
extensive travels and there seems to
be no end to his store of amusing little
anecdotes which keep his audience
thrilled throughout his talks.
Mr. McCormick was responsible for
the inauguration last year of an annual
oratorical contest for members of the
society and the enthusiasm shown in
the ﬁrst contest well repaid him for his
work. Through his generosity it was
possible also to reward a substantial
prize to the winner, together with a life
membership in “The Society of Scot—
tish Scholars.”
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Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary
    
C. Logue, T. Gayle.
lst assistant 2nd assistant
OR ﬁfty—seven years the Sodality
of the Blessed Virgin Mary has
proven itself one of Assumption’s
most important organizations. On the
feast of the Annunciation in 1873, Rev.
D. O’Connor, founder of the College,
announced that His Lordship, Bishop
Walsh, had sanctioned the erecting of
a sodality under the title of the Im—
maculate Conception of the Blessed
Virgin. Such was the beginning of As—
sumption’s nursery for sacerdotal
vocations.
The aim of the Sodality is to make
genuine Christians of its members by
means of instilling into their hearts a
profound devotion and childlike love
for the Blessed Virgin. The entire ten-
dency of the Sodality is to make the
members noble moral beings, who,
with the special aid of our Mother
Mary, lead themselves and others to
Christ. Every page of the history of
the Sodality gives ample proof of its
immense and beneﬁcial inﬂuence upon
its members.
The rules for admission into the So-
dality are sufficiently exacting to pre-
clude the possibility of any postulant
being elected to membership who is not
a true servant of God and His Holy
Mother. The council is composed of a
director and four student officers. The
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James Murphy, John Murphy,
prefect secretary
officers must be exemplary for piety
and faithful observance of the rules
of the house.
The usual day set apart for the re—
ception is the feast of the Immaculate
Conception, December 8th, a feast day
for body as well as soul. Since the
days of Father Hayden, it has been the
custom for the whole student body to
be served with a banquet after the re—
ception. At the last reception 68 mem—
bers pledged themselves to be true
children of Mary by becoming mem—
bers of the Sodality.
The fruits of this organization have
been noticeable throughout the 57
ryears of its existence. A countless
number of sodalists, who have long
since departed from Assumption, thank
their association with the Sodality for
having aided them in discovering and
developing their vocations, an advant—
age predicted for them by its zealous
founder.
The director this year was Fr.
Pickett, assisted by James Murphy as
prefect, Thomas Gayle and Charles
Logue, assistants, and John Murphy,
secretary. Thanks to the efforts of the
director, the Sodality had the privilege
of hearing during the past year such
prominent speakers as Fr. Cahi1,~O. P.
Fr. Higgins, and Fr. Blonde.
‘
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Sodaliity of the Holy Angels
     
F. Dunlay, I).
councillor
(( l'lli. ANGELS.” says St. Au—
gustine. “love their fellow citi—
zens. and hope to see us fill up
what has been lost to their own number
by the fall of the rebel angels. For this
reason they are always present with us.
and watch over us with the greatest
care. At all times. and in every place,
they are ready to. help us, and to pro—
vide for our wants.
Branen,
councillor
“\Ve ought. therefore, to honor these
blessed spirits with very great rever-
ence and affection, and pray to them,
especially our guardian angels. to
whom God has given charge over us.
to keep us in all our ways, and we may
be sure that this devotion will he most
pleasing to them, and most useful to
ourselves.”
The object of this Sodality is to at—
tract the young to the practice of piety
by inspiring them with a simple, loving
devotion to the Holy Angels through
the imitation of their virtues, namely,
purity, humility, obedience. charity,
and love of prayer. The members of
the Sodality are styled “Angels” and
are thus constantly reminded of their
duty as faithful clients of these blessed
T. O’Connell, E.
prefect
Chapman,
secretary
spirits. and are encouraged to invoke
their aid and protection in all their ne—
cessities, especially when they are
tempted to offend God by sin. Their
deportment must be at all times. and in
all places. modest and edifying; but
particularly in the church. during the
Holy Sacriﬁce of the Mass, they should
endeavour to imitate the devotion of
the innumerable blessed spirits who
surround the altar in respectful adora—
tion. Members make it a special duty
to shun anything that could bring dis—
grace on their Sodality.
Any student who is under sixteen
years of age may apply for entrance
into this Sodality. If. after a probation
period of two or three months. the pos—
tulant has fulﬁlled the conditions ne—
cessary. he is made a member. The
rules of the Sodality are sufficiently
strict to warrant membership not be—
coming merely nominal.
The director this year is Fr. Guinan,
with Thomas O’Connell as prefect,
John ('l’l’ioyle and John \Valdecker
assistants, Elliot Chapman, secretary.
Dan Branen and Francis Dunlay,
councillors.
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The Purple and White
  
3. cosrmm '
Editomi
8. McCORNICK
Spent
  
HE ‘ ‘ Purple an d \Vhite. ”
Assumption’s student publica—
tion. has recently completed its
sixth year of existence and during that
time has proven to be a most valuable
asset to the College.
From the first issue a constant
improvement. both in form and con—
tent, has marked Purple and 'White’s
advance. until today Assumption can
boast a college publication the like of
which any university or college on the
continent would be proud to claim
its own.
Such a goal has been attained, not
overnight or without effort, but only
after six long years of painstaking
labor and a constant sacrifice on the
part of those in whom was entrusted
the shaping of the paper’s destiny.
We, the members of the present
staff, feel a certitude and a conviction
that we have attained the goal which
at all times was the object of our en—
deavor—a good college paper. Many
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notes and words of congratulation
have been received from all quarters
and the Old Boys, in particular, have
come to relish each issue. That the
paper has been a power for good
amongst the student body is beyond
question and the college authorities
have expressed approval and satisfac-
tion at the high standard which the
paper has attained.
In behalf of the departing members
of the Purple and White staff, the
writer wishes to convey a message. an
urgent appeal. brief, but of great
moment. It comes in two short words
that we, who are leaving, have. in our
turn, heeded and reverenced as a
sacred slogan. Our parting message
to you who remain is epic. On
whether you heed it or not, and in
what measure you shape your energies
toward the accomplishment of what it
portends, depends the whole future
existence of the paper. Once more
the cry goes out—Carry On!
—THE EDITOR.
“
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 The Basilides
tor
" .V
T. GAYLE 1 Hum: ,
Phomgrnphic Editor “HY ‘3
A153‘“
w‘ Mcgauot 1. SHEEHY
A" Editorial
’ . E. CULLINANE
" Editor
J. CORRIGAN
Editorial
  
T \YAS probably the Golden
jubilee volume. edited in 1920,
which suggested a similar under—
taking in this sixtieth anniversary
year. However, reviewing the historic
deeds and momentous accomplish-
ments of the Basilians during their
sixty years of noble endeavour on the
banks of the majestically—flowing
Detroit was, of itself, a colorful task
and one most fitting for such an occa—
sion as the Diamond Jubilee. The idea
soon took the form of a firm resolve
and the resolution in time evolved into
actual publication work. Thus did the
Basilides (in Greek: Sons of Basil)
come into being. The events of the
past year have been reviewed in
detail, thus making of the publication
a jubilee year book.
The jubilee book of 1920 was, more
or less, a historical review of Assump—
tion College and the lives of the men
who had played so great a part in
shaping her destiny. To avoid repeti—
tion we have omitted, in the present
endeavor, a great portion of the his-
torical facts connected with the found—
ing of the College and its early history.
It has been our aim. however. to make
the alumni section as interesting and
as appealing as possible.
As can be readily understood, the
production of such a volume. com—
bining jubilee as well as year book fea-
tures. was an immense project and all
those contrilmting to its success are
deserving of high commendation. They
have aimed to convey through the
pages of the Hasilides the progress of
.\lma Mater and the accomplishments
of her students. past and present. Their
earnest desire is that this book may
reflect. to some extent. the supreme
sacrifice and undaunted zeal of the
Basilians, for out of their early trials
and later struggles has arisen a greater
Assumption, enhanced today by a
background of splendid and glorious
traditions. The accomplishment of
such an aim will be a fitting reward to
the staff of the Basilides for the time
and effort expended in its production.
—THE EDITOR.
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The @rehestra
 
  
Bat-k row: (‘1. Poisson. l). l’iorhnow. Professor Pasquale Venuta. M. Basso. .1. Max.
First row: P. Cummings, J. Marshall,
R. Muller. L. Marx.
Seated: P. Beneteau.
NE of the most important fac-
tors of the success of presenta—
tions by the Dramatic Club this
year is the College Orchestra. which
made its debut last November at the
Minstrel Show under the capable direc~
tion of Professor Pasquale Venuta.
Professor \Venuta came into prominence
here as a result of his composition.
“The Ambassador Bridge March.” This
composition was the theme piece at the
dedication of our mighty and lofty
neighbor.
The professor and his proteges
drilled faithfully throughout the year
and the warm reception given them at
every public appearance has proven the
appreciation of the audience. The Or-
chestra was heard at every entertain—
ment at the college this year. as well
as on several occasions in Windsor. La—
Salle. and Amherstburg. If we are to
judge by its popularity. we feel safe in
saying that this year’s melody—makers
equal. if they do not surpass, orches—
tras of former years. and this success
is due mainly to its enthusiastic leader.
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Duroeher, C Me'l‘evia, J. DeOstiguy,
The members of the Orchestra are
greatly indebted to Mr. Frank Tschir—
hart for his kind assistance at the piano
at the beginning of the year. Frank de—
voted a great deal of his time to the
()rehestra and is responsible in no
small degree for the achievements of
this year. -
The personnel of the Assumption
Orchestra is as follows:
Conductor ——- Professor Pasquale
Veiiuta.
Piano—Messrs. Beneteau and Noble.
Cornets—Messrs. J. Marx and Dunn.
Clarinets—Messrs. L. Marx. Dillon,
Rzeppa and Cummings.
Baritone—Mr. Gerald Poisson.
French Horn Mr. M. Basso.
Violins—Messrs. Mueller. [)urocher,
Brown, l)esjarlais and Marshall.
Saxophones — M e s s r s. Clemens,
Prochnow and Venuta.
Traps and Drum—~Mr. Dunn.
Banjo—Mr. Chittle.
Flute—Mr. Clement.
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REV. ‘V. P. MCGEE, C.S,B.
Director of Athletics and Varsity Coach
in the Major Sports
 
S DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS at Assumption for the past five years, Fr. McGee
has left a wonderful record in recent sport annals of the College. \Vith seldom more
:31 than meager material available, he has turned out many successful grid. court and diamond
f teams. Particularly praiseworthy is his work of the past year. Mainly due to his untiringr
efforts the football season of '29 and the basketball season of '30 have proven the greatest
3‘ and most impressive in all Assumption sport history.
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NR JOHN C). HIGGINS
High School Coach
Football and Basketball
NOT content with having established himself as one of the greatest athletes ever to
wear Assumption's purple, John Higgins returned two years ago to assume the
responsibilities of High School coach in the major sports. \Vhat he accomplished in
this new role even surpassed his stellar work as a player 011 the gridiron and basketball
court. Besides turning out a football machine that all but beat Highland Park High.
Detroit City champs. his cagers won the championship of Canada and his. baseball team
the fourth consecutive Essex County title. His record with the High School athletes this
year has been every bit as impressive. the grid season being completed with only one
defeat out of nine games played, and the basketball season with another Ontario title won
for Assumption. His untimely illness in mid—winter took him from his coaching and
teaching duties at the College. but it is the sincere wish of all his friends at Assumption
that he will enjoy a speedy recovery and continue his great work in athletics.
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Rev. E. J. Lajeunesse, C.S.B.
High School Baseball Coach
For the past two years, “Cap” has been the backbone of
the cheer—leading staff at Assumption. His activities on
the football and basketball teams prevented him from per—
sonally directing the cheers at every game but, under his
guidance, Assumption’s twins. Fred and Louie Heltman,
made a colorful pair when in action and afforded the Varsity
and High excellent support from the side-lines.
 
Mr E. A. Pokriefka
Athletic Manager
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Taking on the role of High School baseball coach
this year after a successful season as Tai Kun men—
tor a year ago, Fr. Lajeunesse directed the High
nine to another Essex County League title-the fifth
consecutive one to be brought to Assumption High.
Due to the fact that the opposition afforded by
league opponents was more formidable than in pre-
vious years his success on the diamond is the more
noteworthy.
  
“Cap” Allor
For many years “Poke,” as he is familiarly known
to his many friends at Assumption, has done stellar
work in the capacity of Varsity manager. The
paragon of efficiency and always intent on seeing
Assumption out in front, he climaxcd a career in his
athletic capacity by engineering the historic plane
trip to Cleveland and staging one of the most color-
fnl basketball banquets ever seen in these parts.
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The Varsity
 
Captain Higgins
The Season
ROM the standpoint of wins and
losses Assumption College may
have had more successful grid sea-
sons than that of 1929; but no Purple
team ever showed more determination
and fight, more steadfast tenacity
against discouraging odds or more
machine—like unity of motive and per-
formance than did Fr. McGee’s 1929
edition of grid stalwarts. Right from
the initial practice to the final whistle
of the last game they fought with the
unity and purpose of a single man.
Such handicaps as inexperience, lack
of weight and costly injuries were
overcome by the players’ ability to
“pull together” at all times, their fight—
ing courage, and the stellar work of
the reserves.
In the opening grid battle, Highland
Park could not cope with the fast
Assumption offensive drive and was
crushed under a 35-0 score.
Fighting desperately against General
Motors Tech through three long
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periods and part of a fourth to main—
tain a slight scoring advantage over
their heavier opponents, Coach Father
McGee’s Yarsitymen saw victory go
fleeting in Flint the following Satur—
day when, with but six ‘minutes left
to play, the powerful Tech eleven
plunged across the Purple goal for the
necessary touchdown and a 6-2 win.
Presenting the proverbial “stone
wall” defense along with a brilliant
running attack. the Varsity gridders
gained a hard-won decision over the
Detroit Institute of Technology eleven
here in the third game by a 7—0 count.
It was the Purplemen’s ability to
beat the “breaks” and come back strong
that enabled them to come out victori-
ous in their annual tussle with the
Detroit Tech aggregation.
In the following game a Varsity
eleven, robbed of much of its lustre
and offensive power by the unfortunate
disability of two star halfbacks, barely
nOSed out the fighting Junior Col-
I
v
h
m
 The Squad
  
Back row: Gayle, Griffin, Fisher, Codney, Gagie, Logue.
Middle row: Coach Fr. McGee, Lyons,
Front row: Onorato,
Van de Matter, Dark, Allison.
Seated:
legians from Flint here before a record
crowd of 2,000 people. The tussle ended
with the Purplemen victors by a 6 t0 0
count.
Outweighed, outlucked, and victims
of several unfortunate “breaks” the
price of which proved to be a defeat,
Father McGee’s gridmen bowed to the
strong Olivet College eleven in Olivet
by a 7 to 0 count. Port Huron Junior
College also gained a hard-won de—
cision over a weakened Purple aggre-
gation on November 2nd, 14 to 12.
()utfighting a heavier Adrian Col—
lege machine, the Varsity gridders
turned in their best performance of
the year here in the season final to
hold the highly—touted Methodists to a
scoreleSs tie.
The story of the final grid tussle of
the year at Assumption was simply a
repetition of one crew being stopped by
the other in mid-field and then resort—
ing to the skill of its punter. In this
phase of the game Captain Higgins of
Brady,
Sheehan, McErlane,
Ankofski, McCormick,Farron,
McDonald, Halloran, “'elsh, E. A. Pokriefka (manager).
Corcoran, Captain Higgins, Lewis,
Assumption had a decided advantage
over his opponent. ’
This same Lee Higgins seemed to
be the inspiring impetus by which his
team was able to turn back a powerful
eleven, reputed to have a 40—point
superiority over the locals.
As the season closed, the Assump—
tion gridmen had left behind a record
of three victories, three defeats and
one tied game. Their performance on
the field was. itself, an exemplification
of the stellar qualities of sportsman-
ship and teamwork, which Coach Fr.
McGee always kept foremost in the
minds of the players.
In the backline, Captain Higgins,
Van de Motter, Allison and McErlane
bore the brunt of the work. McCormick
looked like a world—beater until a
serious injury ended his football days.
Sheehan, Onorato, Dark and Mc—
Donald were particularly effective on
the line, while the tackling of Lewis
and Lyons, flankmen, featured every
contest.
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 The Varsity Lettermen
    
Allison, Sheehan, Gayle.
Captain Higgins, Van de Motter, Dark, \Velsh,
Onorato, Lewis, McDonald, Lyons,
McCormick. Halloran, McErlane.    
    (l) The band leader; (2) Fr. Todd and the boys; (3) ()n the march; (4) Ready for the kick-off:(5) The big ”A"!; (6) And how he hit 'em!; (7) The Flint game: (8) Varsity; (10) AgainstAdrian; (11) Jerry himself; (12) On parade; (13) Allison is off! '
 1m ‘
    
Captain Long
The Season
IX victories, one tie and one loss
§ is the enviable record set up by
the Assumption High School
gridders this year. Although the
Purple-shirts played the strongest
available High School teams in both
Michigan and Ohio, they received but
one set—back. The great success of
this team was due chiefly to the
excellent coaching and direction of
the mentor, John Higgins. It was
under his guidance that last year’s high
school athletes brought two champion—
ships to Assumption. And it is this
same John Higgins who tutored the
High School Football team of ’29 to a
wonderful season on the gridiron.
In their initial appearance of the sea-
son the Higginsmen stepped up above
their class and turned in a surprising
victory over the powerful Detroit
Central eleven by a 13 to 0 score.
Detroit Central, rated as one of De-
troit’s strongest Public High School
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teams, expected to experience little
trouble in disposing of their much
smaller opponents. However, led by
Captain Stan Long, the Purpleites dis-
played a dazzling paésing attack,
coupled with an impregnable defense,
and completely baffled the Centralites.
Detroit Catholic Central, Assump—
tion’s 01d friendly rival, was the next
to taste the sting of the High’s attack,
and succumbed to a 9 t0 0 lacing.
just as in the Detroit Central tiff, the
Purpleites resorted to the aerial game
and made many long gains via the
overhead route. The deadly tackling of
Jack Long and “Tiger” Flaugher
featured this game.
Assumption turned in its third
successive win at the expense of the
heafty St. Joe’s eleven by a 12 to 6
score. The good work of Dickeson and
McNicholas on the throwing end of the
aerial offensive, and the sensational
work of Captain Long 0n the receiving
 The Squad
 
Back row: B‘resnahan, Byrne, Hanson, Flaugher, J. Long, Eidelhoff. Reiser. Prokopp.
Middle Row:
Kunkle.
Coach Higgins, Devaney, Seaman, Gordon, Allor, Bellemore, Nichlas, Moran,
Front Row: Marx. \Vestfall. Gnau, McNieholas, Captain Long. Dickeson, Ptak, Flood.
Seated: T. Higgins (mascot).
end, were the main factors in the
Higginsmen’s two touchdowns.
St. John’s of Toledo was by far the
better team, and they easily defeated
the Assumptionites in their fourth
game, by a 33 to 6 score. Although
they were trailing at half time by a 27
to 0 score, the Higginsmen came back
in the second half and completely out—
played their much heavier opponents.
Their fifth game was more like a
water—polo contest than a football
tussle. However, despite the sea of
mud and water, the Assumption boys
were able to push over a touchdown to
sink the St. Michael’s High Team of
Flint to the bottom of a 6 to 0 score.
Harry Dickeson proved himself a
punter of no mean ability. when he
continually booted the water—soaked
pigskin 60 and ()5 yards down the field.
The next victim was St. Stephen’s
of Port Huron, succumbing to a 26 to
0 drubbing. Devaney and W'estfall
were the bright lights in the Assump—
tion defense while Captain Long scored
three touchdowns and “Red” Mc—
Nicholas one.
St. Pat’s of ‘Wyandotte met a fate
similar to that of Port Huron, and
went down to a 32 to 9 defeat at the
hands of the Higginsmen. The sensa-
tional ball—toting of “Red” McNicholas,
Assumption’s clever quarterback, fea—
tured this game. On one of his runs
“Red” shook off five tacklers and
dragged a sixth one over the goal line
with him.
The last game on the Assumption
High School schedule was played in
Detroit against the highly-tooted De
La Salle eleven, and ended in a 7 to 7
tie. The game was a hard-fought
affair with neither team displaying
much of an advantage. When the half—
time whistle sounded, the Higginsmen
had the pigskin within the shadow of
their opponents’ goal posts. De La
Salle scored first and held its seven
point lead until the last two minutes,
when a long pass from Dickeson to
Hresnahan resulted in a touchdown.
Dickeson’s perfect place kick tied the
score; and thus Assumption High rang
down the curtain on one of its most
successful grid seasons.
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Prokopp,
Nichlas, Devaney,
Dickeson,
Westfall.
Ptak.
Flaugher,
Bresnahan,
Bellemore.
McNicholas,
Moran,
Byrne,
J. Long,
Allor,
 
 The Warriors
  
. ‘ W
.. ,a' “Us”;
Back row: Coach Fr. (Burke, J.
R. Manion. ‘G. Proulx, C. LePage, B. Seymour, .E. Carey.
Borschke, J. Rattenbury, P. Hussey,Front row: R.
McKenty, E. iBoutette, R. Smith. R. Andrews, P. li‘ournier,
A. Record, B. (Tullinane
E. Keegan, N. Revnew. E. Pospeshil.
J. Yahey, D. Jeannette, M. Marshall, J. ‘McHale, ‘J. McCormick. J. D
uffy.
Mascot: R. MeGlaughlin.
HE \Narrior football team of
1929 enjoyed a most successful
season, thanks to the tireless
efforts of Coach Father Burke. It
was that dogged determination to
fight till the last, which Father Burke
instilled in his players, that stamped
the Warriors as a team that could come
from behind to win. Well do we recall
those hectic seven minutes of the Tech
game, in which the Warriors scored
two touchdowns to come from behind
and win the Border Cities champion-
ship by an 11 to 6 score. And then
there was that second Sarnia game in
the semi-finals when the Warriors
overcame a ten—point lead, winning the
game by a 17 to 1 count and cinching
the round by a 22 to 16 score. It was
this old Assumption fighting spirit
that enabled Father Burke’s boys to
win five games out of nine.
The first game against Windsor—
W'alkerville Tech was a hard—fought
contest from which Assumption
emerged victorious by a 5 to 1 count.
The Warriors ran roughshod over
the Walkerville C. 1. boys and easily
won their second contest by a 20 to 3
Absent: ICaptain M. Hallatt, ‘G. O‘Brlen.
margin. However, a few days later
the Purple-shirts received their first
setback of the season when Tech
reversed the score of the first game
and downed Assumption, 5 to l. The
game was played on a sloppy field and
neither team was able to execute many
flashy plays. \Nalkerville C. I. was
again taken into camp, this time the
score being 22 to 1. As a result of this
Victory, Assumption and Tech were
both resting on the top rung of the
ladder and a sudden—death game was
necessary to decide the Border Cities
championship. Early in this crucial
game Tech garnered six points and
resorted to the kicking game in order
to keep their lead. However with but
sevenminutes to play and the score
6 to 0. Father Burke’s boys pulled the
unexpected. Lel’age grabbed a pass
from ,l"ospcshil and raced 45 yards fur
a touchdown. A rouge tied the count
at 6—6. Then with two minutes to play,
Borschke scooped up a fumble on the
dead run and never stopped until he
crossed the goal line 30 yards away.
Thus the Warriors won the Border
Cities title.
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The Junior Teams
The Minims
 
Back row: J. Farrell, D. Armaly,
“2 Moore, C. Stein.
Middle row: ‘T, O'Connell (manager).
McHale, (‘, ’l‘rar-ey, R. Haehnle,
J. Maloney, R. Huge, J. Walsh,J. White, F. Dunlay, M. Coughlin, J. Dunn, I). Schiller, R. Price.Front row: F. Peltier, J. O'Boyle. E.
D, Branen, ‘C. MeTevia, R. Desj
HIS season in which t h e
Assumption football teams hung
up so impressive a number of
\‘iCtOI‘iCS, found the Minims again
carrying off much of the glory. Under
the excellent coaching of Fr. Guinan,
a number of recruits was molded into
one of the brainiest, fastest and most
consistent teams ever to wear the
Minini colours.
hapvman, C. Cue (captain), [.
arlais, L. Giannola.
Robinet,
The Sub Minims also hung up their
moleskins with a great deal of satis—
faction after their season of eight wins,
one tied game and one defeat. The
success of the Subers was due entirely
to the coaching of Jim Murphy, who
inculcated the fundamentals of the
game to these youngsters and modeled
a powerful little team out of them.
The Sub—Minims
  
Back row: Coach Murphy, E. Burkhardt, J. Shaloub, M. Beaupre, R. \Veber,C. Plante, S. Divito, R. Pillon.Front row: J. Dourlet, M. Edwards, J. Morgan, K. Rowan, J. McGinty (cap-tain), J. Sewell, XV. Patton,
R. McGlaughlin.
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R. Gibbons, A. :Sloman, L. Pelland,
 
 Basketball.
    
The Varsity
 
Captain Higgins
The Season
FTER an eventful and historic
9% plane trip to Cleveland Father
McGee’s Assumption Varsity
basketeers turned in their uniforms,
justly satisfied with the conviction
that they had brought to Alma Mater
one of the greatest court seasons in
her history. A wonderful team spirit
was the most important factor which
carried the Purplemen through to 17
victories out of 21 games played.
Probably the most outstanding event
of the schedule was the trouncing
handed the St. Mary’s cagers in
Orchard Lake. The 37-32 victory
marked the first time in history that
an Assumption Varsity cage squad had
taken the measure of the Poles.
The University of Detroit quintet
engaged the Purple machine in a
home-and—home series after a lapse of
over 15 years but the Detroiters were
defeated both times. Another tradi-
tional rival of Assumption that met
defeat at the hands of the Purple for
the first time in 11 years was City Col—
lege of Detroit. The University of
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Dayton Flyers bowed to the Purple-
men by a four-point margin. Chicago
Y, highly—touted aggregation from the
Windy City, lost to Father McGee’s
cohorts, and Detroit Tech, with one of
its best teams in years, bowed twice by
substantial margins. Among the other
teams that were downed twice during
the season by Assumption were Uni—
versity of Western, Detroit Business
University, St. John’s University and
Rivard Cleaners.
The Varsitymen went down to de—
feat just four times during the season.
one of the losses being by a one—point
margin and another by two markers.
The \N’indsor Alumni, last year’s
()ntario champions, defeated the
Purple twice, in the series for the U. l”).
A. title, the last and decisive time by a
mere two points. The Poles gained a
one-point decision here and John Car—
roll of Cleveland took the Varsity
cagers into camp, after bowing on our
own court earlier in the season. Great
praise is due Father McGee and his
basketeers for the impressive record
  
Back row: (‘oach F‘r. McGee, Young, Dawson, Dark, hadoucer, E. A.
I’okriefka (manager). _ _ .
Ftont row: Beaton, Hickey, Allison, Captain Higgins, Gagie. Mencel.
Absent: Daly.
which they have left behind this year. apiece. Young did some beautiful
A total of 678 points was chalked
up in the Assumption column this sea-
son while the opposing fives only
managed to count 526. Ian Allison
led all in the Purple camp for high
point honors, amassing a total of 157
tallies while taking a part in 19 of the
21 games. joe Mencel, pivot man, was
runner—up with 112 points and was
closely followed by Captain Higgins
who collected 110. Mart Gagie had a
most remarkable record in his fresh—
man year, turning in many brilliant
defensive exhibitions and chalking up
91 points, an average of almost six a
game. Eddie Dawson was the back—
bone of the Purple defense and every
game saw him an outstanding star.
He contributed considerably to the
season total with 55 markers. Jerry
Dark and Ray Beaton netted 55 and 51
points respectively while Ladouceur
and Young were tied with 19 points
relief work at guard and came through
in more than one cr1s1s. The record:
Assumption 25; Western University 13.
Assumption 23; Detroit City College 18. _
Assumption 53; Detroit Business Umvers1ty
18
University of Detroit 18.Assumption 19: .
University of Detr01t 34Assumption 36;
(overtime).
Assumption 32;
Assumption ()7:
lo.
Assumption 25;
Assumption 27:
Assumption 22; St. John's 20.
Assumption 32; Rivard Cleaners 24.
Assumption 26; \Vindsor Alumni 38.
Assumption 40; Rivard Cleaners 34
(overtime).
Assumption 45;
Assumption 27:
Assumption 25;
Assumption 38:
Assumption 20:
University of Dayton 28.
Detroit Business University
Detroit Tech 16.
Chicago “Y” 17.
\Vestern University 21.
St. John‘s 21.
St. Mary's 26.
John Carroll 32
\Vindsor Alumni 22.
Assumption 40: Detroit Tech 32.
Assumption 37: St. Mary's 32.
Assumption 25; John Carroll 40.
678
 
526
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The U. of D. Victories
 
DA‘VSON
HE double trouncing handed the
Titans came as a complete sur—
prise to both camps. During the
16-year lapse of athletic relationship
between the Titans and the Purple—
wearers, the former gained much
greater repute in sport circles and the
Red and White was consequently
favored to cop both contests that were
to open athletic hostilities between the
two schools once more.
Both games were real thrillers with
the teams seldom more than a point or
two apart. In the first contest here
the Purplemen stepped into a brief
lead. but were soon passed by the
Titans who enjoyed a 14 to 11 advan—
tage at the half—time interval.
In the final half Assumption gradu—
ally whittled down the Red and White
lead and towards the end of the tussle
had gained a 19 to 18 supremacy.
It was a thrilling victory and all the
more impressive considering the fact
that Father McGee was without the
services of three of his best forward
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men, Allison, Beaton and Ladoucer.
But the return tiff in Detroit com-
pletely eclipsed the first tussle for
galaxy of thrilling moments and
excitement.
As in the first game, U. of D. stepped
into what seemed a commanding lead
and held the top position at half—time,
19 to 13.
A change in the line-up worked
wonders for the local brigade in the
second half. however. and the Purple
slowly but surely overtook the revenge—
seeking Detroiters.
For the last ten minutes of the game
the score was tied or nearly tied
throughout. just before the end Alli—
son slipped in a dog shot that gave
Assumption :1 31—29 lead, but thirty
seconds before the end of the regula—
tion time a Red and White forward
tied things up with a heave from mid-
court. In the thrilling overtime session
which followed the Purpleites managed
to count two field goals and a point
from the penalty strip to win, 36 to 24.
a
»
The City College Victory
 
HAGII‘]
N DEC. 14th Coach Father
McGee’s \Varsitymen accom~
plished something that no
Assumption team has been able to do
for Inany long years. They beat City
College! Coach Holmes’ outfit always
proves to be one of the smartest aggre—
gations in the state and in recent years
the Purple has always succumbed to
the finished playing of the Detroiters.
But revenge came—a sweet revenge
ﬁthat Saturday night and the Varsity
turned the tables completely on the
wearers of the Green and Cold. Primed
for the important tussle. the Assump—
tionites displayed a brand of ball that
sparkled with brilliance.
Right from the time that (iagic.
Purple guard. opened the scoring with
a marker from the penalty strip.
Assumption was never headed. The
Buffalo youth dented the meshes from
the side a short time later. while Cor—
nell retaliated with a counter from the
foul strip to leave Assumption in
front. 3 to 1.
Captain Higgins dropped one in
from some distance and (iagie’s point
from the penalty mark was followed
some minutes later by Dawson’s
accurate shot from the side of the
court. The count remained at 8 to l
for the l’urple until 10 minutes of the
first half had elapsed. The Detroiters
could not solve the \‘arsity defense
until shortly before the mid—time
whistle when Cornell and \Vachter
tallied from the court. Allison broke
into the scoring with a neat (log shot
to give Assumption an ll to 5 margin
as the half ended.
The second half was bitterly fought
but Father McGee's hopefuls main—
tained a safe lead until the closing
minutes. \Vith three minutes still to
be ticked off. the llolmesmen came
within three points of tieing the count.
but Allison put the game on ice when
he grabbed Dawson's throw and raced
under the basket for a difficult dog
shot to bring the final count to 23—18.
No individual was more outstanding
in either camp than was liddie l)aw—
son. Assumption guard. The big boy
probably turned in the best game of
his career. He seemed to be all over
the floor and was the main cog in the
l’urple defense which allowed the
Detroiters only one close~i11 score all
evening.
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The Dayton Victory  
  
tories of the season was the one
chalked up by the Varsity cagers
against the University of Dayton
Flyers on the home court. By a sensa—
tional last period rally the Purpleites
were able to nose out the Ohioans, 32
to 28, and chalk up their sixth consecu—
tive victory of the season.
Outplayed by the Flyers and out—
scored to the tune of 17 to 12 in the
first half, the Varsitymen came back
strong in the latter part of the tussle
to cop the contest in one of the most
dramatic rallies ever witnessed on the
Assumption court. Ten men took part
in the fray for Assumption and every
one was instrumental in turning the
tide from defeat to victory. Allison
and Mencel were the main cogs in the
Purple scoring machine, the two being
tied with Flanagan of Dayton for high
scoring honors. All three chalked up
eleven points each.
Ladner opened the scoring with a
dog shot to send Dayton ahead and
the Flyers held the advantage to lead
17 to 12 at the half.
Coming into the second period, the
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([DNE of the most outstanding vic—
MENCEL
 
Purple aggregation was a renovated
team. Flanagan’s uncanny eye did
more damage as things got underway
and the Flyers were leading, 19 to 12.
Captain Higgins’ free toss was good
but Flanagan’s also counted. Allison
located the basket for two field goals
while Ladner dented the meshes from
the foul strip. Two long toms by Alli—
son combined with a field goal and a
foul toss by Mencel changed the com—
plexion of affairs at this stage. Young’s
basket put the Purple ahead for the
first time, but \Narner tied the score
with his free throws. Young again
made his presence felt when he scored
from under the hoop, but Warner
counted from the penalty mark to leave
Assumption with a one-point lead.
Mencel was fouled in the act of shoot-
ing and made his two chances good.
Flanagan’s final goal of the evening
was matched by Mencel’s. Allison
added to the Purple total with a
timely basket and the Flyers were un-
able to solve Dawson and Young for
any more markers. The final whistle
left Assumption the Victor by a 32 to
28 margin.  
  
  
   
  
  
 
The St. John Victories
 
in two
victories over St; john’s Uni—
SSUMPTION turned
k . .
versrty of Toledo, our anc1ent
rivals. Although neither game was
exceptional, yet they were both sig—
nificant because they were played
when the l’urpleites were in a slump.
The first game, in Toledo. saw the
Assumption team worn out by the
gruelling battle with the Chicago “Y”
the previous evening and the lengthy
trip. The old—time spark and fire was
missing in the Purple offense with the
result that the Varsitymen were
fortunate to cop their tenth straight
victory by a 22—20 score. The score
at the rest period was 10 to 7 in favor
of the Ohioans.
The last session saw a rejuvenated
outfit that scored 19 points in the
second half, after being limited to seven
in the first session, with Beaton
climaxing a stellar performance by
looping the winning basket in the
dying moments of the game.
Beaton played his best game of the
season, copping,r the scoring honors
with 12 points. The guarding com—
bination of Gagie and Dawson played
the entire 40 minutes and held the
Opposing forwards well in check.
McNerney starred for the Toledo
team. topping his mates in scoring
with 13 markers.
The first victory:
 
  
 
   
 
ASSUMPTION G. F. P T.
Beatou. r.f. ................. .. 5 2 3 12
Ladouceur, Li. 0 1 0 1
Dark. c. .......... .. . 0 O l 0
Gagie. Lg. . 1 0 2 2
Dawson. Lg. . . 0 0 l 0
Higgins. r.f. . 0 0 0 0
Allison, 1.f. 2 1 1 5
Mt-ucel, c. .. 0 2 2 2
lotals .............. .. 8 6 10 22
ST. JOHIN t G. F. P. T.
McNerney, r.f. ............ .. S 3 1 13
Costello. l.f. 0 1 0 1
Roberts, c. 0 1 3 1
\\'eber, r.g. 0 l 0 1
Turbey, Lg. 2 0 3 4
Calkins, l.f. ........ .. O 0 1 0
Kotowitz, c. ................ .. 0 0 0 0
Totals ...................... .. 7 6 8 20
The second St. John victory, the
Purple 14th, was a fast exhibition.
Amassing an adequate number of
points in the first half to ward off the
late St. John’s rally the Assumption—
ites won 27 to 21. The entire squad
saw action in this fray. Especially
noteworthy was the performance of
Del Hickey at forward.
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The St. Mary’s Victory
 
ALLISON
SSUMPTTON has beaten the
9m Poles! For the first time in
the history of the two schools
this feat was accomplished on the court
when Fr. McGee and his \r'arsity
cagers journeyed to Orchard Lake on
March 11th and humbled the Redshirts
in their own gym in the most thrilling
and exciting tussle of the year. After
forty minutes of hectic basketball,
during which neither team could gain
a substantial lead, the l’urplemen
finally “on out, 37 to 32.
Both teams sensed the struggle that
was impending and from the start of
things the pace was lightning—like,
with baskets coming rapidly from both
camps. It was a capacity crowd that
saw an inspired Assumption five loop
in hoops from every angle and pass
the pellet around with a steady, accu—
rate fire that gave the Poles little sat-
isfaction and kept the ball in Purple
possession considerably more than half
the time.
Assumption stepped into the lead
right at the start and was leading at
one period of the first half by a 19 to
9 margin. The Polish lads rallied, how—
ever, and cut the Purple lead to two
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points as the half ended with Assump—
tion leading, 21 to 19.
Snagging the tip—off after the mid-
time intermission. Felchowski dribbled
down the court and scored from close
in to tie things up. St. Mary’s went
into the lead for the first time when
(irulkowski made his charity throw
good. Allison’s beautiful basket from
the white circle gave Assumption a
one—point advantage. Higgins followed
with a dog, and the Poles continued to
match basket for basket with the
Purple. so that it was anyone’s game
as the battles with the Poles always
are. Towards the end, Assumption
was enjoying a 30 to 25 lead when
Malinowski dropped in two beauties
from mid-court to make the count 30
to 29. The Poles were going to slip
through to a last—minute victory, but
the l’urpleites sensed a change in the
order of things and ran in three more
baskets in rapid order. \N'ith a com—
fortable 37 to 30 lead, the Varsitymen
stalled effectively during the last three
minutes, the Poles managing to con—
nect just once from the middle of the
court.
The John Carroll Victory
 
YOUNG
N ANOTHER thrilling overtime
1”: contest, Fr. McGee’s Purple \Var—
sitymen disposed of the John
Carroll “L7” cagers of Cleveland here
on Feb. 28th. 38 to 32.
Running up eight points in the
additional canto. the Assumption
cagers came through with their 15th
win of the season. The locals played
way under their usual form, missing
numerous dog shots, and barely man—
aging to knot the count at 30 all at the
end of the regular game on a charity
toss by Captain Higgins. Referee l)on—
nelly called 25 personals on the Carroll
outfit, Assumption cashing in on 10
free chances. The Purple five could
not get going in the first half of the
game, trailing the visitors until at the
half they slipped ahead by a point,
placing the score at 15 to 14. The
advantage see-sawed throughout the
second half, with Higgins knotting the
count for Assumption at the end of the
regulation time. Allison, Mencel and
(lagie continued the good work with
field goals in the overtime session to
turn the tide of battle in favor of the
Purple,
ASSUMPTION (38) FG. FT. T.P. PF.
0
   
  
  
  
Beaton, r.f. .................. i. U U 0
Allison, 1.f. .... .. 4 3 2 11
Dark, c. , . . . . . . . . . . .. (1 (J U 0
()agie, 11g. 3 1 2 7
Dawson, Lg. .i .... .. 2 b (l 10
Higgins, r.f. N .... .. 1 4 1 0
Hence], c. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 2 2 4
Young, Lg. .................. .. U 0 U 0
Totals .......................... 11 10 7 38
JNO. CARROLL (32) F1}. RT. T.P. P 1*
Beran, r.f. .................... .. 3 1 (l 7
Amico, l,f. .. U U 4 0
Lang, c. .... .. 4 l 4 9
Moran, r.g. .... .. 2 2 2 0
Prochaska, Lg. .. l (l 4 o
Blaha, l.f. ...... ,. .. U 0 1 (J
Kelly, c. . . . . . . i . . . . .. 1 (J (l 2
Connors, r.g. ................ .. 1 (l 4 2
Totals ........................ .. 14 4 25 3.2
The return game with the john Car-
roll cagemen resulted in a 40 to 25
victory for the Clevelanders. The out—
come of the game was never in doubt
as the Buckeye five piled up a com—
manding lead in the first half with a
barrage of dazzling long shots.
l‘he game seemed, however. to be a
smaller feature of the Cleveland trip
for the Assumptionites made the jour—
ney by air—the first basketball team
in the United States or Canada to use
the sky route. The trip proved a highly
enjoyable experience for all concerned.
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The High
 
CAPTAIN PTAK
The Season
ITH the entire team intact
w h i c h carried Assumption
High’s colors to Dominion bas-
ketball glory last year, Coach John
Higgins set about the task of defending
the signal honors which he brought to
Assumption in his first year as High
School mentor. Running true to form,
Coach Higgins whipped his boys into
shape, and developed such a fast
passing attack, that his team experi—
enced little difficulty in annexing
another provincial title this year.
However because the Ottawa and
Montreal champions could not agree
on dates, the possibility of determining
a champion Canadian High School
basketball team disappeared; and the
Assumption High cagers, Ontario
champions for the second year in
succession, were deprived of an oppor-
tunity of competing for the Dominion
inter-scholastic title. But this fact in
no way prevented the Higginsmen
from enjoying a most successful sea—
son. Their great record of twenty—
one victories, one tied game and but
three defeats will stand as a mark at
which Assumption High teams of the
future may aim.
Among the outstanding quintets
that fell before the stellar passing game
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of the’Purpleites were Highland Park,
Catholic Central, St. Joe’s and De La
Salle, all of Detroit; St. Mary’s of
Orchard Lake and several other power-
ful Michigan teams. Furthermore,
the Sandwich boys easily swept all the
Canadian teams before them and com—
pleted their season with a smashing
win over Pickering College of New-
market for the Ontario crown. With—
out a doubt the great success enjoyed
by Assumption High during the past
two years was due to the fast passing
attack which John Higgins taught his
team. The remarkable speed and
accuracy which characterized the pass-
ing game of the Assumption Highmen
drew the attention and praise of all
wherever they performed.
Led by their Captain, Wallie Ptak,
the Purple preps began their season
by trouncing Johnny Murray’s Tech
outfit, 33 to 6. A. week later the Purple
Highmen performed a feat, seldom, if
ever equalled in the history of the court
game. After emerging on top in a
hectic tussle here with Highland Park
High, one of the strongest prep quin—
tets in Michigan, by a 22 to 15 score,
the Higginsmen hastened to the Ken—
nedy gym, where the same five men
who so capably turned back the
Parkers, again went into action, and
 
a
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Ontario Champs
  
 
Back row: Coach Higgins, \Yestfall, Costigan, Byrne, Dickeson, Menard.
Front row: Allor, Belleniore. Long, (‘aptain Ptak, Moran, Flood, Devaney.
defeated the Kennedy five in a league
fixture, 23 to 19.
But startling news awaited the
members of the Assumption High
School cage squad and the Assump—
tion student body in general on their
return from the Christmas holidays—-
news to the effect that john Higgins,
popular Assumption High coach in the
three major sports, was confined to
his bed for some weeks due to an
impending nervous breakdown.
The news of Coach Higgins’ un—
timely sickness at first dampened the
spirits and the hopes of all Assump—
tionites, but when it was learned that
he would continue to direct the activi—
ties of the team from his bedside,
revived visions of another \\'.O.S,S.A.
crown looming in the near future again
occupied the attention of all.
By the aid of a telephone at his bed-
side Coach Higgins sent practice
instructions to Assumption from his
apartment in \Vindsor and was in con-
stant communication with the activi—
ties of the team and the players
themselves. Before every game a set
time was appointed for the team to
assemble in his room and final instruc—
tions were given by the coach himself
for the impending clash.
As soon as he was able to get around
again. Coach Higgins joined his team
and his presence on the bench inspired
the Highmen to play better basketball.
As a result they easily defeated VVind-
sor C. l. and ran roughshod over De La
Salle, avenging an earlier defeat by a
36 to 20 score. However a few weeks
later the coach suffered a severe
relapse.
For almost a week his condition
remained so critical that his recovery
resolved itself into what seemed a
battle of prayers against the Dark
Angel, but eventually his strength re—
turned and he is now well on his way
to recovery and renewed health. The
constant and sincere spiritual support
afforded Mr. Higgins by the students
during those perilous seven days were
a glowing token of the esteem in which
this prominent Assumption grad is
held by those who have studied and
played under him.
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The Poles Bow
 
BYRNE
F THE exhibition games, the tilt
with the Poles was by far the
best of the season. The Orchard
Lake quintet presented a fast rangy
crew but the Purpleites must have been
anticipating a stiff brand of opposition
because they played brilliantly to
conquer the Red and White, 36 to 27.
Never before or since have the
Higginsmen reached the standard of
ball displayed in this clash with the
Poles.
The most outstanding feature of this
impressive victory was the remark-
able performance of Bill llyrne, High
guard. The sorrel—topped cager always
turns in a good account of himself but
against the Saints he was superb.
Seldom did a rebound escape him and
time and again be prevented Polish
scores when a basket seemed inevit-
able.
The game began with a bang, with
first one team then the other taking
the lead. Soon, however, the Higgins—
men proved their superiority when
they piled up a substantial lead. which
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they never relinquished. Although the
score at half time was 17 to 13 in
Assumption’s favor, the Poles threat-
ened again early in the third period.
“Red” Menard. realizing that this
would never do, tossed in three field
goals in rapid SllCCCSSlOIl.’ A “time-
out” was called by the Orchard Lake
boys, but they failed to stop the red-
head who immediately sank two more
“long—toms.” Dickeson, Long and
l’tak aided the cause with five more
tallies.
While his teammates were fattening
the Purple score, Bill Byrne was hold—
ing the Poles in check. Time and again
the Red and White sallied down the
floor only to have a shot blocked, or a
pass intercepted by Assumption’s
rangy guard. He was everywhere,
sometimes checking three men, and
always getting the ball out to his
mates. The St. Mary’s mentor used
three different forwards against Byrne
in a vain attempt to find a man who
could evade him, but not a single field
goal was scored by any of the three.
WQOQSQSQAQ Champs Again
 
DICKESON
N MARCH 18th. Coach john
l'liggins’ boys journeyed to
London where they played a
sudden death game with Kitchener
Collegiate to decide the Senior \V. U.
S. S. A. championship. lt was the
same old story and the Assumption
youths easily defeated their opponents
winning the crown by a 37 to 14 count.
The game was played on a neutral
court in the London Technical gym.
and consequently it took a few
minutes for the tJams to become
accustomed to their unfamiliar sur—
roundings.
The Higginsmen were the first to
find themselves; after snapping the
ball around the court a few times, they
soon located the hoop. Long. l)ickeson
and Menard dented the meshes in
quick succession and from then on the
game became a one—sided affair. Harry
Dickeson played a stellar game for the
Purpleites. Besides eaging five baskets
and a foul for a total of 11 points,
Harry turned in an excellent floor
game. His passes were accurate and
his foot~work was pretty to watch.
Stan Long carried off the high—point
honors of the evening with six field
goals. “Red” Menard and Captain
l’tak rang up eight and six markers
respectively. while Bill Byrne once
more bore the brunt of the guarding
duties. Bill used his long reach to
advantage in grabbing the rebounds.
which he shot out to Ptak or one of
his forwards.
After Assumption established it’s
lead early in the tilt. the Kitchener
boys never threatened. For this reason.
the game would have been a listless
affair, had not the sparkling team-work
of the lligginsmen lent color to the
fray. The London and Kitchener fans
had never witnessed anything just like
it. and they weren’t a bit backward in
voicing their praises of the Purpleites’
flashy combination. Following the
game. Mr. W. 1’. Near, president of the
London Rotary Club, presented the
winners with a handsome trophy. ln
presenting it. Mr. Near spoke very
highly of the Assumption cagers and
congratulated them on their success.
Mr. If. A. Miller of the same club then
awarded the Assumption players in-
dividual medals. In response. Cap—
tain l’tak thanked the London Rotary
Club. and congratulated the Kit—
chener boys on the game fight which
they had shown.
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ln Niagara Falls
 
MENARD
CRIMSON-HEADED flash
9% bearing the purple and white
colors of Assumption High,
invaded the home floor of Stanford
High in Niagara Falls, and led his
mates to a three—point victory over the
Cataract City five in the Ontario
scholastic semi—final. Raymond “Red”
Menard, veteran pivot-man for the
Purple preps, ran wild, ringing up 19
points to hand last year’s Canadian
champs a 36 to 33 verdict over the
Falls aggregation in a sudden-death
game.
By virtue of this Victory the Purple
cagemen established their right to
represent the Border Cities in the
provincial final play-offs. Stanford
High gave the winners the hardest run
the latter had in the play—offs, knotting
the count repeatedly, but finally losing
out by a slim three-point margin. The
fray was a nip and tuck affair from
the initial tip-off, with Assumption
leading throughout most of the tilt.
With less than five minutes of play
remaining, the Niagara Falls quintet
tied the score at 28 all, and the
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Higginsmen were held down to equal
terms for another two minutes. Long,
Dickeson and Menard looped in four
baskets in the remaining time, while
Captain Ptak and Bill Byrne staved
off the frenzied efforts of Stanford to
score. As the final whistle blew, the
Big Roar basketeers sa\\"the semi—
final round slip through their fingers
by a three-point margin.
With a reputation for an uncanny
ability to dent the meshes when points
were inOst needed, Assumption’s ace,
“Red” Menard, was closely checked
throughout the year in league games,
in exhibition games and in the play-
offs. In this game the sorrell—topped
centre ran circles around the Stanford
defensemen, locating the hoop no less
than nine times, and registering once
from the 17—foot line to cop high-
scoring honors with 19 points. His
mate, Harry Dickeson, ably seconded
Menard’s stellar play, sinking five
field goals and a foul for 11 points.
Long at right forward, accounted for
six points while Captain Ptak and Bill
Byrne were supreme at guard.
F
m
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Ontario Champions Again!
 
N Newmarket the Pickering Col—
legians held the Assumption High—
men to a 20—20 tie in a hectic tilt
and it looked as if the return tilt here
would be a nip—and-tuck struggle for
the championship of the province. A
good crowd turned out to see the local
champs engage Pickering in the deci-
sive fracas which eventually turned out
to be a massacre with the Purple lads
weilding the instruments of torture.
The ﬁnal count stood at 38 to 5 with
the Highmen once again unquestion-
ably the best team in Ontario.
“Red” Menard, who had piled up a
total of 19 points in the hard—fought
game with Niagara Falls, started the
ﬁreworks against Pickering and scored
the ﬁrst three baskets for Assumption.
Mainly by his uncanny mesh—denting,
the Higginsmen were out in front at
the ﬁrst rest period, 8 to 0. Beautiful
teamwork and a baffling passing attack
that never before had clicked better.
combined with an impregnable defense.
sent the Highmen into a 19 t0 2 lead as
the half ended and assured them of the
victory and the championship.
The Pickering quintet found it just
as difficult to fathom the Purple de—
fense in the closing cantos and the
Assumptionites piled up 19 more
points. outscoring the visitors in this
half 19 to 3 to cop the championship
battle by a 38 to 5 score.
It was teamwork and a dazzling
passing attack clicking to perfection
that showed the Highmen in their best
exhibition of the season. Their passes
were fast and sure always and their
work under the basket so perfect that
almost every sally resulted in a score.
“Red” Menard. the Assumption pivot
man, tossed in seven baskets to take
scoring honors with 14 points. Long
turned in probably his best game of the
year and trailed Menard with ﬁve bas—
kets. Ptak scored four times from the
ﬁeld and Dickeson tallied twice from
the court and twice from the foul line
for a total of six markers. Bill Byrne
was superb in his defensive work as
usual and, together with Ptak, limited
the Pickering players to just two ﬁeld
goals.
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Belvederes
   
Back row: Coi'coran, Jackson. (‘oaeh Fr, Max-Donald. Sheehy. Brady.
Front row: Halloran. Hivard, (‘avanaug'lr (‘aptain Brown, Lewis. Immcher,
Prince.
C‘ll'ftl E Belvederes. playing the best
Class B teams available in
Detroit and \\'indsor and also
a few Class A squads. ended a very
successful season with a 500 average.
The team was composed of Arts men
who were unable to make the Varsity
squad. They developed into a very
formidable quintet under the watchful
eye of Fr. MacDonald. Austin Brown
was captain of the team and led his
mates to many thrilling victories in
which he took a very active part. sink—
ing many impossible shots and quite a
few possible ones. Some of the play—
ers attribute Austin’s uncanniness to
luck but he holds that it resulted from
practice and a pair of \\'Cll-(l(‘\’Cl()l)C(l
thumbs. The guarding was well looked
after by Capt. Brown. lialloran.
Durocher and Sheehy. The latter
claims that he is the best defensive
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guard in Relvcdere history. There is
some truth in his contentious, and we
might add that everyone looked up to
him. (He is six feet, six inches tall).
Lewis, Rivard. Brady. Corcoran. Cav—
anaugh and Howell usually filled in at
the forward posts and could be relied
on fo' a very dependable performance.
The schedule comprised twelve
games. eleven of which were played at
home. The animal trip this year was
\\’est~to Amherstburg where the boys
dropped a hardefought tussle. The
Amaranth Club. Detroit ‘lewlers. St.
l’auls, Crane. Company and Alumni
were among the opponents engaged.
lior the boys who elected the.
l’hysical 'l‘raining course. the Arts
Basketball League was ope ‘ated. [four
teams comprised the leaguekthe
Mouchers. Clowns, Losers and Av;—
lanches.
  
Back row: t‘oar‘h l‘rinee, B. Broughton. .1. Hopkins, J. llillon, .J. Marx
(manager).
Front row: S. Niehlas, \V. Kunkle. R. MeNieholas (captain), \\'. llunn,
R. Seaman.
Absent: J. O‘Mara, M. Hallatt, J. Long.
HE Tai Kun basketballers en—
joyed a very successful season
under the careful tutorage of Mr.
Raymond Prince. winning six games
and losing four, for a percentage of
600. Because most of the players were
ineligible for High School competition.
Mr. Prince was forced to book games
with independent clubs. Hence many
experienced teams were met in the
course of their schedule and the Tai
Kuns. were forced to extend themselves
in every encounter. “Red” McNicholas,
star quarterback on the High Football
Team, was unanimously elected cap-
tain of the “Coons.”
The Purpleites opened their season
with a bang. and ran roughshod over
the Moon A. C., winning the contest
by a 23 to 13 score. In this tilt Cap—
tain McNicholas and llallatt were the
scoring aces, amassing 17 of their
team's points between them. 'l‘he
American :\. (X's were too strong how—
ever. and the ’l‘ai Kuns tasted the
bitter dregs of defeat in their second
game. losing by a 29 to 24 count.
Then after being nosed out by a 2‘) to
28 score by the Moon ;\. C. the Tai
Kuns came out of their slump and
trounced the same team in what was to
be a three game series. However only
two games were played as the Assump—
tionites were able to prove their
superiority by winning them both.
'l‘he 'l‘ai Kuns finally brought their
season to a close by trimming the l‘lta
l’isa l’i Fraternity by a 29 to 21 score.
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Warriors
   
Back row: Coat-h Fr. ()‘Loane, (‘.
Record, Manager Brown.
Lel’age, R. Manion, \‘S'. ’Foley, A.
Front row: ‘E. iBoutette, P. Hussey. C. Coe (captain), M. Marshall,J. Vahey.
Absent: E. Brown, N. Revnew.
HEN Father O’Loane took
over the reins and directed the
destinies of the \Varrior basket—
ball team. he assumed a very difficult
job. Most of the \Varriors were in—
experienced boys, who had played
little or no basketball. and Father
O’Loane undertook to teach them the
fundamentals and technique of the
game. To say that he succeeded
would be putting it mildly. Although
his boys did not cop the Border Cities
Junior VV.O.S.S.A. championship, they
enjoyed a very successful season. The
fact that at the beginning of the season
the V’Varriors were mostly inexperi—
enced boys. cost them a few important
league fixtures, and virtually put them
out of the race. But as the season
progressed the Purpleites showed con—
siderable improvement. and finished
up the remaining games on their
schedule in a blaze of glory. Seven
wins, five defeats and one tie was their
record.
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The \Varriors opened their season
on Dec. 5th, by dropping a hard-fought
game to the Tech juniors by a 23 to
12 score. However they showed a
considerable improvement in their next
tilt by downing Kennedy C. l. juniors.
1.3 to 11. \Valkerville Collegiate Juniors
were too strong and they copped a
pair of victories by 18 to 8 and 23 to 4
scores.
De La Salle Reserves were far too
weak for the \Yarriors and they
succumbed to an 18 to 3 drubbing. The
l’urpleites then dropped a heart—
breaker to St. Dominic’s Alrs. by a 16
to 12 count: and, after playing a tie
game with Kennedy at ten all, the
\Vindsor C. l. Juniors eked out a 19
to 17 victory. From then on the
Purpleites played a much improved
brand of basketball. and won their
remaining four games. Because of their
great development during the past
season, much is expected from Father
O’Loane’s boys next winter.
  
Back row: J. AlM‘ol‘mick (manager), H. Miehaels, J. Mul-
holland, R. ()atfield, C. Mc'l‘evia. I). Armaly, Coach Fr.
Guinan,
Front row: S, Nantais. rG. Proulx, C Stein, 1), Desjarlais
(captain), 'l‘. Hogan, M. (‘oug'hlim L, Donlon.
llli strength of the Varsity team
in future years is founded on the
strength of the smaller teams.
As we review the past season in the
college. we feel safe in predicting that
in years to come the Varsity team will
rise to new heights.
Setting a record that will stand for
some time. the lnterﬁlidgets brought
their season to a close without suffer—
ing a defeat. .-\lthough prospects
seemed none too bright at the begin—
ning, the team improved with each
game and when the whistle terminated
the last game, twenty-nine victories
were registered. Outstanding in the
season’s record were the winning of
the Border Cities Inter—Midget chain--
pionship. victories over \Valkerville.
junior \\'ossa champs, over Business
Review. Class I) champions of Hanr
tramck. over .-\l>cls Men’s wear. Class
1) champions of Detroit and over
Sandwich High. Many of these games
were in doubt until the final moment
of play. Two games were won in
overtime periods and three in the last
two minutes of play.
The team of this year was the best
that has represented the Inter—Midgets
in any season. The triple pass. Proulx
to Nantais to l'logan, broke up the best
defensive efforts of many an opposing
five. l)esjarlais specialized in sinking
long shots when the game was sup—
posed to he lost. Coughlin. while not
the lxading scorer, was the best defen—
sive player. :\rmaly and Robinet
supplied the reserve power and it was
ample to meet all emergencies. The
scoring ace of the season was “Red”
Nantais. Although his technique in
shooting might not have been strictly
orthodox. he had a happy faculty of
finding the location of the basket.
.\t the annual basketball banquet
the lnter—Midgets received their share
of the honours that are due to con—
querors. This team with an un—
blemished record and the most enviable
one in the college was one of the main
features at the banquet.
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Midgets
 
Back row: R. Meloehe,
Huinan, R, Bil‘kmeyei‘.
.l. \Vhite. l“. J)unla_v.
.J. Mellale. t‘oaeh Fr.
'1), Branen, F. Peltier,
l‘]. Chapman (captain).
.I. \\'aldeeker, l’. Meliermott.
1TH the hardest schedule in
years to face. the Midgets went
through to one of their most
successful seasons during the past
court year. winning fifteen games in
twenty starts. for an average of .750.
and annexing the Border Cities Midget
Championship with ease. The schedule
called for games with some of the
strongest ([uintets in Detroit and the
{order Cities. but [father (luinan‘s pro—
teges made a wonderful showing under
his coaching. None of the ﬁve losses
were dropped by large scores. every one
being hard fought till the ﬁnal whistle:
after the Midgets had arrived at their
mid—season form. their opponents were
frequently buried under big totals. that
bear witness to the deadliness of their
offense.
At the beginning of the cage season.
little was known about the Midgets.
but much high-calibered timber came
into the hands of Father (luinan. and a
powerful ﬁve was moulded that even—
tually proved superior to any team in
the, same class in the Border Cities this
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year. The main scoring cog in the
Midgets’ attack was “Cy” l)unlay.
whose uncanny eye brought grief to
many opposing squads. From his posi~
tion on the forward line. he was a con—
stant threat. and seldom did his man
garner more points than he did himself.
|)unlay's stellar work was made pos-
sible by the unselﬁsh t ’amwork of Me—
llale and \Vhite. who were always on
the lookout for an opportunity to slip
the leather to the Midgets' scoring ace.
l-lranen was close on the heels of Dun—
lay in registering for the Midgets. and
he proved himself invaluable.
Seldom has a pair of guards like Cap—
tain Chapman and “Hans” \Valdecker
been seen in junior company. This
duet worked together like a charm.
with each player exhibiting a deadly
proclivity for point gathering in the
neighborhood of the opponents’ hoop.
The guarding combinations made pos—
sible the imposing string of wins that
the Midgets chalked up this year. and
it is expected they will be seen in
much higher company next season.
 Baseball
     
The Varsity
 
Captain Higgins
The Season
ARSITY baseball has had its ins
y and outs at Assumption. In the
eighties and nineties the best
teams in Michigan and Ontario con-
sidered it an exceptional accomplish—
ment to gain the verdict over the dia—
mond stars who were year by year
developed at Assumption College.
Around 1900 “Nig” Clarke came into
the picture and Purple teams seldom
lost while he was behind the plate. A
little while later Father “Johnnie”
Klick arrived and started on an amaz—
ing pitching career that made the
Assumption nines of his time famous.
Interspersed between these great sea-
sons were certain “lean” years when
the records weren’t.so gratifying.
Assumption’s 1929 aggregation of
baseballers proved themselves worthy
of high tribute when they turned back
the Poles decisively, something that
has very rarely been done. Other for-
midable opponents also were forced to
bow to the supremacy of the Purple-
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men and the season on the whole com-
pared favorably with the good ones
of the old days.
Such cannot be said of the Varsity
diamond aggregation of this year. In-
experience, coupled with a lack of
pitching strength, has sent the Purple-
ites down to ten defeats with no vic—
tories brightening the present season’s
ledger.
Of the ten reverses, six were losses
to local independent teams. The other
four were dropped to the Poles and
Adrian in home and home games.
The independent teams encountered
were the cream of the local talent.
Every team in the newly-organized
Border Cities Baseball League was
included in the schedule as well as
several other teams of great promi-
nence. Without a doubt the best team
encountered was the Detroit Firemen,
last year’s Triple A champions. This
team, composed of the'best players
obtainable outside of the major  
  
The Squad
  
Back row: Coach Fr. McGee,
1‘}. A. Pokriefka (manager).
Halloran. Murphy, Dawson, Beausoleil, Mencel,
Front row: Durocher, Captain Higgins, Corcoran, Kenny, Ankofski.
leagues, was held well in check by the
superb flinging of “Hoddie” Ladou—
ceur. For six innings the score sheet
remained a blank. In the seventh
after two were retired, an error paved
the way for three Firemen runs and
decided the issue.
Early season predictions had pointed
to a very successful season for the
team. Several veterans from last year’s
great nine were back at their old posts.
Durocher and Halloran were slated for
the catching duties. Ladouceur, O’Don-
nell and Corcoran seemed the likeliest
pitchers. Dawson and Young were out
for first. Reausoliel, Mencel and Alli-
son filled in the rest of the infield quite
capably. In the outfield the veterans,
Higgins and Murphy, were back and
Ankofski and Kenny. two newcomers.
ensured a hard fight for berths. Coach
Fr. McGee worked long and arduously
with the boys and scheduled many
practice tilts. A great deal of excellent
experience was gained from these
games and the team was finally round—
ing into shape when suddenly the
crash came. Ladouceur and O’Donnell
left school and the brunt of the pitch—
ing burden fell on the shoulders of
“Chuck” Corcoran. The results of this
disaster were dire. Corcoran was
forced to face the Adrian and Pole
batsmen alone with no relief in sight.
Despite the fact that the scores indi—
cate this season to be a poor one, the
long schedule which was drawn
up by Fr. McGee was an excellent
source of seasoning for the many in-
experienced players on the Varsity
squad and the coach gave them
all a chance to show their wares
in an effort to build up a powerful
team for the coming years. Every
man on the present roster will be back
next season and it is Fr. McGee’s aim
to build up a winning aggregation.
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Captain Moran
The Season
HE lligh Baseball Team won
the championship of the Essex
County High School League
again this year for the fifth consecu-
tive time, thce defeating Leani—
ington and splitting even with \N. W.
Tech. The end of the regular season
found Tech and Assumption tied for
the leadership In a thrilling game
with Tech that went into extra
innings. the I’urpleites finally came
through with a barrage of hits and
runs that enabled them to carry off the
championship.
In a free-hitting contest with the
Polish boys from Orchard Lake. the
Highmen fell before a five—run attack
in the ninth to lose. 15 to 11. With
the score 9 to 0 against them, the
Purplemen pounced on the visiting
moundsman in the fourth to amass 10
runs and take the lead.
Although retiring 15 men on strikes.
Costigan, who went the route for
Assumption, gave passes to 12 and hit
a man. The home team garnered ten
among them. St. Mary’s took advan—
tage of Costigan’s off day. slamming
out a pair of triples and 13 singles.
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1n the fracas with Tech, Pat Cul—
linane pitched good ball allowing only
seven hits and passing but two bat—
ters. The Purplemen connected for
the same number of safe bingles but
made three misplays to none by Tech.
It was one of these errors that gave
the visitors the winning run in the
final inning.
joe Costigan, Moran and Cullinane
grabbed off two hits apiece for six of
the seven safe Assumption bingles.
Tech’s tallies were scored in the first.
fourth and last frames. Assumption’s
three runs were all scored in the fifth.
In the inaugural game. the Beaudry
Post Commandery of Detroit fell be—
fore the good pitching of Bill Dunn,
Assumption winning out by a 6 to 4
score. The Highmen fell on the
offerings of Smarzy for six counters
in the first four innings, but could not
garner a single hit off the visiting
relief hurler. Durocher starred with
three bingles in four trips. and Pred—
homme poled out a homer in the first.
. Catholic Central came across the
river on April 30th, only to be victim—
ized by the combined slabwork 0f  
  
The Squad
 
Back row: (‘oaeh li‘r. Iiujeuness.
(i-anlain), Bellemore. N. (‘arey
Front row: I’redhomme. (‘ullimum
 
Costigan and Dunn. 'l‘he final score
was 8 to 0. Excellent support helped
the l’urple flingers to keep the visitors
from scoring. although they collected
eight hits.
l’ounding out thirteen hits for a
total of sixteen hases. \ssumption
lligh officially opened the l‘lssex
County ’iasehall season in Learning—
ton by gaining an 11 to () verdict over
Leamington ll ig h. iather Lajeu—
nesse’s hoys hegan matters in the first
half of the opening inning counting
two runs. and from then on. the
l’urples were never in danger. _loe
Costigan, who pitched for three and
one third innings. and then retired to
the outfield. celebrated a perfect day
at hat. slapping out four singles in as
many trips to the plate.
Pitching a superb brand of hall and
holding Leamington hitless and score—
less, ‘Ioe Costigan turned hack the
Seaman.
(manager).
lﬁoi‘St'hke. S.
Heated: Hroughton. Higgins (mast-o1). Allor.
lmcoeher. (‘ostigam J, Long. Moran
Long, Dunn.
l’ickle outfit () to O and enabled
the llighmen to secure a position in
the play—offs with Tech.
The 'l‘ech game was a thriller right
from the start. At the end of the reg-
ulation time the score was tied at 5-5.
()ne extra inning was all that was
necessary for the Assumption team to
decide the issue. Following hits l)_\'
Moran and Costigan, Stan Long con—
nected with a fast one and drove it
far over the fence for a homer. With
the score 8 to 5 against them 'l‘ech
was unahle to fathom Costigan’s haf—
fling shoots and the trophy emhlem—
atic of the lissex County champion-
ship was again installed in its old
resting place in the Assumption
trophy room.
To Coach Fr. Lajeunesse a great
dad of credit is due for the eXCellent
team he turned out from the very
mediocre material on hand.
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Back row: R. McCormick, G. Proulx,
McHale, ‘C. Stein, A. Janisse,
Coach Fri Guinan.
S. Nantais, J. McKenty, (f. LePag’e,
E. Boutette, :M. Coughlin, J. White,
Front row: E. Makowski, J. Waldecker, ’l‘. Hogan, D. Desjarlais (captain),
R. \Bullock, R. MCGlaug'hlin (mascot).
Absent: \V. Moore, F. Dunlay.
lNlM teams, Border Cities
M championships and Coach Fr.
Guinan seem to go hand in
hand. This year’s baseball team is no
exception. Turning to the diamond
after their brilliant basketball season
the prospects of a good team were
rather uncertain.
Desjarlais, Hogan, Nantais, Bou—
tette, LePage, Proulx and Moore of
last year’s squad were out and served
as a nucleus for this year’s nine. The
pitching problem was very uncertain
but Dunlay, McKenty and Makowski
proved their worth and have since
pitched very effective ball. The catch—
ing was well taken care of by the
veteran Desjarlais who was elected
captain of the team. VValdecker served
as an excellent relief man. The infield
composed of Boutette. Moore, Hogan
and LePage functioned smoothly from
the beginning and removed that worry
immediately. The outfield problem
was the greatest one. There was a
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wealth of uncertain material to choose
from and the big problem was to find
the three most consistent players.
Bullock, \Vhite and Nantais were the
usual starters while McHale, Stein,
Proulx and Coughlin were ready to
relieve them at any time.
A very hard schedule was played.
The best class 1) teams in Detroit,
three class C outfits and not a few
representative High School teams
were met and defeated. Victories over
the Hamilton Club, All Saints High,
East \Vindsor, and many others were
hung up.
In the league games the opposition
proved much stronger and every bit of
skill was needed to win. The Pirates,
especially, proved to be a menace to
the Purple nine.
The team improved greatly as the
season went along and many individual
stars were discovered. Many of the
players show real promise and should
prove a great asset to the High School
team in the near future.  
 The Track Team
  
Back row: Dan Branen (manager), B. Haehnle, J.
‘ .I. \ahey, A. Gibbons, Mr. \V. Haynes (coach).
I<ront row: E.
Ski‘yszki, F. Flaugher,
 
K. Rowan.
OR the first time definite steps
were taken this year by the Ath—
letic Association at Assumption to
put representative College and High
School track teams in the field. Under
t h e supervision of Mr. \Villiam
Maynes, famous Olympic star of 1924,
who brought the 440—yard dash title to
Canada, much progress was made in
the initial year and a foundation laid
for the future. As was to be expected.
no championship teams were moulded
but the track candidates developed
steadily under the experienced guid—
ance of Mr. Maynes and the year 1930
will go down in Assumption sport his—
tory as the beginning of whatever
progress is made in this field in the
coming years.
In October 1929 a track team com-
posed of Arts students took part in
the inter-faculty meet of \‘Vestern
University held in London. Ian Allison
placed second in the 440 yard dash
and the running broad jump; Bill
Young obtained a second in the javelin
throw with a W'estern student throw—
ing for a new record, and a medley
Chapman, P. Hussey, N. Reese, J. Bellemore, E. Moran, J. O'Mara,
relay composed of R. C. McDonald,
Tom Gayle, Bill Young and Ian Alli-
son won another second. This gave
Assumption twelve points and four
places out of six events entered.
Training was resumed in April and
a team chosen from the High School
represented Assumption at the Wossa
meet in London. The following took
part: F. Flaugher, shot put, discuss and
javelin; Edward Moran. Senior 100 and
220 yard dashes; John O’Mara, Senior
shot put. discuss and javelin. Peter
Hussey ran in the Intermediate half—
mile; Ben Haehnle, the Intermediate
hurdles; John Vahey, the Intermediate
hurdles, broad and high jumps; Nor-
man Reuss, the Intermediate 220 yard
dash; J. Skrzycki, the Intermediate
shot put, javelin and discuss. In the
Junior events Chapman was entered
with R. Rowan running the low
hurdles, the broad and high jumps.
The VVossa meet of 1930 saw several
new records established: keen compe—
tition was shown in every event and
the excellent performance of our
athletes augurs well for the future of
track sports at Assumption.
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(1) “Yin-hing the grads: (2) "Burkyf‘ (3) The old groove; (4) Champs: (5) Jan-k man-hos fov'
one; (6) And Eddie does his stuff: (7) The captain up; (8) Masvut ’l‘ummy: (3t) Highmcn;
(10) Diamond pals; (11) That winning; smile; (12) Murphy reveiving;
(13) “OSMH;" (H) Champions all,
   
 
 
 
 
  
The Minstrel Show
  
  
if R. \‘AHEY’S third annual min— tures. The outstanding characteristic
    
 
strel show lived up to expectations
and surpassed by far its two pre-
decessors. This year’s minstrel played
to a capacity house on both Tuesday
and \Vednesday, November 12th and
13th. Citizens from both sides of the
border and many Old Boys swarmed
to Sandwich to view the annual enter—
tainment. The choice of songs, dia—
logues, and jokes was proven by the
extended applause, noticeable after
each presentation. For two hours and
a half the audience was time and time
again carried from the sublime to the
ridiculous. We voice our thanks to
Fr. T. _l. Vahey, the guiding genius of
the performance, for its success. To
his able staff of assistants is also due
unlimited praise for their arduous
labor. Mr. E. Pokriefka, ’30, the
general manager, was in no small way
responsible for the success attained.
Messrs. \V. McKenna, ’31. and J. Nel—
son, ’30, had complete charge of the
color effects and the artistic designs.
The presentation was given in two
acts, each act consisting of popular
songs, jokes, recitations, and other fea—
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of the first act was the rendition by
the College Orchestra of the “Purple
and White.” This was the first time
that the College song appeared in
music form. During intermission Pro—
fessor Pasquale Venuta in a clarinet
solo played one of his own composi-
tions. “The Ambassador Bridge
March.”
The personnel of the show was com—
posed of the chorus, Messrs. Welsh,
Logue, Lewis, Gagie, Griffin, Gerteis,
Ackerma’n, 3urns, Halloran, Corcoran,
Farrell, Clemens, O’Connell, Seaman,
Hanson, Smith, Asselin, McGinty,
Emery, and Van de Motter; the inter—
locutor, Mike Doyle; the man about
town. Art Lynch; the dancers, Messrs.
Gibbons, Sewell, and McGinty; the
pages, Messrs. Chapman and Maren—
tette; a young lady, Neil Veil; the
inimitable Nadalin and his very much
alive accordion; the Ballad Singers,
Messrs. Dunn, Ferriss, Allison, and
Peltier; and the incomparable end
men, Messrs. Allor, Cooney, Edelhoff,
Long, McCormick, and Pospeshil.  
  
“The Mystery Man”
(K HE MYSTERY MAN,” the
play chosen by the Arts men
this year for their bid to fame,
made its appearance in the college
auditorium on the evenings of Febru—
ary 10 and 11. It seems the more Fr.
Vahey and his proteges delve into
dramatics the more successful they
become. The drama this year was a
play “par excellence” and the acting
was superb. The success of the second
annual Arts play is well mirrored in
the applause and enthusiasm with
which it was greeted.
R. C. McDonald, as Inspector Harri-
son, proved himself very efficient and
effective. Bob seems to be a natural
born actor and he went through both
performances like a Barrymore. The
way in which he solved the murder
throws doubt on the methods of Sher-
lock Holmes. Although Bob was a
favorite with the audience, he had to
divide the honours with. if not concede
them to, Jerry Dark, his aide—de-campe.
jerry with the two Japs, Ed Griffin and
Walt Welsh, supplied the laughter and
exhileration. The actions, the facial
expressions, and the speech of this trio
stopped the show time and time again.
Many of their humorous phrases be—
came a part of campus speech, which
part is not yet entirely obliterated.
Mike Doyle, making his final appear—
ance on the Assumption stage, proved
himself to be a real villain in the play-
ing of his mysterious role. Jim
Cooney as the elevator man produced
much laughter and made the plot more
intricate. Ray Reaton, a newcomer to
the Assumption stage. made a success—
ful debut. As leading man he played
his part very well and we look forward
to see him appear again. “Hodie”
Ladouceur as Dr. Osborne lent a dig-
nified tone and air to the solution of
the mystery. Dan Drew enacted his
part well and the audience paid par-
ticular attention to him every time he
appeared. The two females, Ian Alli-
son and John Dillon. had the difficult
task of assuming serious parts and at
the same time of holding the. interest
of the audience. which we are sure
they did well. john Nelson, the elderly
man of the play, and Charles Corcoran,
the doughty stalwart, enacted their
respective roles to perfection.
The perfect acting, the lighting
effects, the subdued voices. the shrieks,
the shots and the yells made the play
very fantastic. The boys were only
amateurs but in their attempt to “ape”
professionals they assumed a charac-
ter and personality which, to say the
least, was most interesting and mys-
terious.
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The Arts Ball
[5 (}l\'1\I\'l)lCl'l{ ever
reached a peak higher
than the many points
to which it has soared on
various occasions in the
past. it most assuredly did
so at the second animal
Assumption x\ 1' t s ll a l l,
staged in the l’rince lCd—
ward Hotel. \Vindsor. on
liebruary 14. under the
auspices of the college
students of this year. The
consensus of opinion placed
the Assumption (lance on
a level just a little higher
than any similar e\ ent ever recorded in the social annals of the Border Cities.
Hundreds of guests. immaculately clad in formal attire. wended their
way into the gayly—decked ballroom as the evening progressed to do honor
to the college and the students by whose efforts the grand spectacle was
made possible
Color. blended to a harmony which favored only the purple and the white.
made of the ballroom a veritable Eden. an Assumption paradise. so to speak.
the beauty and magniﬁence of which could only be appreciated by those who
witnessed the gay event and entered into the spirit of the occasion. .-\ mighty
“Assumption.” lettered in purple and white. ﬁrst greeted the eyes of the guests
as they entered the ballroom. This historic name. suspended there above the
living rainbow of color presented by the guests ben lath. kept foremost in the
minds of students. grads and friends alike the old school which was being so
signally honored on this occasion. A mighty Assumption shield. the result
of many weeks of careful studying and delicate workmanship. held a promi—
nent place above the crowd and the four symbols, which have for so many
years exempliﬁed the Hasilian standard of education. blended the traditional
phase into the more modern spirit characteristic of the surroundings and
the guests.
.-\s the evening drew to a
close and everyone took
the ﬂoor for the closing
dances. no doubt remained
in the minds of the stu—
dents that their gr ~at effort
of 1030 had proven any—
thing but a success. Last
year's Arts Hall proved to
what extent Assumption
students could excel] so—
cially. This year’s dance did
more than that. It estab—
lished the Arts Hall as one
 
H. Heausoleil. M. Hoyle, .l. Howell.
publicity chairman tickets
 
) r‘ ' 1‘ ' s ' >of th: eieatcst funct1ons on w, Mai“.an ,1' Fish“ J" “OWNED”
the border soc1al calendar. “‘“WVHUOHS invitations music
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The Arts Banquet
The Committee
    
1). Drew0. Beausoleil
MONG the activities sponsored
this year by the Student Coun-
cil was the inauguration of the
First Annual Arts Banquet. The
Arts Students assembled at the Prince
Edward Hotel on April thirtieth for
this informal “get-together” party.
The banquet was not only pleasing to
the palate and gratifying to the inner
man; it was a sumptuous repast of
wisdom, a luncheon of wit, a draught
of humor. a spread of knowledge, and
a dinner of good-fellowship.
After grace had been said by Fr.
Kennedy, t h 0 Chairman, Michael
Doyle proposed a toast to Canada and
to the United States. Following this
everyone devoted himself to the lipi-
curean part of the banquet. That this
phase was a success was proven by the
wit and humour that was much in evi-
dence. After the last course had been
served, Fr. Kennedy introduced l)r.
Sherwood Fox. the guest of honor and
the principal speaker of the evening.
In presenting l)r. Fox, Fr. Kennedy
spoke highly of him and thanked him
for the interest he has always shown in
Assumption and the good work he has
done for the College.
Praising the happy affiliation that
has existed between Assumption and
\V. \V’elsh C. "Winter
the University of \Vestern Ontario.
l)r. Fox expressed the hope that this
spirit of pleasant relationship would
continue indefinitely. “I believe.” he
said. “the standards at Assumption are
high and sound. and that one of the
outstanding characteristics of the
college is its zeal to improve. The
true measure of our college graduates
today is not the amount of boasting or
yelling they may do in praise of their
college. but rather the performance of
the graduates and the contribution
they render to citizenship.”
l)r. Fox also told the story of
Northern Ontario and of its opportuni—
ties which await those who have the
courage to grasp them. “1 stress the
resources which lie untouched in this
section.” said Dr. Fox, “for regardless
of what branch of service you may
contemplate after graduation you will
find ample opportunity in Northern
Ontario.”
Responding to Dr. Fox’s speech.
Fr. MacDonald thanked the President
for condescending to appear at the ban-
quet. Various other speeches by class
representatives and a musical program
bv Frank Tschirhart brought this
eventful evening to a close.
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The Gratorieal Contest
   
MR. R. C. MCDONALD
Assumption's (‘hampion Orator
HE Annual ()ratorical Contest
brought to a close a successful
year for St. Basil’s Literary
Society. Mr. R. C. McDonald, a
sophomore student. was unanimously
chosen winner of this year’s contest
on Tuesday evening, April 8th. The
judges were Rt. Rev. Msgr. Denis
O’Connor. rector of St. Peter’s Sem—
inary. London. Ontario. and Bishop of
l’eterborough, Dr. L'. ]. l)urocher, and
Mr. C. P. Mc'l‘ague.
The subject of Mr. McDonald’s
oration was “\Vorld Charity.” “Charity
is the foundation of all peace and prog-
ress.” he said. He pictured the period
of the world war as years without
charity. lts desolation, sufferingr and
death toll were the fruits of the folly
of the people who were forgetful of
charity. the basic factor of Christianity
since the days of Christ.
“Since the return of peace and the
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end of the great war. we have created
a new world,” said Mr. McDonald.
“The past and its errors are fading.
\Ve live in the present and it is in this
present world that we are now so
\‘itally interested.”
Lawrence Deziel, winner of second
prize. chose Canada’s multifold immi—
gration problem as the subject of his
oration, “Strangers \V i t h i n (7) u r
Midst.” lle pictured the growth of
Canada within the last two decades
from a struggling colony to a great
dominion. This growth. he declared.
was due largely to the policy of “the
open door."
Burton l’). Bassett. winner of third
place. spoke upon the subject. “Peace.”
He traced the history of war from the
beginning of man down to the world
conflict and pleaded for the creation
of a new brotherhood between men
and nations which will ultimately
outlaw war for all time.  
  
The lFortv Hours Devotion
The Exposition
   
‘T ASSUMPTION there are
two events that the Catholic
boy eagerly awaits and en-
thusiastically receives. These two
events are the Annual Retreat and the
Forty Hours Devotion. just as the
origin of this devotion is obscure. so
also its history at Assumption is con-
fused. It is needless to say that in
recent years it has become one of the
major religious observances here.
This time of special grace for the
resident students occurred on VVed—
nesday, Thursday and Friday, Febru—
ary 12, 13 and 14. 'l‘he Forty Hours
opened with the Solemn High Mass
of Exposition. Fr. l’ickett was the
celebrant and was assisted by Fr. Mac—
Donald as deacon and Fr. ()’Loane as
sub—deacon. Following the Mass there
was the usual procession of the Blessed
Sacrament around the chapel and the
chanting of the litany of the saints.
There were no more devotions in com—
mon until the evening but all through
the day there was a continual flow of
young Christian men to the chapel, In
the evening the students were treated
to a delightful talk on the Sacrifice of
the Mass by Rev. Denis Hayes. pas—
tor of St. l’eter’s Church, Mt. Clemens,
and prominent Assumption grad of the
nineties. lir. Hayes outlined the
origin and history of sacrifice from the
earliest times and its importance in
our relation with the Creator.
()n the closing day, in the morning,
the Solemn Mass of Deposition was
said by Fr. {urke as eelebrant.
assisted by lir. Lajeunesse as deacon
and lir. Sullivan as sub—deacon. In the,
evening another old boy, Rev. Robert
Henson of the Sacred Heart Seminary,
Detroit. preached. I‘lr. ienson chose
as his topic: “Devotion to the I’)]CSS(‘(1
Sacrament.” In a clear and concise
talk he explained why and how we
should visit Christ our King in His
throne on our altars. 'l‘he Devotion
closed with solemn lenediction.
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The Annual Retreat
 
Rt. Rev. F. .I.
HE Sixtieth Annual Students’
Retreat was unique inasmuch as
two innovations were introduced.
1n the first place the time of the re—
treat was changed from late in the
scholastic year to early in the spring.
Secondly. “Fr. Van” did not preach
the retreat.
Two Dommican Friars preached this
year, Fr. Martin, O. P.. conducting
the boarders’ retreat, and Fr. McManus.
O. P, conducting the day scholars’ re-—
treat. Besides the usual considera-
tions of the eternal truths which are
to be found in all retreats, the preach—
ers had for their themes in the daily
conferences the fact that if we know
God and love Him. we will not sin.
The close attention given the sermons.
the strict observance of absolute
silence during these three days and the
anxious earnestness of the students to
profit by this time of grace afforded
them, was a matter of general edifica-
tion. We are confident that much
good has been effected by the retreat
and we pray that its results will be
lasting and far reaching.
The students received the news of
Fr. Van’s withdrawal from the retreat
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Van Antwerp
mastership with feelings of regret
and disappointment.
l’robably nowhere in history can
such an enviable and unique record as
that established by “Monsignor \Van”
be cited. ()f the fifty—nine annual re—
treats held at Assumption. this famous
grad of ’77 has personally conducted
thirty-four of them. Considerably
more than half the students who have
attended Assumption during the sixty
years of her existence have come into
personal contact with Monsignor Van
Antwerp through the annual retreats.
It is most unlikely that there will ever
be found a more popular or better-
lilced retreat master than the kindly
monsignor. His words of wisdom and
good advice have stood many an
Assumption student in good stead both
throughout student days and the
years of later life. The enviable
record of service to Assumption and
her students which the venerable
alumnus has established will live
through the ages to be a constant tri—
bute to this priestly son of Assump-
tion whose life and ideals have been
so greatly interwoven with the life and
ideals of his alma mater.  
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Exclusive Disclosures By Qur Camera Man
The above picture was taken by
Sylvester \Veens and shows some of
the boys arriving last September. The
portly gentleman in the foreground
with the mole on his neck is none other
than lidward l’okriefk: returning
after a hard summer. In his youth.
l’oke showed remarkable skill in
blowing smoke rings and his efforts
were rewarded last spring when the
city council appointed him chief host
at Grand Circus l’ark. His tap-dancing
was the admiration of the unemployed
of fourteen nations and the melodious
strain of his ilew’s harp lightened the
burden of many a weary shop—lifter.
He was recompensed with copious
quantities of malted milk, and to these
can be attributed his downfall. ly
the first of August he had gone into
flesh and his famous high kick now
terminated at the belt. So here he is
with a bottle of sandwich—spread and
a great longing for new fields to be
conquered by.
The stalwart husbandman with the
form—showing suit and the boutonniere
of alfalfa is O’Donnell, from the land
where men are men and Saturday night
is the time for a shave. On first see—
ing the campus. “Lefty” was all for
putting in some fall wheat He came
to Assumption with a great reputation
as a pitcher (of hay) but the rumour
proved false. “Lefty” became famous
around Petrolia as a cradler and the
sole dispenser of Royal Purple Stock
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lfood. It broke his hart when he
found out that lfield Day was not a
ploughing contest. Yes, he was caught
in the rain. or at least, in a heavy deux
The urchin with the fencing outfit
and the shifty eyes is ll. l‘jftie Kyprie,
the only ambidextrous dualist this side
of l’luxton. liftie has always lived in
boarding schools, hence his skill with
the blade. The document in his hip
pocket is a chart of vital spots and
how to protect them. After his first
week here, Kyprie had taken a blood
count of every member of lfourth ,Hi
and Commercial. An ardent believer
in the adage “Right is Might,” Eftie
always leads with his left and parts
his hair in the centre.
The boy with the boxing gloves and
the cauliflower ear is “Finger” l’eltier,
one of the best boxers to ever sleep
on the resin. A devotee of the manly
art of self—defense. he made the track
team with ease. liver holding for fair
play, he never picked on anyone
bigger than himself.
The fat kid with the almanac in
his hand is H'l‘uffy" ()riffin, also
known as “()alli Cursi” or “No
Trump.” lle proved to be the most
feared batter in the Softball Léague.
lle sometimes threw his bat. “(‘xalli
Cursi" is liable to burst into song at
the least provocation and despises any
  
 woman who oyerbids her hand. Most
of his time is spent in hunting up a
foursome for bridge and yet he has
Athletesy lioot. "'l‘uffy" says that very
few of his professors understand hini.
He is just naturally baffling but he
claims that he is quite simple.
 
The great fertility of the horseshoe
yines last year brought into promi~
nence another sport.——Riding. jack
Long, finding the other games too
rough, took to this pastime with zest.
lie is shown working out on his favor--
ite mount. Charlie. accompanied by his
coach. Maurice llanson. 'l‘he bulge in
Hanson’s trouser cuff is the first aid
kit for Charlie. ’l‘his snap was taken
right after the Sand Hill steeplechase.
Long is crying~~and why not? lie was
disqualified for wearing spurs and now
faces an action brought against him
by the ().ll..\_
Johnnie had some consolation from
the fact that his mount won the fur—
lined feed bag for being the most
promising 1903 model at the meet. ()n
the same afternoon his suave young
stableboy, Hill KunkIQ won the hog—
calling contest for minors. llis form
was practically perfect. llis speech of
acceptance won for him the “Bright
Sayings of Children” contest and
stamped him as the best exponent of
fast repartee in these parts.
A cad is one who pats your back,
His heart replete with sham;
A friend is one who tells your faults
But doesn’t give a d——.
  
Here we have “Teddy” Van de
)lotter. star stroke of the rowing
team. who is responsible for this sport
being inaugurated at the college. It
was due largely to his splendid work
that the crew carried off the honors
at the llelle Riyer regatta. This is the
first year that the superiority of the
rowing machine (wer the boat has been
recognized. The benefits accruing from
this sport can easily be seen in the
pictur‘ above. Note the well~developed
thorax. the delicately arched instep.
the noble ears. the graceful tilt of the
Adam’s apple. and the erect eyelashes
a splendid example of clean living.
  
Here you see the Basilides’ prize picture.
Our energetic photographer was fortu
nate
in being able to snap O’Connell and
Coughlin leaving the campus on a hot date
immediately following the last showmg of
“The Haunted House.” “Paddy” Cla
rke?
No, “Paddy” was nowhere to be found. He
stated later that he had always held
these
stage door shieks in utmost contempt and
would have nothing to do with any of them.
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“The Tangle”
The following is an excerpt from
Peter Kenny’s latest production, “The
Tangle.” This play ran for three solid
hours at Orchestra Hall in Tin Can
City. Peter ran for four from the angry
customers. After several readings, we
have segregated this choice portion
and, being duely cleaned up, we print
it here to show how masterfully the
drama is handled in Peter’s hands.
\Vithout a doubt, Kenny’s plays will
be read and acted when Shakespeare
is forgotten—but not until then. This
extract is the denouement from Act 1,
Scene II. (Note the latent humour).
THE CAST
George—A taxidermist.
Tillie—His wife.
Steve—-A Naturalist.
Agatha—His wife.
LukervSon to Steve and Agatha.
Lloyd A feeble—minded spectator.
  
THE SCENE
On a curve near Kinkora.
TIME
PM. (Daylight Saving).
The wind is blowing. The two cars are
racing in second. \Vithout the slightest
warning Tillie makes a left turn. Agatha.
seeing her chalice, throws her car into high
and makes for the spare tire. There is a
terrific crash. Both cars leave the road and
the occupants are hurled into the ditch.
Tillie, lighting a Murad, says:-
Tillie——It's obvious, sister, that you've did
me dirt.
Agatha—Says who! -Oh Yeah!
(and other tantalizing expressions).
Steve—Ah me, I am hurt. Sore are my
wounds. How my poor head doth reel.
George My every member aches as a
tooth. (Sees blood). 0 my very life blood.
(Swoons).
Tillie—(to Agatha)—Louse,
wrecked my Chevrolet.
Agatha—A mere wreck it ever was.
Tillie—A lug thou art. 'Tis naught but
my good breeding that restrains me from
plastering you.
Agatha—If you think you're big enough
try it.
Steve—Let there occur
dukes
George——(coming to)—Have at her, dear
spouse. Keep your guard up.
Is zat so!
 
you have
no elevation of
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Steve—Shades of my ancestors! That I
should ever witness such carryings~on. Oh
my poor head.
Agatha You old seahorse.
with me.
Tillie—Let the Marquis of Cranberry rule
prevail.
George~Let us have the fight on
mound: footwork may decide the issue.
Steve Agatha, I insist that you escort me
to my domicile.
Agatha \Vhat, with an opportunity of
etepping a few fast rounds? (Misses L‘uke).
O—O-O-oso‘h! O~O~O~o~ohl Where in blazes
is Luke? (Tears for the debris).
Steve—Aliven as you mention it, it comes
upon me that our bairn is missing.
Tillie (Shadow—boxing)—Come on, are
you yellah? Quit your stalling.
Steve~Forbear to make light of our mis—
fortune. My son is still in the wreckage.
George Ah! Poor thing. (They all begin
searching for Luke). (Odious catches from
the “Stein Song" are heard nearby. Luke
approaches with a bundle in his arms, his
eyes filled with tears. Steve and Agatha
shower him with kisses, weeping profusely.
Tillie and George draw near and too begin
to weep).
Agatha—JVhere have you been, my child?
\Vhy weepest thou?
Luke—(opening bundle)—See, mamma, I
have procured a luxuriant bunch of horse—
radish.
Tillie—Out upon thee, scoundrel!
cause of my weeping is now apparent.
Agatha—~And mine.
George—And mine. .
Steve‘O fell weed, begotten by no
friendly soil, it is thou that hast sped the
floodgates. of my soul. Away with thee!
All—Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! A joke on us.
Agatha—(to Tillie)—You weren‘t serious
about that fight, were you sweet?
Tillie—No, I was only fooling.
Come, close
 
yon
 
The
Steve—«Oh, happy moment. (They all
embrace).
Tillie~—You folks must come over some
afternoon for a game of snap.
Agatha—Yeah, we’ll be
Toodlevooo. (Curtain)
seein’ you.
 
   .J
Mexican fleeless dog-house, recently won
by Mr. Edward A. Pokriefka in competition
for the coveted degree of M.M.S.—Master
of Morphean Sonority.  
  
_ “Jake” Moore at the age Cf five. “Jake”
IS the one with the hat on.
 
Various rumours have come to the office
of the Basilides about the profession which
our esteemed senior, Jack Long, is choosing.
Some have it that he is going in for big
football, others that he has had several offers
to join the life guard crew at some of the
more ritzy beaches. Jack, however, has
pulled the wool over everybody’s eyes. Pro-
fessor Venuta’s suspicions have been veri-
fied. The Hon. Jack plays the accordion
with great ease and has recently signed a
ten—year lease to direct Allen’s Black Snow-
balls. Success to you, Jack, old man, and
may you live to be a hundert!
Social Tip: Most cooks prefer cauli-
flowers.
  
The Rudy Vallee of 1940—none other
than the celebrated James Farrell himself.
Who wouma thunk it!
An owl’s eye view herewith of ‘fSprin
g-
#- board" Clemens,
newly-elected presrdent of
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to
Saxophone Players.
 
  
Type of blackboard to be usded
by Pro-
' h' ro ose extensmn
‘ . _ I
£2555; £12321) lannd psapgr liganging. Classes
RSant‘g (lilafuiisdsitéll tip mimic?“ Sggifnthﬁz
' '
a n o s ‘. ,.
begln 1n the smoker next September 8
th at “eight him for Christmas-
3:31 pm. sharp. Pag
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Those Bold Bad Eggs of ’22
\Yhere are they now. the lads I knew,
The bold, bad eggs of '22#
The Rhetoric class that led the pack
In those dear days that won't come back?
Their memory lives. their faces bright
;\re in my thoughts. or day or night:
For them I keep a niche apart
\Yithin the beatings of my heart.
You cannot mix with such as these.
To wear their shirts and aid their pleas
\Yithout there grows a bond amain,
:\ bond that never can be twain.
You cannot share your fags. and fun.
You cannot to the same bell run
For long before your spirits know
Your aims are one, for weal or woe.
Their hands have clasped and gon‘ afield
To live their lives. their seeptres wield;
They've scattered far but heed my call
Because they‘re here upon my wall.
Renti. Rose and LaRiviere,
()‘Mara, Shag and joeund Hay,
Sham and It‘innegan. Sheehan too.
Gentlemen all, a toast to you!
  
Compliments
of
John J. McHale, Sr.
LONDON, ONTARIO
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:\n(l josh and Chubby, too, are there
That always noisy, joined pair
And Murphy's with me just the same
As is Big Bill, of handball fame.
Old Susie Zott. I see you still
Aslapping baskets in at will:
llo, Gibbons. liallon. robust two.
Cali I come in aitd smoke with you?
Taeon. Huhl and johnny Corbett.
How are things within your orbit?
Dolan, Phelan, Kenefic. too,
Here's to you and you and you.
0 Duke O'Hoey can you still see
The day I stuck a pin in thee
And thou wast moved to smack and slam
Our only Coyne. an innocent lamb?
The roll is ending, I‘m bereft
of rhyme to finish what is left,
SoiHowdy Driscoll, Hogan, l’erin,
 
   
You're
Regular .
Guys
and
long
may
you
wave!!!
——ANI>Y,
"-93.59%33igé cc‘c‘égi
CUM P L l M ICNTS
() F
J. M. NELSON
Youngstown. Ohio
Steel Expert
E
Father of three Assumptionites
ART, JOHN PETE
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 A MESSAGE
From the Students and Alumni
of Assumption to Our
Advertisers
N ANY undertaking of the nature of the Basilides, the major
:lll: consideration is the financial expenditure entailed. To rely
simply upon the returns from subscription fees would make such
a volume impossible, so far would the amount realized fall short
of financing the project. Another factor must be brought to
bear—community advertisers. Only by their assistance is it
possible to produce so expensive and elaborate a volume.
In approaching the manufacturers and merchants of the
Border Cities, good—will and hearty endorsements awaited us at
almost every turn. Only in a few instances did the jubilee book
project fail to obtain the support of those who were approached.
Many business men were particularly generous in subscribing
to advertising space in the volume and, in all, the Basilides’
advertisers have helped considerably to defray the expenses of
publication.
The alumni, faculty and students of Assumption wish to
take this opportunity to thank those who have so generously
supported the undertaking. In particular they accord Mr. Justus
Miller and the Border Chamber of Commerce sincere thanks
for the consideration given them in the difficult task of soliciting
advertising for these pages.
Our advertisers may feel assured that. in return for their
kindness, Assumption students and alumni will patronize them
at every opportunity and, by so doing, give them definite
assurance that their support has been truly appreciated
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Phone Seneca 3953 118 Sandwich St. W.
Essex Stamp Co., Limited
.C‘
O.
§§ Windsor, Ontarlo, Canada
§§ A Business of Business Necessities
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COM PLIMEN'I‘S OF
A. J. LOTHIAN
ARCHITECT
Labelle Bldg. - - - Windsor 0. R. CURTIN, Manager
 
    Ask Your Dealer For
WINDSOR QUALITY
PAINTS
Varnishes, Enamels. Stains, Lacquers
THEY ARE THE BEST
Manufactured by
STANDARD PAINT &
VARNISH CO.
Limited
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
  COMPLIMENTS OF
Cadwell Sand &
Gravel Co.
Limited
E
\VINDSOR, ONTARIO
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COMPLIMENTS
Denison Tile Co.
Limited
  
  
   
  
       
   
McTague, Clark, Springsteen,
Racine & Spencer
BARRISTERS — SOLICITORS
Security Building
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
(1. l’. Alt-TAGI‘E H. M. AlcTAGUE
.I. II. (‘LARK N. L. SPENCER
A. RACINE IA. R. MCDONALD
S, L. SI’RINGSTEISN A. H. STEVENSON
  
  Manufacturers of
Denison “H” Wall Tile
Partition Tile, Drain Tile, Brick
WINDSOR, ONT.
Plants: Tilbury, Fletcher and Belle River
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THIS BOOK PRINTED
BY
EIIJB 313011321“ Glitieﬁ Star
Windsor, Ontario
A NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO COMMUNITY SERVICE
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Compliments
of
NEAL BAKING CO.
LIMITED
Salter Avenue
WINDSOR
ONTARIO
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WINDSOR GAS COMPANY
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Coke
Steam
E—E
Cannel
0.0.0
 
  
aseseseszaa‘om
Coal & Coke Ltd.
Pocahontas
Anthracite
CALL SENECA 4380
Bryant Pattern &
Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Producers of Quality
Wood and Metal Patterns,
Special Tools, Dies, Jigs, F ix-
tures and General Machine
Work, Brass, Bronze and
Aluminum Castings
Facilities for Service UnsurpaSSed
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Confederation
.000 0.0.0.0.
gmcogggooomcoo
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Sandwich
Hydro-Electric
System
R. C. THOMAS, Manager
A. MORETON, Chairman
R. H. GLUNS
M. LONEY, Mayor
Limited
Walkerville, Ontario
of Canada
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SANDWICH, ONTARIO
COMPLIMENTS
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C( )M I’LIM ICVTS OF
Champion Spark
Plug Co. of
canada CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
El CANADIAN SALT DIVISION
Windsor, Ontario WINDSOR -:- ONTARIO
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COMPLIMENTS COMPLIMENTS
1 OF OF
Canadian T. J. EANSOR
' Sirocco Co. & SONS
LIMITED E]
E: , T
WINDSOR, ONTARIO “ m DSOR' ONTARIO
There is a Degraco Paint “Wickham’s for Quality”
for Every Purpose
DEGRACO PA
INTS FI
NELY TAILORED S
UITS
All Colon fos- All urpoaen —
SMART FURNISHINGS
@
Dominion Paint
Works Ltd.
Walkerville, Ont. Canada Buildin .0
368 Ouellette Ave. 23
O.
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DOminimm FOrge &
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Compliments
of
The
Canadian Bridge
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DICK is still a bit collegiate. Not the 53
iah rah type but he still knows what 59
the boys at school taught him about 89
Clothes, And he finds his sartorial \_) 39    
   
 
whims satisfied at DO\VLERS’
COLLEGE SHOP.
WALKERVILLE,
ONT.
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Congratulations! g C O M P L I M E N T S
O F
on the accomplishments
of the College in the past §§
and best wishes for its ﬁg
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L. A. Young
future endeavours. 35 o
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 Compliments COMPLIMICNTS
of ()F
Whittaker Windsor Wine
Fire Place Co- Ltd-
9Q.
 
Company
v
\VINDSOR, ONTARIO WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO
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Come
LAVATORIES
BATH FIXTURES
TOILETS
Etc.
KITCHEN and
LAUNDRY
OUTFITS
Etc.
 
The fittings you would prefer for your home,
at prices well within the reach of all
On Show at
DOMINION EXHIBITION ROOMS, 901 Government
St., Victoria
CRANE
CRANE BEAUTY IN THE OPEN. CRANE
QUALITY IN ALL HIDDEN FITTINGS
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COMPLIMENTS
OF
Auto
Specialties
Mfg. Co.
\YINDSOR, ONTARIO
REAUME
Organization
is completely equipped to give
Limited
the best results
E
Real Estate and
459 Ouellette Ave.
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Insurance
E
Seneca 291
Windsor, Ontario
Purity Dairies
Limited
Visit Our Dairy—Its the
Most Sanitary and Modern
in Canada
Howard and Shepherd
Burnside 8280
Compliments
of
WE S G A T E
Ice Cream Ltd.
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University of Western Ontario
Courses in Arts, Philosophy, Political and Economic
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Sciences leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts
  
 
  
For Calendar—Address the Registrar
9Q3825€8€82888§8€838883 00 953
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
HIGH SCHOOL
College preparatory—four year course pr
eparing for
entrance into American and Canadian Uni
versities
Commercial Course
Eighth Grade
For Calendar—Address the Principal
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Chrysler Corporation
of Canada, Limited
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Canadian Steel Corporation, Ltd.
OJIBWAY (Essex Co.) ONTARIO -
Manufacturers of
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HEADING STEEL WIRE—B o l t
Bridge and Split Rivet.
‘ ‘ PREMIER,’ ’ ‘ ‘ CROWN, ’ ’ a n d
“ACME” Spring Wires.
Low and High Carbon Wires (Basic,
Acid and Bessemer).
Premier “TESTED” Welding Wires——
Gas or Electric.
Galvanized Wires—Hard or Soft, Regu-
lar and Special Galvanizing.
Wood Pipe Winding Wires.
Telephone or Telegraph Wires.
Annealed Wire—(Cleaned, Oiled or
Lime Coated).
Normalized or Patented Wires.
Automobile or Bicycle Wheel Spoke
and Nipple Wires.
000000. 0000000
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Special Finish Spot Welding Wire.
Coppered Wire.
Link, Neck, Tire, Buckle, Paper Clip,
Gun Screw, Shoe Nail, Copper Bear-
ing and other miscellaneous Wires.
Bale Ties and Hay Wire.
Wire Hoops.
Solid Clothes Lines.
Fence and Poultry Staples.
Barbed Wires.
“OJIBWAY” Woven Wire Fences for
Farms, Garden and Lawn.
“CYCLONE” Chain Link Industrial,
Lawn and Fur Farm Fences.
Gates.
“BANNER” Steel Posts.
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 CANADA PAVING & SUPPLY
CORPORATION
LIMITED
Wishes to take this opportunity of offering its congratu-
lations on this, the Sixtieth Anniversary of Assumption
College, and to extend its appreciation to all the Faculty
and Staff that has had charge in the training and devel-
oping of the lives of the splendid men that have passed
through the College during the last sixty years.
Many are the changes that have come to pass during the
last sixty years and we are glad that we as well as your-
selves have had a part in the development of the Border
g: Cities and Canada as a whole, for while the name Canada 32
$9 Paving & Supply Corporation Limited is comparatively °
5 new yet it operates the well known and old established
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firms of
MERLO-MERLO-RAY LIMITED
WM. WOOLLATT & SONS, LIMITED
CHICK FUEL & SUPPLY CO., LIMITED
CROSS BUILDERS’ SUPPLY (10., LIMITED
These firms have had a large part in supplyi
ng all the
various mason and plaster materials that are
used in the
construction of the smallest as well as the larg
est buildings
in the Border Cities, also Coal and Coke for
all purposes.
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May the Future Years Be Full of Pr
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and Success for Assumption College00.
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Canada Paving & Supply Corpora
tion
Limited
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Chatham Dredging &
General Contracting
Company, Limited
Compliments
of «
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Harbor Contractors
CHATHAM, ONTARIO
  
  
  
 
J. A. MCKENTY, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.,
Phone Seneca 1026, Sandwich, Ont.
JACK'S DAD
OOOIOIOOOOOOOOOOO.
ICODOOOCOOOCITIOIO
De Vilbiss Mfg. Co.
Limited
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
 
  
  
  
   
  
  COMPLIMENTS
Dr. Paul Poisson,
Gerald’s Dad
E]
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COMPLIMENTS OF
Dr. U. J. Durocher
Staynard’s Dad
Spray Painting
Equipment
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WE ARE STAFFED AND EQUIPPEDi
ArnlATEQ TO TRAIN YOU THOROUGHLY
~ §CHO0L‘..~:'
FOR COMMERCIAL SUCCESS ;
§§ The Emblem ]
9§ of the f
Efficient School
lﬂf /
PRINCIPAL IND OWNER
209 Ouellette VICTORIA BLOCK SENEC‘} 92"DIAL 3 4921
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“A Symbol of Comfort at the
Gateway to Canada” 3:
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Embracing 3 studied service of interna— a:
tional standards and designed to pro- a
vide the maximum of convenience to ;;
its patrons.
Catering specially to business and
fraternal entertainments.
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“One of Canada’s Really Fine Hotels”
Associated with United Hotels Co. of America
:5?
MYRON R. GILBERT,
Managing Director.
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